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Executive summary
An understanding of rare inherited metabolic diseases requires an extraordinary
level of detailed knowledge of their underlying molecular and biochemical pathology
in individuals. At the same time their rarity and variability make them very hard to
study in population terms to provide the sort of robust epidemiological evidence usually
demanded for national screening programmes. This report attempts to bridge the
gap between detailed evidence and broad conclusions for policy making. However, it
is almost impossible to simplify and summarise the content in a satisfactory way. We
recommend that readers with limited time will find it helpful to read the Executive
Summary and Chapter 11 in which the five conditions studied are reviewed against the
National Screening Committee Criteria.
Inherited metabolic disorders (IMDs) are a group of disorders each caused by deficient activity
in a single enzyme in a pathway of intermediary metabolism. Interruption of the pathway
can lead to accumulation of unwanted or toxic products or, sometimes, a deficiency of
products essential for health. These changes typically result in metabolic crisis and death,
or damage to many organ systems including the brain, leading to severe learning or physical
disability often at an early age in those affected.
The abnormal biochemical pathway produces characteristic molecular markers that can be
detected by tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). MS/MS is an analytical technique that can
directly identify and quantify compounds in a sample based on their molecular mass-tocharge ratio. Thus a large number of IMDs can be detected very rapidly and, with automation,
as many, or as few different compounds as are of interest can be analysed.
MS/MS technology was recently introduced in England to implement newborn screening
for the inherited metabolic condition medium chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency
(MCADD). Once in place, this raised the possibility that screening for other conditions which,
because of their rarity might not each individually merit a screening programme, would now
be cost effective in relation to the marginal cost of their addition to the existing programme.
Whilst there is patient/parent, clinician and laboratory support for such expansion, it is
critical that the technology should not drive screening policy but that this should follow a
comprehensive assessment of the likely benefits, harms and costs of expanding screening,
especially as each metabolic disease has unique characteristics.
Funding was, therefore, obtained from the National Institute of Health Research – Collaboration
for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care South Yorkshire (CLAHRC-SY) to support
a research project to evaluate screening for five additional diseases using MS/MS in 500,000
newborns over the next two years. As a prelude to the clinical phase of this research, the
Foundation for Genomics and Population Health (PHG Foundation) was asked to conduct a
systematic review of currently available evidence for expanded newborn screening, as the
last Health Technology Assessment (HTA) report, published in 2004, only included data up to
2002. There was clearly a need to examine research and practice over the last seven years,
especially as MS/MS screening has now been more widely implemented overseas.
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Aims
The aim of the review was to undertake an evidence-based synthesis examining the
effectiveness and appropriateness of expanding newborn screening using MS/MS, based on
current guidelines for evaluating screening programmes for the following five conditions,
which were chosen by UK laboratory and clinical experts.
•
•
•
•
•

Maple Syrup Urine Disease (MSUD)
Homocystinuria (pyridoxine unresponsive)
Glutaric Aciduria Type I (GA1)
Isovaleric Acidaemia (IVA)
Long-chain 3-hydroxyacyl CoA dehydrogenase deficiency (LCHADD; includes trifunctional
protein deficiency)

A central feature of the work was to systematically review the evidence for newborn
screening programmes for this panel of five conditions.
Findings of the review and main recommendations
There is much evidence to support expanding the existing provision of newborn screening
to include screening for a wider range of inherited metabolic conditions within the UK, as
a means of preventing death and severe disability. The five conditions that are the specific
target of this review are all diagnosable through screening and treatable; there is evidence
that outcomes are better if infants are diagnosed early and treatment is commenced before
any symptoms occur. The strength of international evidence supports the view that an
expanded ‘bundle’ of conditions is more cost-effective than restricting testing to only one
or two tests, as at present.
However, whilst there will be significant benefit to a small number of infants and their
families, as well as, in total, to the wider health, social and educational services, the possible
harms applied to the entire population of newborns arising from this expanded screening
programme must be considered. The most significant harms arise from the diagnostic workup for those eventually found to be disease free and include those directly impacting on the
family (such as anxiety) and ‘knock-on’ effects of the extra work on laboratory, specialist and
general paediatric and primary care services. The evidence suggests that such impacts will be
manageable but nevertheless there is a need for them to be investigated and quantified.
The paragraphs below provide some of the main findings of the review together with an outline
of gaps in knowledge that should be filled by a pilot research programme. In particular they
include a number of areas where the translation of general evidence available internationally
appears to raise specific questions for the UK and NHS environment.
Epidemiology: International evidence is that each condition is individually rare (birth
prevalence from 1 in 100,000 to 1 in 400,000). However some, such as homocystinuria, may
be more common in the UK. Because of the rarity of the disorders, it is not expected that a
pilot study would provide robust epidemiological information but it could provide a basis for
information collection including age at diagnosis, sex, ethnic background of parents, history
of consanguinity, and family history for screen and clinically detected cases.
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Clinical validity: MS/MS as a screening test has high specificity and sensitivity in most
settings. However, international studies cannot give definitive advice on how to operate
a screening programme in UK laboratories and what test performance will be achieved.
Participating laboratories must collectively devise and evaluate their tests with respect to
analytical and clinical validity using standardised procedures, in particular to maximise test
sensitivity whilst minimising false positives. For each condition this should result in flowcharts that show, initial cut-offs; cut-offs for any repeat testing/ or for urgent assessment
(depending on condition); cut-offs for further sampling request and undertaking further
testing; diagnostic cut-offs; and expected ‘flow’ of infants through the various branches of
the pathway.
Clinical utility: Although the systematic review has provided underlying evidence for clinical
utility in terms of reduced mortality and morbidity in newborns and later in life, we should
ensure that this is achievable within the UK. Cases detected by newborn screening should
be included on a register (subject to appropriate consent) and followed up (eventually
long-term). Diagnosis should be recorded with detail of underlying genetic and biochemical
abnormalities and presenting clinical features. Patient progress should be monitored with
details of treatment provided, centre of treatment and description of clinical progress
including acute crises and outcomes in terms of morbidity and disability. Parallel active
surveillance through the UK laboratories for cases diagnosed clinically should be put in place
and these cases also followed up.
Possible harm from false positives: The systematic review showed some evidence of
harm from ‘false positives’ due to parental stress and adverse effects on the parent child
relationship. A pilot study needs to investigate false positives and their pathway from flagged
test to final negative diagnosis. It needs to devise means of minimising stress by improving
education in the antenatal period and around the time of screening and also by providing
support in the event of a positive result. Educational support will be needed for parents,
health professionals and the general public.
Possible harm from over diagnosis (i.e. diagnosing the condition in those who would
otherwise not have developed clinical symptoms): Detailed understanding of the pathology
of the five target conditions leads us to believe that this will not be a major issue. However,
a pilot study should include documentation of biochemistry and clinical assessment of every
case diagnosed. It should consider some form of external assessment to confirm whether
treatment was strictly necessary for each case and record the reasons behind this.
Economic analysis: Although international evidence is favourable, the pilot study needs
to quantify the extra costs needed to expand the screening programme to include these
conditions. Costs falling on laboratories, specialist clinical, paediatric, community services
and primary care need to be estimated.
Availability of specialist care: There will be an effect on specialist services required to
undertake the necessary diagnostic, clinical assessment and follow-up of patients identified
through the screening system. The pilot study needs to assess whether there is sufficient
capacity in the specialist system in the UK. A comparison of clinical input for screen detected
versus clinically detected cases would be useful. Similarly it will be necessary to look at
organisational aspects to assess how a pilot programme would be embedded into UK NHS
services.
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Guidelines and treatment protocols: The pilot programme should result in a set of guidelines
for laboratory and clinical assessment of screen positive patients and for clinical management
and follow-up of patients, where possible depending on initial genetic, biochemical and
clinical profile.
Clinical outcome: The pilot study should begin the process of tracking health and other
outcomes for patients and families which should lead to the development of a system and
agreed outcome measures.
Wider benefits and harms: The pilot study should provide evidence on wider benefits
and harms including those to parents and extended family of cases, false positives and
their families, health services, researchers and society in general. Where possible the
pilot programme should develop and publish operational protocols and resources that will
maximise benefit and minimise harm.
Clinical, social and ethical acceptability: The pilot programme should work through a
group of stakeholders to collect evidence on the clinical, social and ethical acceptability of
expanded screening.
Opportunity cost of screening: The pilot programme should study qualitative aspects of the
opportunity cost by working with relevant health professionals involved in the whole range
of the programme.
Managing, monitoring and setting quality assurance standards: A detailed plan, resources
for running and monitoring the programme and set of quality assurance standards should be
developed as part of a pilot programme.
Resources for parents and public: Evidence based information about the conditions,
advantages and disadvantages of testing, process of testing, consequences of the test result
and expected follow-up should be developed as part of a pilot project. The MCADD resources
could be used as a template.
Recommendations
The review
This Report is presented to the National Screening Committee (NSC) as an independent
review of the evidence on newborn screening by MS/MS including a systematic review of
evidence from newborn screening programmes worldwide that have included one or more
of the five target conditions in their repertoire. The following recommendations are made
to the NSC:
Recommendation 1
The NSC should study this report in detail and determine whether or not it agrees with
the conclusions. If not, it should set out:
•

Any factual points of disagreement, where possible indicating how such disagreements
can be reconciled

•

The areas where it considers the evidence is not strong enough to support a favourable
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case for expanded screening in general. To the extent that this evidence is unavailable,
it should describe what it considers would constitute suitable evidence, and whether it
is reasonably foreseeable that this could be obtained in the UK in the short to medium
term
An expanded national newborn screening programme
Whether or not the NSC newborn screening programme should be expanded to include each
of these five conditions requires the NSC to weigh up the conditions against their screening
criteria. This review has provided interpretation and discussion against each of the criteria.
It has concluded that none of the criteria are unfulfilled but that the criteria in very rare
genetic conditions may need to be judged differently; there will be trade-offs between
criteria; and judgements about ‘fulfilment’ or otherwise are subjective.
Recommendation 2
The NSC should consider the conditions against each of its screening criteria and
decide:
•

Whether each criterion is met or not

•

Where there is insufficient evidence for a given criterion/condition, what it would
consider to be sufficient evidence that could be collected within the UK in the short
to medium term

Developing a pilot programme
Following its conclusions that expanded newborn screening would improve health outcomes
without causing undue harm and that this could best be undertaken through a national
newborn screening programme, the review group of this study has concluded that the next
step should be a large scale pilot study. The aim of such a study would be to place expanded
newborn screening into experimental practice on a sufficiently large scale to allow some
of the unanswered questions relevant to the programme to be answered. Central questions
include whether or not laboratories can develop tests with optimal performance for screening,
the actual cost to laboratory and clinical services, the impact on these services, and public
and professional acceptability. A more complete set of questions that relate also to the
effectiveness of screening programmes is outlined above. The NIHR CLAHRC in the Sheffield
region has provided funding for a pilot programme and it is believed that many of these
questions could be addressed within the funding available.
Recommendation 3
The NSC should:
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•

Recommend that a pilot programme should be undertaken to address gaps in our
knowledge relevant to the expansion of newborn screening in the UK

•

Ask the NIHR funded CLAHRC project to conduct the pilot programme

•

Set out a mechanism for agreeing further evidence requirement and a process for
obtaining and judging this evidence

•

Agree to receive a report from the pilot programme on completion

Expanded newborn screening - A review of the evidence

Glossary of acronyms
ACCE		
Ala		
Allo-Ile		
BIA		
BCAA		
BCKA		
BCKAD 		
C5		
C5DC		
C16-OH		
CBS		
CAH		
CH		
CNS
FPR		
GA1
GCDH		
HCY		
HPLC		
HTA
ICU		
Ile		
IMD
IVA
IVD		
LCHAD		
MAT		
MCAD
Met		
MRM		
MS/MS		
m/z		
MCADD		
MSUD
MTP		
NPV		
NSC		
OH-Pro		
Phe		
PKU		
PPV		
SCADD		
TP		
TN
Val		
VLCADD

Analytical validity, Clinical validity, Clinical utility, ELSI
Alanine
Allo-isoleucine
Bacterial Inhibition Assay
Branched Chain Amino Acids
Branched Chain Keto Acids
Branched Chain alpha Keto Acid Dehydrogenase
Isovaleryl carnitine
Glutarylcarnitine
3-Hydroxyhexadecanoylcarnitine
Cystathionine β-Synthase
Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia
Congenital Hypothyroidism
Central Nervous System
False Positive Rate
Glutaric Aciduria Type I
Glutaryl-CoA Dehydrogenase
Homocystinuria
High Performance Liquid Chromatography
Health Technology Assessment
Intensive Care Unit
Isoleucine
Inherited Metabolic Disease
Isovaleric Acidaemia
Isovaleryl CoA Dehydrogenase
Long Chain 3-Hydroxy Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenase
Methionine Adenosyl Transferase
Medium Chain Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenase
Methionine
Multiple Reaction Monitoring
Tandem Mass Spectrometry
Mass to Charge Ratio
Medium Chain Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenase Deficiency
Maple Syrup Urine Disease
Mitochondrial Trifunctional Protein
Negative Predictive Value
National Screening Committee
Hydroxyproline
Phenylalanine
Phenylketonuria
Positive Predictive Value
Short Chain Acyl CoA Dehydrogenase Deficiency
True Positive
True Negative
Valine
Very Long Chain Acyl CoA Dehydrogenase Deficiency
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Acylcarnitines

Condensation product of a carboxylic acid and carnitine. The
transport form for a fatty acid crossing the mitochondrial membrane

Compound heterozygous

The presence of two different mutant alleles at the same loci

Daughter ion

An electrically charged product of reaction of a particular parent
(precursor) ion

Galactosaemia

Metabolic disorder inherited as an autosomal recessive trait in which
galactose accumulates in the blood due to deficiency of an enzyme
catalyzing its conversion to glucose

Genotype			

Specific genetic constitution of an individual

Heterozygous

Two different alleles, one in each of a pair of chromosomes, at a
particular position in the genome of an individual

Homozygous

Two identical alleles, one on each of a pair of chromosome, at a
particular position in the genome of an individual

Intermediary metabolism
				
				

The intermediate steps with cells in which nutrient molecules are
metabolized and converted into cellular components catalysed by
enzymes

Isobaric compounds

Different compounds that have the same molecular weight

Mass-to-charge ratio

A number defining how a particle will respond to an electric or
magnetic field that can be calculated by dividing the mass of a
particle by its charge

Parent ion 			

Synonymous with precursor ion

Phenotype 			

The observable traits of an organism

Point mutation

A DNA sequence variation that involves substitution, insertion or
deletion of a single base A, C, G or T

Precursor ion 		

Ion that reacts to form particular product ions

Product ion

Synonymous with daughter ion

		

Sensitivity

Proportion of those with a condition who have a positive test result
(inversely related to the proportion of false negative results)

Specificity

Proportion of those without a condition who have a negative test
result (inversely related to the proportion of false positive results)

Tay-Sachs disease

A hereditary disorder of lipid metabolism, typically affecting
individuals of Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry that is characterized by the
accumulation of lipids especially in nervous tissue
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Introduction

Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is an analytical technique used for identifying and
quantifying compounds in samples by separating and quantifying ions based on their molecular
mass-to-charge ratio. Although it is not a new technology, only comparatively recently has
its potential for newborn screening been realised. A large number of inherited metabolic
diseases (IMDs) can be detected very rapidly and with automation, as many, or as few,
metabolites as are of interest can be requested. It also requires only very small quantities of
blood or urine, making it suitable for blood spot screening.
After a pilot evaluation study, newborn screening in England was expanded in 2007 to include
medium chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency (MCADD). Successful implementation of
this policy has meant that all newborn babies in England are offered screening for this
disease. The implementation of MCADD screening necessitated the capital investment of
MS/MS technology into screening laboratories, together with software for processing and
analysing specimens using this modality as well as supporting metabolic clinical services.
Once in place, this raises the possibilities that other conditions which, because of their
rarity might not each individually merit a screening programme, become cost effective in
relation to the marginal cost of their addition to the existing programme. The United States,
Canada, Australia and a number of European countries have already expanded their newborn
screening programmes to include an extended range of metabolic conditions and, for the
most part, these programmes are thought to be unproblematic and effective. There are
currently no examples where these programmes have been withdrawn following evaluation
and introduction. This has led to professional and public pressure for the UK to follow suit.
However, although the international experience is helpful, it is not directly transferable to
the UK for a number of reasons, including: differences in age at blood sampling, differences
in populations and the prevalence of specific diseases, and different analytical approaches.
It is also critical that the technology should not drive screening policy but that this should
follow a comprehensive assessment of the likely benefits, harms and costs, especially as
each metabolic disease is unique. Funding has therefore been obtained from the National
Institute of Health Research – Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health Research and
Care - South Yorkshire (CLAHRC-SY) to support a research project to evaluate screening
for five additional diseases using MS/MS in 500,000 newborns over the next two years. As a
prelude to the clinical phase of this research, the Foundation for Genomics and Population
Health (PHG Foundation) was asked to conduct a systematic review of currently available
evidence for expanded newborn screening, as the last Health Technology Assessment (HTA)
report1, published in 2004, only included data up to 2002. There was clearly a need to
examine research and practice over the last seven years, especially as MS/MS screening has
now been more widely implemented overseas.
1.1

Aim, scope, and objectives of the review

The aim, scope and objectives of the review were set out as follows:
Aim
To undertake an evidence-based synthesis examining the effectiveness and appropriateness
of expanding newborn screening using MS/MS, based on current guidelines for evaluating
screening programmes.
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Scope
1. To systematically review the evidence for the panel of five diseases chosen for the research
project:
•

Maple Syrup Urine Disease (MSUD)

•

Homocystinuria (pyridoxine unresponsive)

•

Glutaric Aciduria Type I (GA1)

•

Isovaleric Acidaemia (IVA)

•

Long-chain 3-Hydroxyacyl CoA Dehydrogenase Deficiency (LCHADD; includes trifunctional
protein deficiency)

2. To systematically review screening programmes already using MS/MS
Objectives
1. To provide an introduction to the technology of MS/MS including an outline of how analytical
validity is determined, how this technology is used to detect target analytes important
in the diagnosis of the five inherited metabolic conditions in question, and, in practical
terms, how laboratories establish appropriate cut-offs, second-tier and diagnostic testing,
how sensitivity and specificity are balanced and important aspects of quality control are
maintained and quality assurance is monitored
2. To provide an overview of the five candidate diseases and their natural history; this will
include an assessment of clinical heterogeneity, prognostic subgroups and other factors
which may be used to stratify risk, clinical features, diagnostic methods, treatments and
their effectiveness
3. To provide an assessment of the epidemiology of each disease in the UK, including estimates
of birth prevalence and the likely number of cases detected by MS/MS, using suitable
population denominators
4. To assess the clinical validity of MS/MS screening, which is the ability of MS/MS to correctly
classify those with, and without, each of the five diseases in the population at risk
5. To assess the clinical utility of expanding newborn screening using MS/MS, evaluating
whether screening improves outcomes at an affordable cost (including potential harms
arising from the screening process as well as the resources required to develop a screening
programme)
6. To detail current gaps in the available evidence in order to direct the research questions
examined in the pilot project and to identify emerging gaps in the light of service trends
and changing needs
7. To provide a timely report to the pilot project’s management committee and to the National
Screening Committee in order to shape the clinical phase of the project
In the light of initial findings and the advice from the pilot group it was later agreed to
include in the report:
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1. A chapter written by the voluntary organisations setting out the viewpoint of families
affected by these rare metabolic disorders
2. A brief discussion of European and national policy on the needs of patients and their
families with rare disorders and the associated issues relevant to screening, prevention,
management and research programmes
1.2

Method of operation

The project team at the PHG Foundation was led by Dr Hilary Burton, Consultant in Public
Health Medicine and Dr Simon Sanderson, Honorary Consultant in Public Health Medicine
and supported by a team from the Foundation (Dr Gurdeep Sagoo, Dr Sowmiya Moorthie, Dr
Victoria Fearne, Ms Alison Hall and Ms Jane Lane). Expert guidance was provided by Dr Jim
Bonham, Professor Rodney Pollitt, Ms Melanie Downing, Dr Jacqui Calvin, Dr Andrew Morris
and Dr Mark Sharrard on the technological, laboratory and clinical perspectives and by the
management committee of the Pilot Project. The clinical vignettes submitted to the National
Screening Committee (NSC) were also incorporated into this work by PHG.
PHG was responsible for undertaking systematic reviews of the literature, conducting
epidemiological analyses, assessing ethical, legal and social implications and writing the
final report, under the guidance of the pilot project’s management committee and relevant
experts.
1.3

The report

The report is set out in eleven Chapters; Chapters 2-4 provide an overview of technology of
MS/MS and its advantages and disadvantages; a description of each of the five diseases, their
clinical features, and treatment; and the public health context of newborn screening and its
evaluation. Chapter 5 provides a methodology for the systematic review. Chapter 6 includes
a summary of the findings of health technology assessments in other countries carried out
since 2004. Chapter 7 contains summaries of the extant evidence, grouped by disease in the
following categories:
•

Epidemiology

•

Analytical validity of MS/MS as an assay

•

Clinical validity of MS/MS as a test

•

Clinical utility: comprising effectiveness of treatment, effectiveness and cost effectiveness
of screening programmes

Chapter 8 contains a submission from Climb (a national charitable organisation focussed
on inherited metabolic disease) representing the views of parents and families. Chapter 9
contains an overview of some of the key ethical, legal and social implications and Chapter
10, submitted by the Genetic Interest Group provides background on European policy on rare
disorders. In the Conclusions and Recommendations, we bring together our main findings,
discuss some of the implications and make recommendations for the research project and a
wider audience.
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2

Tandem mass spectrometry

Mass spectrometry is a generic analytical technique used for identifying and quantifying
compounds by separating ions based on their molecular mass-to-charge ratio and measuring
their intensities. A mass spectrometer has three main components: an ionisation source,
an analyser, and a detector. Samples are introduced into the instrument and then ionised
to generate charged molecules. These charged molecules are extracted into the analyser
and separated by their mass-to-charge ratios and detected as they emerge. Results are
presented as a mass spectrum, which is a graphical display showing each ion by its mass-tocharge ratio and its relative intensity. There are many variants of mass spectrometry and
newborn screening is based on the use of electrospray tandem mass spectrometry, described
further below.
In general, the tandem mass spectrometer (or MS/MS) analyser consists of three chambers
(designated quadropoles Q1, Q2, and Q3 respectively): Q1 and Q3 are mass spectrometers
separated by a collision cell (Q2), which breaks down molecules into their constituent parts
(see Figure 2.1). Different methods of sample introduction are available but electrospray
atmospheric pressure ionisation is the method of choice for newborn screening because it
uses an ionisation process that results in little or no fragmentation of the original molecules
and sample injection can be automated. The principle advantages of the MS/MS configuration
are that it can separate precursor ions (intact ionised molecules of the original sample, also
known as parent ions) in Q1, fragment these in Q2, and quantify the resulting product ions
(also known as daughter ions) in Q3. For each molecule of interest in the original sample,
the results of the analysis in Q1 and Q3 are matched in ‘precursor ion/product ion’ pairs,
identified by their specific mass-to-charge ratios. Quantification is based on comparison with
internal standards or on the ratio of different metabolites. This is usually calculated by a
sophisticated data system which can compare the levels of selected metabolites and, when
used in newborn screening, flag abnormal results for attention.
Two MS/MS scan modes2;3 are used in newborn screening:
•

Precursor ion scanning: In this case, Q1 is programmed to allow all the precursor ions
to enter Q2 but Q3 is programmed to only detect product ions with a specific mass-tocharge ratio. A spectrum of all precursor ions producing this product ion is obtained. This
procedure is used for the analysis of acylcarnitines.

•

Neutral loss scanning: This mode is used to detect all precursor/parent ions sharing a
common neutral fragment lost after fragmentation in Q2. Thus, Q1 and Q3 are programmed
in relation to a constant difference in mass, equal to the mass of the neutral fragment.
This method is used to profile amino acids.

MS/MS can perform several specific analyses simultaneously by restricting measurements
to specific ion-pairs rather than scanning as above. This technique, known as multiple
reaction monitoring (MRM), allows analysis to be limited to the metabolites of interest while
avoiding the detection of others and is used in most newborn screening programmes to
restrict the number of conditions that are screened for. However, in some instances, the
primary metabolite detected is not specific to one particular disease; in such cases multiple
disorders are identified through detection of a single metabolite. For example elevated levels
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of methionine may indicate homocystinuria, generalised amino acidaemia (for example due
to liver disease), parenteral nutrition, tyrosinaemia type 1, maternal B12 deficiency, or
methionine adenosyl transferase (MAT) deficiency. In such cases, processes such as a full
amino acid or acylcarnitine scan using MS/MS and/or second-tier tests for analytes that
are more specific to a particular condition can be used to improve the specificity of the
screening assay. These processes can be carried out on the initial blood spot sample. The
detection of overlapping metabolic conditions is particularly relevant to screening for IVA,
GA1 and homocystinuria and these are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
2.1

Tandem mass spectrometry: from sample to mass spectrum

A critical part of the analysis is sample preparation, which involves the extraction of amino
acids and acylcarnitines from the dried blood spot. After the cards are punched, samples
are mixed with methanol and internal standards before the solution is ready for the next
step. These samples may be analysed directly or converted to their butyl esters prior to
analysis (this latter process is known as derivatisation). The advantage of derivatisation is
that it increases the strength of signal from some compounds. However, it can also lead to
inaccurate measurement of some acylcarnitines and is also a long and laborious process. In
the UK, MS/MS analysis is carried out on non-derivatised samples.
The final samples are then introduced into the MS/MS, ionised, and scanned. Signals
corresponding to the selected range of mass-to-charge ratios are then detected and
quantified by reference to internal standards. For any particular metabolite, the yield of
product ions at the detector depends partly on the concentration of metabolite in the
original sample extract but also on the degree of “ion suppression” by other components in
the mixture (salts for example) and by instrumental settings, particularly those affecting
the ion source and conditions in the collision cell. Internal standards are used in order to
correct for these effects and thus allow the concentrations of the metabolites in question
to be calculated. The internal standard must match the chemical properties of the analyte
molecule as closely as possible. In general an isotopically-labelled version of the analyte is
used. Thus for measuring phenylalanine the internal standard is usually [2H5] phenylalanine.
The substitution of the five hydrogen atoms on the aromatic ring by deuterium increases the
molecular mass by 5. The ratio of the two peaks (m/z 166 and m/z 171 for underivatised
samples) is proportional to the concentration of phenylalanine in the sample extract. For
compounds where an isotopically labelled internal standard is not readily available a close
chemical analogue may be used.
The metabolite concentrations and ratios are then compared to pre-determined cut-off
values. Population cut-offs are usually determined following analysis of samples from a
number of unaffected newborns to establish population means and ranges for the analyte of
interest. These are compared to those from published reports and are often modified following
accumulation of further data upon initiation of a pilot study or screening programme.
A further consideration when analysing samples by MS/MS is the impact of measuring isobaric
compounds – i.e. different compounds that have the same molecular weight. Direct injection
MS/MS does not distinguish between closely related compounds such as positional isomers.
Thus leucine, isoleucine and allo-isoleucine all contribute to the peak at m/z 188. Another
amino acid, hydroxyproline, has the same molecular mass as (i.e. is isobaric with) the
leucines despite having a different molecular formula. It will contribute somewhat to the
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m/z 188 peak if it is present in blood in high concentration, as in the very rare condition of
hydroxyprolinaemia. The three leucines can be resolved from each other (and hydroxyproline)
by rapid short-column chromatography using MS/MS for detection. Positional isomerism and
interference from isobaric compounds must also be considered during MS/MS analysis of
acylcarnitines. Problems are rare but in many cases interference from isobaric compounds
may be detected by comparing profiles from derivatised and non-derivatised extracts.
2.2

Tandem mass spectrometry: quality assurance

Components of quality assurance of the test performance in the laboratory require ensuring
standardisation of the various markers that are observed, the cut-off, internal standards
and sample preparation process. In addition, laboratory-based analysis of external quality
control materials and monitoring normal population data for specific analytes obtained by
different laboratories provides a means of quality assurance. For example, quality assessment
of the performance of the C8 assay for MCADD is monitored by circulating two groups of
spiked blood spot specimens to laboratories; one is an in-house preparation and the other is
obtained from the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, USA). Comparing normal
population data for the target analyte from different laboratories is also used as a means of
quality assurance.
2.3

Using MS/MS in newborn screening: advantages and disadvantages

Advantages
1. It enables the rapid detection of a large number of different analytes from a single sample.
In addition, for some diseases (such as MCADD), there are no other available assays
2. It is versatile and can be programmed to detect as many, or as few, metabolites as required.
Although the technology can potentially detect a very large number of different analytes
relating to different conditions with ease and at minimal cost, this does not mean that all
of these diseases should be screened. The latter is a matter for screening policy
3. The analysis can be performed on very small quantities of blood or urine, which means that
it can be used for newborn screening using dried blood spots
4. The analysis does not require prior chromatographic separation because two mass
spectrometers are used concurrently
5. The MS/MS time required for the analysis of each sample is around 2-3 minutes
6. The process can be automated, permitting a throughput of around 600 samples per 24
hours
7. The analysis does not depend upon commercially produced reagent kits and the cost per
test is very modest
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Disadvantages
1. In some instances, the metabolites detected are not specific to a particular disease and
other diseases may be detected. This has implications for screening for IVA, GA1 and
Homocystinuria and these are discussed in Chapter 3.
2. Technical and organisational care need to be taken when handling large numbers of samples
to avoid analytical errors.
3. It is possible that the level of certain metabolites may not be significantly elevated in the
neonatal period, even in the presence of an inherited metabolic disease, either because of
insufficient protein ingestion or age of sampling (this is especially important in the context
of premature births). Both this and the above point apply to any analytical technique.
4. Certain drugs and other substances, such as sodium valproate (an anticonvulsant), can
interfere with the detection of some acylcarnitines.
5. The technique cannot be used to measure isobaric (i.e. having the same molecular weight)
compounds, such as leucine, isoleucine and hydroxyproline separately. However, precise
quantification can be made at the diagnostic phase.
2.4

Conclusion

MS/MS is a powerful technology that can be used for the rapid detection of a large number
of IMDs, including some diseases that could not be previously detected by other methods.
MS/MS has a number of advantages over other currently available analytical methods and
is widely used internationally for newborn screening. However, it is imperative that the
inherent capabilities of the technology should not be the primary drivers of screening policy,
as there may be important reasons why certain conditions should not be screened for. In
addition, the heavy technical requirements of the assay and the analytical process, from
sample preparation through to interpretation of the results, mean that appropriate quality
assurance mechanisms need to be established to ensure analytical validity and these analyses
need to be performed in designated and accredited laboratory facilities.
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3

Clinical and epidemiological overview of the five 		
selected inherited metabolic diseases

This section of the report provides an introductory overview from the general literature of
the five diseases selected to be evaluated in the research project for expanded newborn
screening. The five conditions are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1

Five conditions selected to be evaluated in the research project

Amino acid disorders

Maple syrup urine disease (MSUD)
Homocystinuria (HCY)

Organic acid disorders

Isovaleric acidaemia (IVA)
Glutaric acidaemia type 1 (GA1)

Fatty acid oxidation
defect

Long-chain 3-hydroxyacyl CoA dehydrogenase deficiency
(LCHADD)

It should be noted that estimates of incidence in this Chapter are subsequently revised in
the systematic review.
3.1

Introduction

Currently, there are well over 500 known inherited metabolic diseases (IMDs). This number
is increasing as our knowledge of human metabolism increases and our ability to detect
problems increases with the availability of new technologies. Whilst individual metabolic
diseases are usually rare, the collective cumulative incidence is substantial: estimates of 1
in 2,500-5,000 live births are commonly quoted. However, new research has suggested that
the incidence is much higher in certain parts of the UK, at around 1 in 1,000 live births4. More
patients are surviving into adolescence and adulthood as a result of earlier detection (for
example through expanded neonatal screening programmes) and improved treatment (such
as specific replacement therapies, e.g. Cerezyme for Gaucher Disease).
Definition of inherited metabolic diseases
IMDs are classically defined as monogenic diseases resulting from deficient activity in a
single enzyme in a pathway of intermediary metabolism. Clinical consequences arise from
the accumulation of substances usually present in small amounts, deficiency of critical
intermediate products or specific final products, or the toxic effects of products derived from
alternative metabolic pathways. Although each disease is unique, there are some common
features:
•

They are genetic disorders, so their detection has implications for the person diagnosed
and their family

•

Certain disorders are particularly common in certain ethnic groups (such as Tay-Sachs
disease in Ashkenazi Jews and galactosaemia in Irish travellers)

•

The clinical consequences are almost invariably severe, and often require long-term
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intervention by experts, factors which are compounded by their relative rarity
•

3.2

Many have an asymptomatic period shortly after birth with subsequent metabolic
decompensation or gradual chronic progression
Maple Syrup Urine Disease (MSUD)

Branched chain ketoaciduria, more commonly known as Maple Syrup Urine Disease (MSUD),
is an autosomal recessive condition caused by defects in the branched chain 2-keto acid
dehydrogenase (BCKAD) complex. It is a rare disease, with an estimated incidence of around
1 in 120,000 from pooled screening data in six European countries, although in the UK there
are pockets of higher incidence in certain ethnic groups. Birth prevalence may be high in
populations where there are high levels of consanguinity.
Genetic, molecular and biochemical features
The BCKAD complex carries out one of the key steps in the breakdown of branched chain
amino acids (BCAA) – leucine, isoleucine and valine. Degradation of these amino acids begins
with their conversion to branched chain 2-ketoacids (BCKA), which are subsequently broken
down by the BCKAD enzyme complex. Deficiencies in the BCKAD complex lead to a blockage
of this catabolic pathway and results in the toxic accumulation of branched chain amino
acids as well as 2-ketoacids in tissues and body fluids.
BCKAD is a multienzyme complex made up of three catalytic components and two regulatory
enzymes which are encoded by six genetic loci. Mutations causing MSUD are associated with
genes encoding the catalytic components. As far as is known, mutations causing MSUD are
always homozygous or compound heterozygous mutations in the same subunit. Correlations
between the genotype and phenotype have as yet not been established, except in the case
of E3 deficiency, which is a very rare form of MSUD that leads to additional deficiencies in
pyruvate and alpha-ketoglutarate dehydrodgenases.
Clinical features
The three commonest clinical phenotypes of MSUD are:
•

Classical (severe)

•

Intermediate*

•

Intermittent*
* also known as ‘variant’ forms

Two other forms of the disease are also recognised but extremely uncommon; these are:
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•

Thiamine responsive MSUD

•

Lipoamide dehydrogenase (E3) deficiency
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It is important to recognise that there is no clear distinction between the three commonest
clinical phenotypes. As noted earlier, the disorder is genetically heterogeneous and these
three types form a continuum of severity. Furthermore, differentiation between the classical
and intermediate phenotypes has little significance in practical terms because the aims and
methods of treatment are the same. Intermediate forms are more easily controlled whilst
neonatal death is more likely in classical cases. Undiagnosed, intermediate forms are more
likely to show prolonged survival but are likely to suffer very high morbidity.
The majority (75-80%) of patients have the classical (severe) form of the disease, which is
characterised by presentation during the neonatal period with encephalopathy and cerebral
oedema5. Symptoms usually appear at 2-4 days although breast fed infants may only become
unwell in the second week of life. Due to the non-specific nature of presentation, there are
significant variations in the time to diagnosis. Naughten et al.6 (Ireland) described typical
classical patients presenting at a median of 8 days and diagnosed on a median of day 15,
while Morton et al.7 (USA) diagnosed patients at a median of 7 days. It should be noted,
however, that Morton works in an Amish community with a high incidence of certain IMDs and
so his observation is very atypical. Untreated, this condition is progressive and fatal. Milder
variants may present later8 and those with intermittent forms may remain asymptomatic and
biochemically normal at least throughout childhood.
It is the classic form of the disease that is most likely to be detected by MS/MS screening in
the newborn period. Babies with intermittent MSUD and a minority of cases with intermediate
MSUD have BCAA concentrations within the normal range in the newborn period and so MS/
MS screening may not be able to detect all individuals with these types of MSUD. For these
patients, diagnosis can only be made during attacks of metabolic decompensation, which
may be induced by fasting or infection. The relatively late day of screening in the UK means
that most classic cases would be symptomatic by the time the screening result was available.
However, even when screened at 48-72 hours, most cases would probably still require ICU
treatment. Further, the slightly later day of screening in the UK (day 5-7) means that there
would be a slightly higher chance of picking up intermediate forms that would benefit from
treatment.
Thiamine responsive forms of MSUD may be severe and still require dietary intervention as
well as thiamine, so may behave classically. Cases have been missed on screening in the
USA, but in the UK the later age of screening may mean that we are more likely to identify
them. E3 deficiency seems too rare to be able to draw any conclusions but is not really
treatable. The BCAAs may only be mildly raised so it may be missed by screening although
there is no data in the literature to substantiate this.
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Table 3.2

Clinical classification of MSUD

Clinical
Phenotype

Age of
onset

Classic

Clinical Features

Biochemical Features

Neonatal

Poor feeding,
increased/decreased
tone, ketoacidosis,
and seizures

Elevated allo-isoleucine, BCAA
and BCKA. Enzyme activity 0-2%
of normal

Intermediate

Variable

Failure to thrive,
often no ketoacidosis,
developmental delay

Elevated allo-isoleucine, BCAA
and BCKA. Enzyme activity 3-30%
of normal

Intermittent

Variable

Normal early
development. Episodes
can be fatal

Normal BCAA when
asymptomatic. Enzyme activity
5-20% of normal

Thiamineresponsive

Variable

Similar to
intermediate

BCAA and BCKA levels respond
to thiamine therapy. Enzyme
activity 2-4% of normal

Lipoamide
dehydrogenase
(E3) deficiency

Variable

Usually no neonatal
symptoms. Failure to
thrive, developmental
delay, progressive
deterioration

Elevated α-ketoglutarate and
pyruvate

Screening, diagnosis and treatment
Historically, screening for MSUD could be carried out by measuring the amount of leucine
in dried blood spots using a bacterial inhibition assay (BIA) or by chromatographic methods.
In 1993, approximately one-third of UK newborns were being screened using paper or thinlayer chromatography. Screening of the same samples is now possible using tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS), which quantifies the amount of leucine, isoleucine, allo-isoleucine
and valine. However the measurement obtained is not precise for each of the amino acids.
The MS/MS procedure is unable to distinguish between leucine, isoleucine, allo-isoleucine
and hydroxyproline as they have the same mass; hence a combined peak is obtained for these
four analytes. Elevated levels of the “leucines” and valine are suggestive of MSUD. Secondtier tests measuring levels of allo-isoleucine in the blood spots can further confirm initial
findings. One difficulty is there do not seem to be clear data on how quickly allo-isoleucine
levels rise after birth, but screening on day five would make it likely that classical and
intermediate forms would be detected. Confirmatory laboratory studies include quantitative
analysis of the individual amino acids using column chromatography and quantification of
organic acids in urine. In addition, measurement of enzyme activity may give an indication
of disease severity.
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Overlapping conditions
A number of conditions may be mistaken for MSUD, including galactosaemia and
hydroxyprolinaemia. Hydroxyprolinaemia is a very rare condition that would be clearly
differentiated by column chromatography of amino acids eluted from the dried blood spot.
Similarly conditions affecting the liver, including galactosaemia, may give rise to a secondary
generalised amino acidaemia in the newborn period and so may be picked up on the screen.
It should be noted that most cases of galactosaemia are already diagnosed as a by-product
of screening for phenylketonuria (PKU) and, further, that a full and properly interpreted
MS/MS amino acid scan would differentiate between these conditions and MSUD. Diagnosis
of galactosaemia would be an advantage to patients.
Treatment
Treatment of MSUD depends on the clinical condition and leucine levels. Those diagnosed presymptomatically may be treated with enteral formula. Symptomatic infants require rescue
therapies in intensive care units with intravenous therapy, extracorporeal detoxification and
management of cerebral oedema. Subsequent management will be life-long and involves the
institution of a special diet and rapid intervention in patients experiencing metabolic crises.
The diet is synthetic and contains the minimum required levels of the relevant amino acids.
Many patients who receive treatment develop normally, although vigilance is required to
detect the onset of a metabolic crisis, which can be induced by stressors such as infection
and fasting. For people with intermittent forms of the disease the diet can be more relaxed,
requiring only the avoidance of excessive protein intake and an emergency regimen at times
of intercurrent illness. All patients will require care in major metabolic centres including
careful monitoring of their blood spot amino acid levels.
For those surviving the initial presenting episode, outcome appears to be related to duration
of toxin exposure and, in particular, the time that plasma leucine exceeds a certain level9.
In particular, Kaplan et al.10 noted that for classical MSUD patients, those diagnosed at a
mean of 3.5 days had normal neuro-developmental outcome whereas those diagnosed at a
mean of 10 days had an abnormal outcome. As well as learning difficulties, adverse outcomes
may include spasticity, particularly spastic quadriplegia and cortical visual impairment. In
addition, diagnosis by screening is particularly important for the intermediate form, in which
individuals may not experience a crisis and therefore have delayed diagnosis in the absence
of screening.
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MSUD ‘at a glance’
MSUD is an autosomal recessive disease caused by the defective catabolism and toxic
accumulation of the amino acids leucine, isoleucine, allo-isoleucine and valine.
Incidence in Europe is estimated to be 1 in 120,000 live births but is higher in certain
ethnic groups.
The clinical phenotypes form a continuum of severity and they are genetically
heterogeneous.
The commonest form is the classical (severe), which presents with catastrophic illness
very early in the newborn period.
The classical (severe) form can be detected by MS/MS screening but other (albeit
rarer) forms, especially the intermittent form, are less likely to be detected.
Treatment is based on a special diet and the rapid detection and treatment of metabolic
crises.
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Box 3.1
		

Dietary management of the patient with MSUD
(author Hazel Rogozinski)

Dietetic management of MSUD aims to keep plasma BCAA within recommended ranges:
Leucine 200-400/500 µmol/l; Isoleucine 100-200 µmol/l; Valine 100-300µmol/l. This is
achieved by dietary manipulation as follows:
Severe restriction of natural protein: The amount given is determined by the plasma
BCAA levels. It is given as prescribed, measured amounts of normal infant formula,
breast milk or weighed leucine exchanges (the weight of natural food which provides
50mg leucine, or approximately 0.5g protein).
In classical MSUD, high protein foods such as meat, fish or egg will need to be avoided,
as will many foods containing moderate amounts of protein, such as bread and ordinary
flour products.
Supplementation of amino acids free from BCAA: This is referred to as the Protein
Substitute, and may be given as a drink, paste or gel (depending on the age of the
child), several times a day. Most are supplemented with vitamins and minerals.
Including very low protein natural foods in the diet: This will include some vegetables,
many fruits, as well as pure fats and sugars.
Including prescribed low protein foods for energy, bulk and variety: A wide variety
is available, including bread, flour, cereals, pasta, biscuits, milk replacements and
energy supplements.
Vitamin and mineral supplementation if not sufficient from the protein substitute
Plasma leucine is usually elevated much more than isoleucine and valine. The diet
is therefore related to leucine intake. The quantity of leucine given is adjusted
according to plasma leucine levels. Most children with well controlled classical MSUD
have total leucine intakes around 400-600mg/day (equivalent to 4-6g natural protein
daily). If plasma levels of isoleucine and/or valine fall too low, supplementation will
be required.
Management of illness
Plasma BCAAs can rise rapidly during illness. Patients are given a personalised
‘Emergency Regimen’ to use at the first sign of illness. This consists of 2 to 3 hourly
glucose drinks to be taken day and night. The usual diet can be gradually introduced
as the patient improves. If the drinks are not tolerated or the child is vomiting,
hospital admission will be needed for intravenous glucose and careful monitoring of
plasma BCAAs.
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Box 3.1

continued

Routine monitoring
This involves regular, lifelong blood tests for BCAA (from twice weekly in infancy,
weekly for early childhood and fortnightly/ monthly thereafter as needed).
Patients will also be seen regularly in multidisciplinary metabolic clinics. Growth and
nutritional status will be assessed regularly. They will have frequent contact with the
metabolic status team, especially during periods of instability or illness.
Problems in dietary management
The MSUD diet is largely synthetic and complex in nature, which often leads to
problems for patients and families. The following are commonly noted:
•

The complexity of the diet can make it hard to understand; this problem is compounded
if parents speak limited or no English

•

It can be time consuming. Cooking separate meals for the child, weighing foods,
organising prescriptions, taking blood and attending clinic appointments all contribute
to this

•

Foods and products can be unfamiliar and new skills need to be learned to produce
acceptable results

•

It can be socially isolating. Children feel different from their peers; they may not like
to eat their food or take the protein substitute in front of their friends. Eating out
is very difficult; holidays, sleepovers and parties, therefore, involve a lot of forward
planning

•

The necessary level of supervision by the parents is often high to prevent young
children from eating high protein foods, and to ensure that the correct diet is
eaten

•

Parents can be reluctant to allow the child to go on residential school trips or to
encourage increasing independence as the child grows, due to their concerns that
the child may eat the wrong food or become metabolically unstable

•

Feeding difficulties are common. The Protein Substitute is unpalatable and may be
rejected by the child

•

Management of illness is especially worrying as leucine levels can rise rapidly and
parents need to ensure the correct treatment is given urgently

Long term management
Regular, careful monitoring of nutritional adequacy of the diet and biochemical
monitoring is very important to ensure optimal growth and development. Any
deficiencies will need to be rectified. Children with MSUD usually show normal
growth if the diet has been satisfactory. However, nutritional deficiencies may be
related to poor intake including rejection of the protein substitute. This can often
be overcome with support and advice from the dietician and other members of the
metabolic team but occasionally gastrostomy or nasogastric feeding maybe necessary
to ensure the child receives full nutrition.
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3.3

Homocystinuria due to cystathionine β-synthase deficiency

The most common cause of homocystinuria is a defect in the enzyme cystathionine β-synthase
(CBS); this is referred to as “classical” homocystinuria. The overall incidence in the UK is
reported to be around 1 in 100,000 live births, although it is considerably higher in certain
ethnic groups, such as those of Irish ancestry. The other forms are less common than classical
homocystinuria.
Genetic, molecular and biochemical features
The mode of inheritance of classical homocystinuria is autosomal recessive. A number of
disease causing mutations in the CBS gene have been identified, the majority of which are
sporadic mutations. These mutations lead to absent or reduced enzyme activity, causing
the toxic accumulation of homocysteine and methionine in the blood and tissues. Those
mutations associated with residual enzyme activity lead to a milder clinical phenotype.
Classical homocystinuria is associated with a number of clinical and pathological abnormalities.
Infants are usually normal at birth and the diagnosis is not usually made until the first
2-3 years of life. Myopia followed by dislocation of the lens, osteoporosis, thinning and
lengthening of the long bones, mental retardation and thromboembolism affecting larger
and small arteries and veins are the commonest clinical features. Thus, clinical diagnosis
is usually only made after irreversible damage has occurred. Without treatment, 25% of
patients will die before the age of 30, usually as a result of arterial thromboembolism. There
is a great deal of clinical heterogeneity, with some patients displaying all clinical symptoms
whilst others display very few or none. The concentration of plasma total homocysteine can
be measured to assess the clinical severity of disease and can be monitored to determine
the response to treatment.
Homocystinuric patients can be sub-divided into two important biochemical phenotypes:
•

Pyridoxine responsive (screen undetectable by usually employed techniques)

•

Pyridoxine non-responsive (screen detectable)

In the UK approximately 50% of patients with classical homocystinuria are classified as
pyridoxine responsive; these patients usually have milder symptoms and disease progression
is slower and slowed further by oral pyridoxine (Vitamin B6) supplementation.
Screening, diagnosis and treatment
Screening for homocystinuria is based on quantitation of methionine levels either by bacterial
inhibition assay, chromatography or tandem mass spectrometry. As these techniques are based
on analysis of methionine levels, they are unable to identify milder pyridoxine responsive
patients, who do not show markedly elevated levels of methionine. Methionine levels vary in
the first few days of life and this variability can influence the final result; usually sampling
before 24 hours of age is not recommended. Follow-up testing involves a full MS/MS amino
acid scan in order to rule out a generalised rise in blood amino acid concentrations as a result
of liver damage or parenteral nutrition. Confirmatory testing for classical homocystinuria
involves the measurement of plasma and urine homocysteine using a standard amino acid
analyser.
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Overlapping diseases
Liver disease (for example due to tyrosinaemia type I), parenteral nutrition, and methionine
adenosyl transferase (MAT) deficiency can give rise to positive results on the initial screen.
These can be rapidly resolved by second-tier testing and clinical contact. Raised homocysteine
concentrations are also seen in some rarer inborn errors of metabolism (MTHFR deficiency
and defects of vitamin B12 metabolism) and in maternal B12 deficiency but these would
not be detected by screening as they are associated with low, rather than high, methionine
concentrations.
Treatment
Treatment strategies for homocystinuria were set out by Walter et al.11 based on experience
at the Willink Biochemical Genetics Unit in Manchester. Their comparison of patients
detected in infancy through their screening programme and those presenting clinically,
found that a normal outcome (IQ, and other abnormalities) was only achievable in those
treated from infancy. For patients who are non-pyridoxine responsive (screen detectable)
treatment involves dietary restriction of methionine and supplementation with betaine,
vitamin B12 and folic acid. The diet is analogous to that for PKU; it should be started in
the first few months and be overseen by a specialist metabolic service. In contrast, the
pyridoxine sensitive patients (not screen detectable) may remain asymptomatic if treated
with large doses of pyridoxine.

Homocystinuria due to CBS deficiency ‘at a glance’
Classical homocystinuria is an autosomal recessive disease caused by a defect in the
catabolism of methionine, leading to the toxic accumulation of homocysteine.
Incidence in Europe is estimated to be 1 in 100,000 live births but is much higher in
certain ethnic groups.
In the UK the commonest form is classical homocystinuria which causes skeletal,
ocular, vascular and nervous system pathology; untreated, the prognosis is poor.
In the UK, approximately 50% of patients with classical homocystinuria are responsive
to pyridoxine (Vitamin B6). These patients tend to have a milder clinical phenotype.
Presently, only the 50% of patients with pyridoxine non-responsive homocystinuria
can be detected by screening; this includes MS/MS screening.
There is some overlap with other metabolic diseases but second-tier testing can
rapidly resolve these issues.
Treatment is effective and is based on diet and/or supplementation with treating
other complications as they arise.
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Box 3.2a

Patient history classical homocystinuria

Richard is a 12 year old boy with homocystinuria. With hindsight, his development
was delayed from the age of one year. He walked at 18 months but did not have any
words with meaning till aged 2 years and did not speak in short sentences till aged
4 years. He has gone to normal primary school has required increasing amounts of
extra help. Psychometric assessment has shown a full scale IQ of 65; he will need to
go to a special secondary school and it is unlikely that he will ever be able to live
independently. At 4 years, he started wearing glasses for myopia and his optician
noted dislocated lenses at 8 years of age. The lenses were extracted and he now wears
aphakic spectacles. The ophthalmologist sent blood for amino acid analysis, which
showed a high concentration of homocysteine diagnostic of classical homocystinuria.
At the time of diagnosis, Richard was unusually tall (above 98th centile) with long
fingers and mild lumbar scoliosis. Scans showed mild osteoporosis.
Unfortunately, Richard showed no biochemical response to a trial of pyridoxine. He
was started on treatment with betaine and a low-methionine diet. The latter involves
avoiding foods that contain large or medium amounts of protein (such as ordinary
bread as well as meat, cheese etc). Patients can eat fruit and most vegetables and
artificial low-protein food (such as special pasta) that are available on prescription;
they must also take a ‘protein substitute’ that contains all the amino acids except
methionine. Richard refused to take the betaine medication and the protein
substitute and it is now given through a gastrostomy. The dietary protein restriction
has been a greater problem, as Richard had acquired a liking for meat, cheese etc
over his first 8 years. Thus, his plasma homocysteine concentrations remain above
the target levels and his skeletal abnormalities have worsened. Moreover, there is
a high risk of thromboembolism, such as a deep venous thrombosis or saggital sinus
thrombosis.
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Box 3.2b

Dietary management of patients with homocystinuria (nonpyridoxine responsive)
(author Hazel Rogozinski)

Dietetic management aims to prevent high levels of homocysteine and methionine,
while providing adequate methionine for growth. This is achieved by dietary
manipulation; the diet is similar to that for MSUD/ PKU.
Natural protein is severely restricted, and the diet is supplemented by a protein
substitute free from methionine. Dietary methionine is provided by a prescribed
number of exchanges (the weight of a food providing 20mg methionine). The
exchanges are adjusted according to blood levels to achieve the desired range. Diet
is monitored in a similar way as with MSUD.
Problems in dietary management
These are similar to the problems seen in MSUD. In addition, the following
problems may be seen:
•

Patients who are diagnosed after the first year of age will have been eating a
normal diet and may find the new restrictions difficult. They may refuse the protein
substitute and/ or medications and a gastrostomy may be needed to give these.

•

Later diagnosed patients may have learning difficulties. This may limit their
understanding and ability to manage diet and medications.

•

Compliance may be an issue. Patients do not become immediately unwell if they
miss medication or eat high protein foods and in practice this can sometimes lead
to reduced/ poor compliance and control.

Long term management
As in MSUD, the metabolic team are closely involved with patients and families.
The team aim to build good relationships with families so that they are able to
offer support and advice as needed, and to identify and address problems as soon
as possible.
Growth is usually good as long as nutrition is satisfactory.
Adults with homocystinuria will need ongoing support as the dietary management is
lifelong.
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3.4

Glutaric Aciduria 1

Glutaric aciduria 1 (GA1) is an autosomal recessive condition caused by deficiencies in the
enzyme glutaryl-CoA dehydrogenase (GCDH). The estimated incidence in the UK is around 1
in 100,000 live births.
Genetic, molecular and biochemical features
GCDH is involved in the dehydrogenation and subsequent decarboxylation of glutarylCoA, which is an intermediate in the breakdown of the amino acids lysine, hydroxylysine,
and tryptophan. Defective catabolism causes the toxic accumulation of glutaric acid,
3-hydroxyglutaric acid, glutaconic acid, and glutaryl carnitine. Over 150 disease causing
mutations have been identified; of these the R402W mutation is the most prevalent among
Caucasians. Most mutations, including the R402W mutation, are associated with undetectable
GCDH activity and excretion of high amounts of glutaric acid. However, mutations that lead
to varying levels of residual GCDH activity and low excretion of glutaric acid have also been
reported. Consequently, patients with GA1 can be divided into two biochemically defined
subgroups based on the levels of glutaric acid present in the urine: low excretors are those
with less than 100mmol/mol creatine (33%) and high excretors are more than 100mmol/
mol creatine (67%)12. Although these subgroups are clinically similar, confirmatory testing in
low excretors requires more complex follow-up, with either determination of GCDH enzyme
activity or by mutation analysis of the GCDH gene.
Clinical features
The clinical features and natural history of GA1 are now very well understood following the
publication by Kolker et al. of an international cross-sectional observational study of 279
patients from 35 metabolic centres12. About 70% of patients (including both high and low
excretors) have an encephalopathic crisis, which is most commonly at around 9 months,
with 90% by age 2 years. These are usually precipitated about 1-3 days after onset of a nonspecific intercurrent illness, gastrointestinal infection or pneumonia and lead to dystonia and
dyskinesia as permanent sequelae but with relative preservation of the intellect. Only 6% of
patients had no neurological abnormalities following encephalopathy. Of symptomatically
diagnosed patients about 50% die before the age of 25 years. For those who have had an
encephalopathic crisis, the average handicap score was 2.7 (representing moderate to severe
handicap) and the morbidity score was 2 indicating problems in at least two areas (relating
to loss of mobility, feeding problems, respiratory problems and seizures). There is also
evidence for two clinically defined sub-groups with insidious or later onset and occasionally
for a neonatal onset with non-specific symptoms including irritability and transient lactic
acidosis. These infants go on to show delayed motor development. Very occasionally an
individual might be asymptomatic.
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Screening, diagnosis and treatment
Population screening for GA1 was not possible prior to developments in tandem mass
spectrometry; organic acid analysis has been used for high-risk screening of Amish and Irish
Travellers who have a high carrier frequency. Screening using MS/MS is based on quantifying
glutarylcarnitine (C5DC) in dried blood spots. The levels of C5DC are estimated based upon an
internal standard or in comparison with other acylcarnitines. As the levels of C5DC are prone
to considerable variation in the newborn period, in some cases metabolite ratios are also
assessed to increase accuracy. Because low excretors tend to have normal concentrations of
glutarylcarnitines, they will not be detected by MS/MS screening.
Overlapping conditions
Glutaric aciduria type 2 (GA2; multiple acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency) would be
suspected if a full acylcarnitines scan of the dried blood spot showed that other acylcarnitines
were also increased. Urinary organic acid profiles are diagnostic. Medium chain acyl-CoA
dehydrogenase deficiency (MCADD) can also give an elevated C5DC signal (due to an isobaric
hydroxymonocarboxylic acid) but, as in the current MCADD screen, would be diagnosed on the
basis of clearly increased octanoylcarnitine so that there should be no chance of confusion.
Treatment
Kolker et al.12 found that timely diagnosis and treatment were crucial for a good outcome.
Treatment protocols incorporate low-protein, lysine-restricted diets with supplementation
of carnitine. High doses of riboflavin are effective in some patients. An emergency regimen
with oral or intravenous glucose is provided for times of intercurrent illness in order to
avoid metabolic crisis. In general complications were prevented if the treatment was started
before the onset of encephalopathic crises but had only a limited effect in patients who
already had symptoms. The risk of an encephalopathic attack (and the need for special diet)
diminishes greatly after early childhood. Expert guidelines on the management of GA1 were
published in 200713.
Glutaric aciduria type 1 ‘at a glance’
GA1 is an autosomal recessive disease caused by defective catabolism of certain amino
acids, leading to the toxic accumulation of glutaric acid and related compounds.
Incidence in Europe is estimated to be 1 in 100,000 live births.
The clinical phenotype is heterogeneous but common manifestations include
macrocephaly as well as neurological and metabolic crises.
Some patients with GA1 are classified as low excretors; these patients cannot be
detected by screening.
Overlap with GA2 is known but second-tier testing can rapidly resolve this issue.
Treatments is based on a special diet and the rapid treatment of intercurrent illness
to prevent crises.
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Box 3.3a

Case history glutaric aciduria type 1

Elizabeth is a 10 year old girl with glutaric aciduria type 1. She was well until she had
an upper respiratory tract infection at the age of 9 months. During this, she became
lethargic, lost her ability to sit or to hold up her head and had episodes of extending
her arms and legs. Magnetic resonance imaging of the brain showed changes in the
basal ganglia and frontotemporal atrophy. Urine organic acid analysis showed glutaric
acid and 3-hydroxyglutaric acid, establishing the diagnosis. Subsequently, Elizabeth
developed an extrapyramidal movement disorder with dystonia, painful spasms and
constant athetoid movements of the limbs and mouth. Muscle relaxants have led to
some improvement in the spasms but there has been very little recovery of motor
skills. Elizabeth is completely dependent and has to be nursed semi-recumbent in
a specially moulded chair. She has developed severe scoliosis and has recurrent
chest infections. Intellectual development is relatively preserved, though it is hard
to assess due to communication difficulties. She gained weight poorly due to her
constant movements and swallowing difficulties and she is now predominantly tubefed through a gastrostomy. Following diagnosis, Elizabeth’s metabolic disorder has
been managed with carnitine and a regular glucose intake during infections. There
have been no further episodes of neurological deterioration. Nevertheless, her life
expectancy is markedly reduced: 40% of symptomatic patients die by 20 years of
age, often due to aspiration pneumonia and respiratory failure.

Box 3.3b
		

Dietary management of patients with GA1
(author Anita MacDonald)

The aim of dietary management is to reduce the risk of encephalopathic crisis by
reducing flux of precursor amino acids into the brain and so reducing production of
cerebral glutaric acid and 3-hydroxyglutaric acid by restricting protein. In addition,
preventing protein catabolism and aggressive emergency management during
situations likely to cause metabolic decompensation such as infections, immunisations
and surgery are also important. Treatment does not reverse the neurological
damage in symptomatic patients but might prevent further encephalopathic crises
or progression of neurological damage. The aims are achieved by adherence to a
low natural protein diet; a protein substitute free of lysine and low in tryptophan;
an energy intake that meets estimated average requirements; vitamin and mineral
supplementation and any other nutrients that may become deficient as a result of
the dietary intervention. In all dietary therapy it is important to maintain normal
growth and nutritional status.
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Box 3.3b

continued

Protein restriction
The amounts of dietary protein intake vary with age and recommendations on the
optimum levels have been made13. Natural protein consists of 2-9% lysine and 0.6-2%
tryptophan and a low protein diet rather than low lysine diet is given in the UK.
In infancy, natural protein requirements are met by breast milk or standard infant
formula.
Energy intake
Normal energy requirements should be met to ensure that essential amino acids
are not degraded to provide energy or nitrogen. Energy requirements are achieved
through using a combination of natural foods, energy supplements, and low protein
special foods.
Role of enteral feeding
Long term nocturnal tube feeding is used in some children for 2 main reasons:
•

Feeding
problems, usually caused by neurological difficulties following
encephalopathic crisis

•

To deliver emergency feeds during illness

Supplementation with other nutrients
A low protein diet must be supplemented with a comprehensive vitamin and mineral
supplement, and other nutrients such as omega-3 fatty acids (intake is likely to be
sub-optimal without supplementation).
Illness management
During stress (acute infections, high temperatures, trauma and poor feeding),
emergency feeds are based on glucose polymer and supplemented with lysine-free,
low tryptophan protein substitute. Natural protein intake is temporarily reduced
or stopped according to the illness severity. Ten percent IV glucose together with
enteral lysine-free, low tryptophan protein substitute is given if oral glucose polymer
is not tolerated. Natural protein is introduced after 24-48 hours.
Monitoring
Regular monitoring is an essential component of management. Anthropometric
measurements, medical and dietary histories, and blood nutritional markers are all
used to evaluate adequacy of the diet.
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3.5

Isovaleric acidaemia (IVA)

Isovaleric acidaemia (IVA) is caused by a deficiency in one of the enzymes (isovaleryl-CoA
dehydrogenase, IVD) involved in the catabolism of the amino acid, leucine. It is an autosomal
recessive disease, with an estimated incidence of around 1 in 100,000 with higher incidence
in some locations and ethnic groups.
Genetic, molecular and biochemical features
Loss of function of the enzyme leads to the toxic build up of metabolites including isovaleric
acid and its glycine and carnitine derivatives. Over 25 mutations in the IVD gene have been
associated with disease, a number of which lead to complete lack of the enzyme. Although a
firm phenotype-genotype correlation has not been identified, recent research suggests that
the 932C>T mutation in the IVD gene may be associated with a milder phenotype14.
Clinical features
The disease has a spectrum of clinical phenotypes which might include acute neonatal
presentations, acute presentations at a later age and chronic intermittent presentations14.
The acute neonatal presentation is characteristically in the first two weeks after birth.
Infants are initially well, then develop vomiting and lethargy, progressing to coma. Patients
may also present with similar symptoms at a later age, usually precipitated by an infection.
Other patients present with chronic symptoms, failure to thrive and/or developmental delay,
usually within the first year. There are a few reports of acute and chronic presentations
occurring in the same family, suggesting the involvement of additional or non-genetic
factors in the clinical phenotype. All children are prone to intermittent acute episodes of
decompensation with minor illness. In one summary of presentations with 37 patients from
different publications, 28 presented in the first two weeks, 7 between 2 weeks and 1 year,
and the remaining 2 after 1 year of life; 16 patients were deceased, and of the 21 who were
still alive, 7 had mild to moderate learning disability15.
Newborn screening has identified individuals with partial as well as complete IVD deficiency. In
one study, nearly half of the mutant IVD alleles from infants diagnosed by newborn screening
contained a common mis-sense mutation, 932C>T16. All of the newborns with this mutation
remained asymptomatic with mild or no dietary protein restriction when followed for up
to 5 years. This represents a new, milder phenotype that has been unmasked by newborn
screening. It is unclear at present whether this mutation will turn out to be common in the
UK or whether it is present mainly in German-derived populations.
Screening, diagnosis and treatment
Population screening for IVA has only been possible since the development of MS/MS and is
based on the detection of isovalerylcarnitine (C5) in dried blood spots. If IVA is suspected as
a result of elevated C5 levels, a full acylcarnitine scan is carried out on the MS/MS. If other
acylcarnitines are elevated, the diagnosis may be GA2. The diagnosis of IVA is confirmed by
urine organic acid analysis (which will also differentiate between IVA and GA2). It is thus
apparent that MS/MS will detect more cases of GA2. This will be advantageous for some with
milder forms, but more severe forms will almost certainly have presented in the first week
of life.
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Overlapping conditions
IVA screening will detect some cases of GA2 (see above) and 2-methylbutyryl-CoA
dehydrogenase deficiency, a very rare condition, probably harmless, found mainly in Hmong
Indians. Differential diagnosis for all these conditions is readily made by urinary organic acid
analysis. False positive results due to pivaloyl-containing antibiotics have been described,
but these drugs are not available in the UK.
Treatment
Treatment can be divided into acute and long-term management. Prompt intervention
is needed during intercurrent illnesses, to prevent metabolic crises (which can lead to
permanent neurological damage). This intervention involves giving high carbohydrate drinks,
to minimise protein breakdown; intravenous management is needed if the drinks are vomited
or the patient deteriorates. Long-term management involves dietary protein restriction (to
minimise isovaleryl-CoA formation) and treatment with carnitine and glycine (to promote
excretion of isovalerate).
It is still uncertain whether subjects carrying the 932C>T mutation are at risk of clinical
manifestations or simply express a clinically insignificant biochemical phenotype. It has been
suggested that these patients should be observed clinically, particularly when exposed to
metabolic stressors such as surgery or febrile illness and low dose carnitine supplementations
should be considered if the plasma level is reduced.

Isovaleric Acidaemia ‘at a glance’
IVA is an autosomal recessive disease caused by defective catabolism of the amino
acid leucine, with toxic accumulation of isovaleric acid and its glycine and carnitine
derivatives.
Incidence in Europe is estimated to be 1 in 100,000 live births.
Patients may present acutely with a metabolic crisis usually in the neonatal period,
or chronically with a failure to thrive or developmental delay. All patients are at risk
of crises during metabolic illnesses with high mortality and morbidity.
Screening for this disease has only been possible since the development of MS/MS.
Overlap with certain rare diseases is known but second-tier testing can rapidly resolve
these issues.
Treatment involves a special diet and the rapid detection and treatment of crises.
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Box 3.4a

Case history isovaleric acidaemia

Bilal is the first child of consanguineous parents. He was born at term and had no
neonatal problems except poor feeding and poor weight-gain on standard infant
formula. At 2 months of age, he presented with vomiting and dehydration. Cow’s
milk protein intolerance was suspected and he was discharged on a pre-digested
formula. He presented again 3 weeks later with vomiting, a reduced level of
consciousness, dehydration and tachypnoea. Investigations showed a normal blood
glucose concentration but ketoacidosis and moderate hyperammonaemia. Bilal was
rehydrated and the acidosis and hyperammonaemia were corrected. Urine organic
acid analysis subsequently revealed markedly increased concentrations of isovaleryl
glycine, leading to the diagnosis.
Bilal was treated with a low-protein diet (to reduce the formation of isovaleric
acid) and with carnitine and glycine (to promote isovaleric acid excretion). During
infections, he has been given high carbohydrate drinks 3 hourly, day and night,
to minimise catabolism and acute rises in isovaleric acid production. He has been
admitted for intravenous glucose on four occasions when he vomited these drinks.
He has had no serious illnesses since diagnosis. Unfortunately, at the age of 8 years
he has learning difficulties (IQ 71); the clinical course suggests that this was probably
caused by damage prior to diagnosis.

Box 3.4b
		

Dietary management of patients with IVA
(author Anita MacDonald)

The aims of diet therapy in IVA include: limiting the intake of leucine to minimise
the formation of isovaleric acid, prevention of protein catabolism, supplementation
with any nutrients that may become deficient as a result of the dietary intervention,
maintaining normal nutritional status, encouraging normal feeding development and
use of emergency regimen during illness.
These aims are achieved by adherence to a moderate protein restricted diet and
ensuring normal energy requirements are achieved. Children also require a nutritious
diet, meeting all vitamin and minerals, dietary fibre, and essential fatty acid
requirements for age. Enteral feeding, supplementation with other nutrients and
monitoring are similar to GA1.
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Box 3.4b

continued

Protein restriction
In IVA, a moderate protein restriction is usually only required. Although protein
requirements per kg/body weight decrease with age, protein restriction in early
infancy is approximately 2g/kg/day decreasing to 1.5-2g/kg/per day in childhood.
In infancy, natural protein requirements are met by breast milk or standard infant
formula. In childhood, ideally, high biological value protein containing foods are
used to make up part of the protein allowance, although there may be some
self-restriction of protein containing foods. Variability of protein restriction has
been reported and individual protein requirements should be prescribed. Some
patients need minimal protein restriction; and others regulate their own dietary
intake without an ‘official’ restriction. Leucine does not accumulate in plasma
so, unfortunately, it is not possible to use this as a measure of metabolic control.
However, low plasma concentrations of leucine may occur if protein restriction is
too rigorous. A special amino-acid mix free of leucine is rarely advocated.
Energy intake
Normal energy requirements should be met to ensure that essential amino acids are
not degraded to provide energy or nitrogen. Inadequate energy intake could lead to
potential metabolic imbalance and decreased growth rate. Energy requirements are
achieved through using a combination of natural foods, energy supplements, and
low protein special foods. Energy intakes may be low due to restriction of protein
containing foods which are often high in calories; anorexia; feeding difficulties
associated with neurological dysfunction; and poor feeding experience: e.g. limited
variety of foods or delayed exposure to oral feeds or solid foods.
Emergency regimen
Metabolic decompensation and encephalopathy in children with IVA can be
triggered by protein catabolism associated with intercurrent illness, prolonged
fasting e.g. due to surgery, or metabolic instability. Prompt intervention is essential
with regular high carbohydrate protein-free feeds based on glucose polymer,
±fat, administered as small frequent oral feeds (2-3 hourly) both day and night.
Alternatively, emergency feeds may be administered as an enteral feed over 24
hours. If there is clinical deterioration or feed intolerance the patient is given 10%
intravenous glucose in hospital.
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3.6

Long-chain 3-hydroxyacyl CoA dehydrogenase deficiency (LCHADD)

LCHAD deficiency is one of a family of defects known as mitochondrial tri-functional protein
(MTP) defects. These deficiencies impair the use of fatty acids as a source of respiratory
energy. LCHAD deficiency is an autosomal recessive disease with an estimated incidence in
the UK of around 1 in 100,000.
Genetic, molecular and biochemical features
The mitochondrial tri-functional protein (MTP) is a multi-enzyme complex made up of
three components – long chain enoyl CoA hydratase (LCEH), long chain 3-hydroxyacyl CoA
dehydrogenase (LCHAD) and long chain ketothiolase (LKAT). The α-subunits of this enzyme
complex harbour the LCEH and LCHAD activities, whilst the β-subunit contains the LKAT
activity. Molecular defects can affect either the functioning of individual enzymes or the
whole complex. Therefore MTP defects are classified as general MTP deficiency, isolated
LCHAD deficiency or isolated LKAT deficiency (depending on the specific defect).
Isolated LCHAD deficiency is the more common form of MTP deficiency. The defects cause
the toxic accumulation of long chain acyl-CoA esters and the inability to synthesise ketone
bodies, which are a source of energy for organs such as the heart and brain.
Table 3.3

LCHAD deficiency

Disorder

Biochemical phenotype

Clinical phenotype

Isolated LCHAD deficiency

LCHAD primarily affected,
partial deficiency in
enolase & thiolase
enzymes

Myopathy,
cardiomyopathy and liver
disease

General tri-functional
protein deficiency

All three MTP enzymes
deficient

Isolated LKAT deficiency

LKAT primarily affected

Similar to LCHADD, can be
more severe and present
earlier with severe
cardiac involvement

Clinical features
MTP deficiency is a clinically heterogeneous condition affecting many organ systems,
including the heart, central nervous system, liver and eyes. A few patients (15%) present
in the first month, usually with hypoglycaemia. Most patients present between 6 weeks
and 6 months of age with hypoglycaemic encephalopathy, cardiomyopathy and raised liver
enzymes. A number of patients die following these acute presentations, even if they are
managed aggressively. A few patients with mild mutations present later in childhood or as
adults with chronic symptoms, such as weakness, but this is much rarer than for other fatty
acid oxidation disorders (such as VLCAD deficiency). Acute decompensation can usually be
avoided once treatment is started. Prolonged exercise may, however, cause rhabdomyolysis.
Most patients develop progressive retinopathy and peripheral neuropathy as adolescents or
adults.
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Screening, diagnosis and treatment
Screening for LCHADD only became possible with developments in mass spectrometry and
is based on analysis of 3-hydroxyhexadecanoylcarnitine (C16-OH-acylcarnitine) levels. C16OH-acylcarnitine is raised in all MTP defects, including isolated LCHAD and LKAT deficiencies
and generalised MTP deficiency. Confirmation of an MTP defect is based on the analysis of
urine organic acids and blood acylcarnitines. If desired, the precise biochemical phenotype
can be defined by measuring the enzyme activity in cultured skin fibroblasts or lymphocytes.
This information does not, however, alter management, although it may alter prognosis.
Molecular genetic analysis starts with testing for the 1528G>C mutation.
Treatment and prognosis
Treatment includes maintaining a high carbohydrate diet intake during infections in order to
prevent metabolic crises. It is also necessary to avoid prolonged fasting, to restrict long chain
fat in the diet and to substitute medium chain fat. This is effective in preventing episodes
of hypoglycaemia and sudden death and it usually prevents cardiomyopathy. It may also
reduce the frequency of muscle problems and slow the progression of retinopathy although
it does not completely prevent either the retinopathy or the peripheral neuropathy17;18.
Unfortunately, most patients with complete MTP deficiency die within the first year despite
treatment but this form of the disorder is very rare.
LCHADD and other MTP defects ‘at a glance’
MTP deficiency is an autosomal recessive disease caused by defective catabolism of
certain fatty acids, with toxic accumulation of long-chain fatty acid esters.
LCHADD is the most common form.
Incidence in the UK is estimated to be 1 in 100,000 live births.
Most patients present at the age of a few months with hypoglycaemic encephalopathy,
cardiomyopathy and liver disease. There is a high risk of metabolic crises, which can
occur with fasting, infection or after prolonged physical exertion. Retinopathy and
peripheral neuropathy occur as long term complications.
Screening for this disease has only been possible since the development of MS/MS.
Treatment involves a special diet and maintaining a regular carbohydrate intake
during illnesses to prevent acute crises.
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Box 3.5a

Case history LCHAD deficiency

Sophie was born by a Caesarean section at 32 weeks gestation to non-consanguineous
parents. Her mother had suffered a variant of pre-eclampsia known as HELLP syndrome
(hypertension, elevated liver enzymes and low platelets). Foetal LCHAD deficiency is a
rare cause of HELLP syndrome and the mother recovered promptly following delivery.
Sophie had mild respiratory distress due to her prematurity and required extra
oxygen and feeding through a nasogastric tube for 4 days. She was readmitted aged 3
months, extremely unwell with lethargy and breathlessness. Investigations revealed
hypoglycaemia, acidosis and heart failure due to hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
Analysis of blood acylcarnitines and urine organic acids suggested LCHAD deficiency;
the diagnosis was subsequently confirmed when she was shown to be homozygous
for the common 1528G>C mutation. She was ventilated and treated with diuretics
and inotropes but continued to deteriorate and nearly died. She improved after 48
hours of extra-corporeal membrane oxidation (ECMO) and introduction of an MCTbased infant formula. In this milk substitute, the normal long-chain fats are replaced
by medium chain triglycerides (MCT), which bypass the metabolic block. She has
remained on a minimal long-chain-fat diet since then with MCT supplements. To
minimise fasting, she has a continuous overnight feed through a gastrostomy.
Sophie is now 12 years old. She is growing and developing normally. During infections,
she has been given high carbohydrate drinks 3 hourly, day and night, and she has
been admitted for intravenous glucose on 6 occasions when she vomited these
drinks. She has only had one serious illness since infancy: after going sledging in the
snow, she suffered acute muscle damage, leading to severe muscle pain, dark urine
(myoglobinuria) and renal impairment for 3 days. Ophthalmological examination has
shown a mild pigmentary retinopathy but she has no visual symptoms at present.
Unfortunately it is likely that her vision will gradually deteriorate over the next 10-20
years and she may also develop a peripheral neuropathy, leading to weakness around
her ankle in adulthood.
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Box 3.5b
		

Dietary management of patients with LCHADD
(author Anita MacDonald)

The aims of diet therapy in LCHADD include: minimising fat lipolysis, reducing
accumulation of toxic intermediates, ensuring normal growth (by achieving full growth
potential but avoiding overweight) and helping maximise exercise tolerance. These are
achieved by 1) adhering to a limited long-chain fatty acid intake, 2) avoiding prolonged
fasting by regular daytime feeding and, usually, overnight tube feeds 3) replacing
long chain dietary fat with medium chain triglyceride (MCT) oil, and 5) during illness,
administering emergency, high carbohydrate feeds throughout 24 hours. Children also
require a nutritious diet meeting all vitamin and minerals, dietary fibre, and essential
fatty acid requirements for age.
Low fat diet: In LCHADD, there is evidence that long chain fat (LCT) should be restricted
to no more than 10% of total energy intake, and in practical terms, long chain dietary
fat is restricted to as low as possible. However, the degree of fat restriction varies
according to the severity of the condition and age of presentation.
Medium chain triglyceride oil: Replacing long chain fat with medium chain fat is
particularly beneficial for patients with LCHADD. Approximately 20% of energy intake
from MCT is given to patients with LCHADD, although the optimal dose is still to be
determined.
MCT based infant formula: Babies are given a nutritionally complete infant formula
that is high in carbohydrate, low in long chain fats, and supplemented with MCT oil
(Monogen; SHS International).
Regular feeds: Children with LCHADD require feeds at frequent intervals days and
night. Frequency of feeding should be individually assessed according to severity of
disorder and metabolic stability. Children presenting with symptoms in the first 2 years
of life, are usually given three to four hourly daytime feeds with continuous overnight
tube feeds (either via a gastrostomy or nasogastric pump).
Uncooked corn starch: In children over the age of 2 years, uncooked corn starch may
be given to provide a source of slow release glucose which may allow the interval
between feeds to be extended.
Essential fatty acid supplementation: Restriction of dietary LCT to less than 10% of
calories is associated with a high risk of essential fatty acid deficiency. Low plasma
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) levels have been reported in patients with LCHADD.
Therefore, essential fatty acid supplementation (EFAS) is necessary if adequate amounts
are not provided by the MCT based infant formula. EFAS may be given from a small
dose of walnut oil. Some centres also give additional supplementation with DHA.
Vitamin and mineral supplementation: Supplementation with fat soluble vitamins (A,
D and E) is necessary unless a child is taking adequate volumes of MCT based infant
formula which is supplemented with all micronutrients. Overall nutritional intake
should be monitored at regular intervals.
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Box 3.5b

continued

Vitamin and mineral supplementation: Supplementation with fat soluble vitamins
(A, D and E) is necessary unless a child is taking adequate volumes of MCT based
infant formula which is supplemented with all micronutrients. Overall nutritional
intake should be monitored at regular intervals.
Exercise
Fatty acid oxidation is increased during times of increased energy use (e.g. prolonged
exercise). Some researchers advocate giving medium chain triglycerides supplements
before exercise in LCHADD patients. There is evidence that this improves exercise
tolerance. Also giving an extra carbohydrate supplement pre-exercise may be
helpful.
Illness management
Management of illness is very important. It is well recognized that poor food intake
due to infection or loss of intake due to vomiting or diarrhoea results in rapid body
fat breakdown which can quickly cause metabolic instability. An emergency regimen,
consisting of age appropriate glucose polymer drinks/feeds should be started at
the first sign of illness or poor appetite in order to try and prevent or limit body
fat breakdown. If high carbohydrate feeds are not tolerated, intravenous fluids
providing 10% dextrose are administered immediately.
Practical issues
•

Feeding problems and feeding difficulties are common in these children. This may be
due to reduced appetite due to regular high carbohydrate feeds, poor oral feeding
experience prior to diagnosis, or poor metabolic control. They gradually resolve over
time.

•

Dislike of low fat diet may be a particular issue if children are surrounded by high
fat foods.

•

Accidental disconnection of overnight tube feeding equipment can lead to a child
failing to receive adequate feed overnight.

•

Dependence on overnight feeding may lead to less social integration with other
children in activities away from the home. Dependence on daytime tube feeds can
lead to additional one to one carer help being required within school.

Long term management
This involves careful management of growth, nutritional intake, and monitoring of
any symptoms associated with lack of dietary energy supply. Biochemical measures
that are useful in guiding adjustment of day to day dietary management are limited.
If high carbohydrate feeds are not tolerated, intravenous fluids providing 10% dextrose
are administered immediately.
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4

Evaluating screening and newborn screening: an
overview

4.1

Defining the key elements of screening

Although screening using periodic health examinations and child health examinations has
been practised since the middle of the 19th century, it was not until 1951 that screening was
formally defined. The United States Commission on Chronic Illness defined screening as:
‘The presumptive identification of unrecognised disease or defect by the application of
tests, examinations or other procedures which can be applied rapidly. Screening tests sort
out apparently well persons who probably have a disease from those who probably do not.
A screening test is not intended to be diagnostic. Persons with positive or suspicious findings
must be referred to their physicians for diagnosis and necessary treatment’
More recently, the UK National Screening Committee (NSC) in 2000 defined screening as:
‘A public health service in which members of a defined population who do not necessarily
perceive they are at risk of or already affected by a disease or complications are asked a
question or offered a test, to identify those individuals who are more likely to be helped than
harmed by further tests or treatments to reduce the risk of a disease or its complications’
These definitions provide five key insights:
1. Screening is an important public health activity
2. Screening is the testing of people who believe they are well in relation to the disease that
the screening test relates to
3. Screening tests sort people into higher and lower risk categories but they do not provide
certainty
4. The benefits of screening should outweigh potential harms
5. Evaluation must encompass the whole system or programme of events necessary to achieve
risk reduction. Thus, screening is a programme and not merely a test
Purposes of screening include: a) to reduce the risk of future morbidity or mortality (for
example, breast cancer screening) and/or b) to give valuable information about a condition,
even when that risk cannot be changed (for example, antenatal Down’s syndrome screening
which may influence future reproductive choice).
Although most aspects of screening outlined above directly apply to newborn screening,
there are some important differences. The first is that the newborn child is unable to
give consent to the test and so consent to screening should be sought from the parent(s).
Informed consent is required to ensure that participation in screening programmes (or any
other clinical activity) is based on an adequate explanation of the potential benefits and
harms and thus ensures that any proposed intervention is lawful. Second, because inherited
metabolic diseases are genetic conditions, their results have potential relevance for other
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family members and future siblings (who have not given their consent for the test). This
raises issues about what should be done with this information and how it should be dealt with.
Third, because of the rarity, complexity and heterogeneity of inherited metabolic diseases,
it is impossible to obtain evidence of the effectiveness of screening programmes based on
randomised trials; this is because there are insufficient patients to generate the necessary
statistical power to answer the question and there may also be ethical considerations about
the appropriateness of randomisation in such diseases in the light of rapidly developing
understanding and treatment options.
4.2

Newborn blood spot screening in the UK

Newborn blood spot screening started in the UK in 1969, based on the pioneering work of
Robert Guthrie on phenylketonuria (PKU). A key feature of his work was the use of filter
paper cards to collect blood samples and transport them to laboratories. By providing a
robust method of sample collection, processing and storage, this development provided
a mechanism for developing newborn screening programmes. From the early 1970s, the
development of immunoassays began to increase the scope of blood spot screening and the
detection of congenital hypothyroidism using this technique is now the most widely practised
screening test in the world.
Until recently only PKU and congenital hypothyroidism were screened for over the entire
UK. More recently the programme was expanded to include sickle cell disorders, cystic
fibrosis and MCADD. The addition of MCADD to the disease panel requires the introduction
of tandem mass spectrometers into screening laboratories, as MCADD cannot be screened
for in any other way. Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) allows simultaneous and rapid
analysis of a number of different biomarkers in dried blood spot samples and the potential
to rapidly identify a number of different inherited metabolic diseases from the same sample.
Internationally, screening using MS/MS has been introduced at different rates and for varying
panels of IMDs. These differences are largely attributable to variations in the prevalence of
specific diseases, medical practice, or funding priorities.
Countries also differ in the extent to which scientific evidence influences screening policy,
with the UK adopting a more conservative stance on expanding newborn screening than
some other similar countries. This stance is justified in the UK by the importance attached
to ethical imperatives of population screening and particularly the need to ensure that
the benefits of a screening programme at the population level outweigh any harm. For
example, recent controversy about the benefits of PSA (prostate specific antigen) screening
for prostate cancer has highlighted the need for caution, especially in the face of public
pressure for such a programme. Thus, it is important that there are explicit criteria against
which new screening programmes can be evaluated.
4.3

Evaluating screening programmes

In 1968, Wilson and Jungner proposed a number of criteria for evaluating screening
programmes, comprising a range of evidence about the condition to be screened for, the
screening test, and subsequent diagnosis and treatment. However, the pace of technological
change since their adoption by the World Health Organisation (WHO) means that they are
perceived to be inadequate for evaluating certain types of screening, such as screening for
inherited diseases19. This is because they do not fully acknowledge the inherent difficulties
of studying the epidemiology of conditions that are extremely heterogeneous and also very
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rare. Recognising these difficulties, the WHO and other organisations, such as the Netherlands
Health Council and the UK’s National Screening Committee (NSC), have proposed updated
criteria for use in evaluating screening programmes in general whilst other organisations,
such as the International Society for Neonatal Screening have proposed criteria for evaluating
newborn screening in particular. The NSC criteria, introduced in 1998, are the current list
against which new screening programmes in the UK are judged (see Appendix 1). The NSC
criteria are arranged into four categories:
1. The condition
2. The test
3. The treatment
4. The screening programme
Although these criteria are more focused and comprehensive than Wilson and Jungner’s, they
still do not provide the level of detail required for evaluating expanded newborn screening
programmes, which are based on the simultaneous detection of biomarkers.
4.4

Evaluating biomarker-based tests in screening programmes

In this report, we distinguish between the concept of an assay (defined here as a laboratorybased method used to detect a substance or ‘target analyte’ in a sample) and the concept
of a test (defined as the use of an assay to detect a disorder in a particular population for a
particular purpose). Thus, the same assay may be used in different populations for several
different purposes; similarly, the same test may use different assays. These distinctions are
important because each assay/test application must be evaluated separately, especially as the
same assay may be used as a diagnostic, predictive or screening test. Adequate performance
of a diagnostic test does not necessarily mean that it will be a good screening test. This is
because the populations and settings in which the test is used, and thus the prevalence of
the pre-clinical/latent phase and the target disorder, are likely to differ. This is especially
true when tests are used for screening in well populations, where the disease is likely to
be extremely rare, as opposed to diagnostic or high risk settings. Similarly, test properties,
such as sensitivity and specificity, are often assumed to be fixed properties of a test. This
assumption has been shown to be false, both theoretically and clinically. Both parameters
may be influenced by case mix, disease severity and other risk factors for disease, especially
if these are different in cases and controls when the test is evaluated or applied in different
settings.
The UK NHS Genetic Testing Network has issued requirements for evaluating new biomarkerbased tests, particularly suitable for genetic conditions, based on the American ACCE (Analytic
Validity; Clinical Validity; Clinical Utility; and Ethical, Legal and Social Issues) Framework.
Although there is some overlap between ACCE and NSC criteria, the ACCE criteria provide
a more detailed approach for identifying and evaluating published evidence about new
diagnostic, predictive, and screening tests. We have used these criteria to supplement the
NSC criteria in this report. The ACCE criteria are as follows:
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The target disease and its natural history
A detailed understanding of the epidemiology of the disease in the target population is required
in order to develop and target screening interventions. Nevertheless, even where knowledge
of inherited metabolic diseases is extensive, there may be differences in presentation and
manifestations, or there may be borderline cases. There is substantial genetic heterogeneity
in a number of inherited metabolic diseases and it is important to recognize the contribution
of environmental factors, such as the impact of fasting or infection on the risk of clinical
presentation in certain fatty acid oxidation disorders. Obtaining evidence about the natural
history of inherited metabolic diseases is primarily hindered by their rarity. Thus it can be
difficult to know with certainty what the natural history of each disease is and the extent of
variation in presentation, clinical and metabolic features and outcomes.
Finally, it is imperative that, even though they may share some common features, each
inherited metabolic disease should be regarded as being unique and should be evaluated
in its own right. It is only when these differences are appreciated that the implications of
increasing the number of disorders screened for can be truly appreciated (for example, when
deciding on the age of sampling). Some of these issues are discussed in more detail below.
Analytical validity - assay performance in the laboratory
Analytical validity is the ability of an assay to accurately and reliably detect and quantify
target analyte(s) of interest in a sample. If an assay does not perform well in the laboratory,
then it is very unlikely that it will be clinically useful. Unfortunately, many assays are assumed
to be highly specific when they may not be; it is critical that quantitative estimates with
confidence intervals are obtained for performance parameters, such as analytical precision
(reproducibility of multiple assays on the same sample) and accuracy (bias, the closeness
of the average result to the true value). Evidence of analytical validity is usually obtained
from laboratory based studies. The precision of the assay is usually calculated by replicate
analysis of the same normal blood samples. Accuracy is determined by comparing the results
of the new assay against an alternative assay, which is defined as the reference (or ‘gold’)
standard. One problem for the evaluation of newborn screening is that for certain diseases
(such as some fatty acid oxidation disorders), there are no available reference assays or
internal reference standards and alternative measures are required, such as population
distributions or the use of metabolite ratios.
Clinical validity - test performance in patients
Clinical validity is the ability of a test to detect or predict the disorder of interest in the
target population. If an assay is shown to have good analytical validity, the next step is
to assess how a test performs in patients. The application of a cut-off to the MS/MS assay
converts it to a test, giving categoric results and allowing determination of sensitivity and
specificity. A distinction needs to be made between performance of the screening test and
the performance of subsequent diagnostic confirmatory testing (often referred to as the
‘sieve’ and ‘sort’ phases of screening respectively), as both are important but should not
be conflated. As with analytical validity, a critical component of assessing clinical validity
is the definition of an appropriate reference standard. This reference standard may be a
set of clinical diagnostic criteria or the application of an alternative testing regimen in all
those screened. The distinction between sieve and sort phases with respect to our target
conditions is not always clear-cut. In many disorders, both initial and differential diagnoses
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are based entirely on laboratory tests which can be carried out as part of the standard
screening protocol.
One of the problems commonly encountered in the evaluation of newborn screening
programmes is that the reference test is usually only applied to those with screen positive
results and not to those with screen negative results. It is thus almost impossible to identify
those negative results that should have been positive (i.e. false negatives). Some indication
of the number of false negatives may be obtained by examining the incidence of the disease
in screen negative patients or through retrospective testing of blood spots. However, such
evidence needs to be interpreted with caution because (a) screen detected and clinically
detected cases may not be directly comparable (see the discussion of length time bias
below) and (b) retrospective testing of blood spots is only possible for certain conditions.
Furthermore, retrospective testing will only detect analytical errors. False negatives also
occur when the marker is not abnormal (above cut-off) at the time the sample is taken: e.g.
some cases of intermediate MSUD. There is a limit to how long spots can be stored and still
provide useful analytical results and this is dependent on the metabolite20.
It is also important to recognise that sensitivity and specificity are influenced by the age at
screening, the choice of appropriate cut-off values, by the method for determining appropriate
cut-off values, and by screening policy. For example, the age at screening is important
because in some diseases, such as amino acid-based disorders, the concentration of analytes
increases with increasing age and so they are more easily detectable when screening is later.
However, for other disorders, such as some fatty acid oxidation disorders, the converse
is true and earlier screening would be better. When there are only a few disorders being
screened for this is less of a problem, but as the number of conditions included in screening
panels increases, it becomes more problematic.
In some countries, screening policy prioritises very high sensitivity so that no cases are
missed. To achieve this goal, low cut-off values are required to ensure that all cases are
detected. However, such programmes have low positive predictive values and a large number
of false positive results, increasing both the number of newborns requiring extensive postscreen evaluation and parental anxiety, even though this may be relatively short-lived.
These investigations may be costly, time-consuming and potentially harmful or painful.
Accordingly, other countries adopt a more conservative approach, obtaining much higher
positive predictive values and fewer false positives, but at the risk of missing some cases.
A further complicating factor is that predictive values are also influenced by prevalence;
because there are substantial regional variations for the prevalence of many IMDs, it may not
be possible to extrapolate results of screening test and programme performance between
countries.
Clinical utility - does screening improve outcomes at an affordable cost?
Clinical utility is concerned with evaluating the risks and benefits of screening in routine
practice. Unless screening leads to measurable benefits to patients with minimal harm (as
a result of false positive or false negative test results) and at an affordable cost, screening
is not appropriate. For newborn screening, it is critical to establish that without neonatal
screening, clinical diagnosis would have been made at a later stage and when irreversible
damage had already occurred. The implementation of screening may also help to avert
lengthy and difficult diagnostic processes in clinically-presenting patients, which may be
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an important indirect benefit of screening. Identification of carriers through screening may
also lead to health gain by providing valuable information, which may influence future
reproductive choices for example. It is generally accepted that screening is appropriate
when there is no available treatment if it provides information that is deemed to be valuable
to those concerned (as in the example of Down’s syndrome screening mentioned above).
However, where treatments are available, there must be evidence that they are both
effective and cost-effective. For many inherited metabolic diseases, treatment may only
lead to partial recovery or may only result in a slowing of the disease process. Thus, for
newborn screening programmes, it is important to show that early detection leads to better
outcomes than in clinically presenting children. If a condition can be effectively treated
without screening (i.e. once it is manifest clinically) then screening is not appropriate for
that condition.
Obtaining evidence of effectiveness in the context of rare inherited metabolic disease is
difficult, because of the risk of a number of biases:
1. As the screening test may identify cases that would not otherwise have been diagnosed
(often because the possibility of the diagnosis was never considered) the case mix, and
hence the outcome, may be different. It is most likely that milder cases might be missed
in clinically detected comparison groups.
2. Lead time biases: in classical screening for adult disease, the survival of screen detected
cases may appear to be longer than in clinically-presenting individuals simply because the
‘survival stop watch’ has been started at an earlier stage even if screening makes absolutely
no difference to outcome. This is known as lead time bias and might be somewhat less
important in neonatal screening because onset is deemed to be at birth and survival is
measured by age at death.
3. Length time bias: again in adult programmes, screening is generally better at picking
up long-lasting or slowly progressive conditions than rapidly progressing severe diseases.
Length time bias means that patients with a better prognosis are pulled into the screen
detected group, whilst patients with a poorer prognosis are pulled into the ‘control’ group.
Thus, outcomes in screen detected cases appear to be better than those in clinicallydetected cases even if screening makes absolutely no difference to outcome. As a result of
the time of screening in early life, newborn screening should not be subject to this form of
bias, except in cases of very early neonatal disease not detectable by screening.
For all these reasons screen detected cases are not directly comparable with clinicallydetected cases. Evidence of clinical utility is primarily obtained from randomised controlled
trials of screening interventions, health services research (including economic evaluation),
and quality assurance of established programmes. Where randomised trials are inappropriate,
impossible or unethical, then non-randomised alternatives must be used (such as prospective
cohort outcome studies). However, such studies are prone to bias and they need to be
conducted and interpreted with caution.
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Conclusions
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•

Screening is an important public health activity

•

Screening is the testing of people who believe they are well in relation to the
disease being considered

•

Screening tests sort people into higher and lower risk categories but they do not
provide certainty

•

The benefits of screening should outweigh potential harms

•

Evaluation must encompass the whole system or programme of events necessary to
achieve risk reduction. Thus, screening is a programme and not merely a test

•

There are various international criteria used to evaluate screening programmes;
the UK National Screening Committee criteria provide the current standard against
which expanded newborn screening will be judged

•

The NSC criteria are not entirely suitable for the evaluation of biomarker-based
screening programmes, such as newborn screening, which presents unique
challenges

•

By supplementing the NSC criteria with the ACCE criteria, a more comprehensive
assessment of newborn screening is possible

•

Evaluation must focus on each target disease and its natural history; analytical
validity (assay performance); clinical validity (screening test performance); and
clinical utility (effectiveness of interventions and effectiveness of the screening
programme)
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5

Review methods

5.1

Systematic review of clinical evidence

This systematic review was undertaken to examine the epidemiology, effectiveness and costeffectiveness of screening for the five additional inherited metabolic diseases chosen as
candidates for the expanded newborn screening research project.
5.2

Search strategy

A two-stage strategy was used to identify articles for the review, which was based on previous
UK HTA reports to ensure comparability. The first stage identified all articles relevant to the
evaluation of MS/MS screening programmes in all of the electronic resources listed in Box
5.1. The second stage identified articles about the natural history, epidemiology, analytical
validity, clinical validity and clinical utility for each of the five chosen diseases in PubMed
(MEDLINE).
Articles were eligible for inclusion if they were published between January 2002 (the cutoff date of the previous HTA review published in 2004) and June 2009. The searches were
conducted during May and June 2009, with no language restrictions. The search terms are
presented in Appendix 2.

Box 5.1

Electronic resources searched

Pub Med (MEDLINE)
EMBASE
CINAHL
CRD Databases (NHS DARE, EED, and HTA)
Web of Science (formerly Science Citation Index)
Bandolier
Canadian Co-ordinating Centre for Technology Assessment (CCOHTA)
INAHATA (International Network of Agencies for Health Technology Assessment
Clearing House)
NCCHTA (National Co-ordinating Centre for Health Technology Assessment)
SIGN (Scottish Inter-Collegiate Guideline Network)
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In addition, reference lists of identified articles and international HTA reports were scrutinised
and experts in the field were contacted to identify other articles that may have been missed.
Literature searching was conducted by two reviewers (Sowmiya Moorthie and Gurdeep Sagoo)
and the initial screen of titles and abstracts was conducted by a single reviewer (Simon
Sanderson). Where articles could not be rejected with certainty, full text articles were
obtained. The final list of potential articles was also reviewed by an expert in the field (Prof
Rodney Pollitt) to identify any important omissions or to exclude any unsuitable articles.
5.3

Review inclusion and exclusion criteria

The criteria for including studies in the review are listed in Box 5.2.

Box 5.2

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria
•

Studies published after January 2002 [AND]

•

Target population: neonates or newborn infants [AND]

•

Target IMDs: Homocystinuria, IVA, GA1, MSUD, LCHADD (studies investigating other
IMDs must have data on at least one of the five targets) [AND]

•

Primary intervention: Screening by MS/MS in the neonatal or newborn period [OR]

•

Secondary intervention: Screening by other methods (Guthrie, TLC etc) [OR]

•

Outcomes [OR] incidence and/or birth prevalence, natural history, prognosis;
analytical and clinical validity of MS/MS screening (including sensitivity, specificity,
predictive values and ROC curves); effectiveness of treatment; effectiveness and
cost-effectiveness of screening

•

Study designs [OR] primarily randomised controlled trials and cohort studies,
case-control, other non-randomised evaluations of treatment effectiveness, crosssectional epidemiological studies [AND]

•

Studies of natural history, prognosis or treatment with five or more subjects

Exclusion criteria
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•

Studies published before January 2002 [OR]

•

Non-human studies [OR]

•

Studies of natural history, prognosis or treatment with less than five subjects
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5.4

Data extraction strategy

An electronic, pre-piloted extraction form was used by independent reviewers to extract
data. A random sample of 10% of articles was subjected to a second, independent extraction
as a quality control measure. Disagreements were resolved in conference or by a third
reviewer (Simon Sanderson). A flow chart for the yield of identified articles in shown in
Figure 5.1.
5.5

Data synthesis

Substantial variation in the international prevalence of the selected diseases, the age at
screening, and choice of population cut-offs, as well as different attitudes towards the tradeoff between sensitivity and false positives precluded the use of meta-analysis. These factors
also limit the direct applicability of international results to the United Kingdom; nonetheless,
results from such studies provide context and useful information about epidemiology and
natural history, as well as the likely range of results for assay and test performance. Thus,
narrative synthesis was used to tabulate and summarise the results for each disease in five
main sections in Chapter 7:
1. Epidemiology and natural history
2. Analytical validity of MS/MS as an assay
3. Clinical validity of screening using MS/MS
4. Effectiveness of screening programmes
5. Cost effectiveness of screening programmes
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Figure 5.1

Flow chart for the yield of all identified articles
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6

Summary of findings from Health Technology
Assessment reports identified by the systematic
review

Ten health technology assessment (HTA) reports, published since 2002, were identified by
the systematic review. These reports were from the UK, Canada (Ontario, Quebec and British
Columbia), Argentina, Spain, the Netherlands, Finland, Denmark, and the United States. All
reports except the Finnish HTA assessed the clinical benefit and the cost benefit of expanded
newborn screening and many of them drew heavily on previous UK HTA reports published in
199721;22 and 2004. A comprehensive assessment of a number of inherited metabolic diseases
was presented in six reports (UK, Netherlands, Spain, British Columbia, Denmark and United
States). We present here brief summaries of these reports, their main findings and their
recommendations.
6.1

United Kingdom (2004)1

The purpose of this report was to evaluate the clinical and cost-effectiveness of tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS)-based neonatal screening for inherited metabolic diseases. It was an
update of two previous HTA reports published in 199721;22. Its conclusions were based on a
systematic review of literature and an economic evaluation to investigate the economics of
screening using tandem mass spectrometry.
Based on the literature review, the authors concluded that the evidence supported the
introduction of MS/MS into a UK neonatal screening programme for PKU and MCADD
deficiency. The authors felt there was a lack of robust evidence on the underlying incidence
and outcomes for other disorders, particularly differences in long-term outcomes that could
be attributed to therapies initiated as a consequence of presymptomatic detection using MS/
MS. There was also limited evidence on screening test performance, the natural history of
some diseases, and the potential economic impact of screening for other diseases. The report
recommended that the primary focus of research should be on the long-term effectiveness of
treatment strategies on adverse outcomes (disabilities and impairments) under conventional
management and the potential impact of early diagnosis using MS/MS. As a result of the
findings of this report and a subsequent pilot research programme, newborn screening in
England and Wales now includes MCADD.
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Summary UK HTA 2004
•

23 conditions were evaluated including MSUD, homocystinuria, GA1, IVA and
LCHADD

•

The evidence appears to support the introduction of MS/MS into the UK for PKU and
MCADD deficiency

•

Other conditions should not yet be included because of the lack of robust evidence
on the underlying incidence and outcomes for many of the disorders

•

Further research was needed:
▪▪ To establish the sensitivity and specificity of neonatal screening using MS/MS for
other individual IMDs
▪▪ To determine underlying incidence of these conditions in the UK
▪▪ To ascertain the natural history and economic impact of screening for other
disorders

6.2

Finland (2004)23

The Finnish screening programme has important differences from a number of other
countries, including the UK. For example, PKU is not screened for because of its rarity
and screening for congenital hypothyroidism is based on the analysis of cord blood. Thus,
its conclusions and recommendations should be seen in the light of the local context. The
report evaluated evidence for screening for five additional diseases (PKU, MCADD, LCHADD,
GA1 and congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH)), which were selected by an expert panel.
However, expansion of the newborn screening programme was not recommended as it would
have required a major change in the type of screening samples collected and the supporting
infrastructure in place.
6.3

Netherlands (2005)24

In 2005, The Netherlands Health Council evaluated the possibilities and limitations of
neonatal screening for over thirty disorders, many of which are detectable by tandem mass
spectrometry. The disorders were evaluated on the basis of screening criteria and separated
into three categories based on the direct and indirect benefits of screening. The report also
discussed ethical issues (such as informed consent) and briefly considered the economic
implications of expanded screening. The committee recommended the inclusion of fifteen
new disorders to the newborn screening programme; this expanded programme has been in
place since January 2007.
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Summary Netherland Health Council report 2005
•

Substantial improvements have been made in the possibilities for both diagnosis
and treatment of IMDs

•

According to the present neonatal screening criteria, there are further disorders
that qualify for neonatal screening

•

In addition to PKU, congenital hypothyroidism (CH) and CAH, screening for the
following 15 disorders was recommended:

Biotinidase deficiency			

Cystic fibrosis

Galactosaemia			

Glutaric aciduria type 1

HMG-CoA lyase deficiency			

Holocarboxylase synthase deficiency

Homocystinuria				

Isovaleric acidaemia

LCHADD					

Maple syrup urine disease

3-MCC deficiency				

MCADD deficiency

Sickle cell disease				

Tyrosinaemia type 1

VLCADD
(3-MCC, 3-methylcrotonyl-CoA carboxylase)

6.4

Spain (2007)25

The conclusions of this report were based on an update of the UK HTA report of 2004 and an
evaluation of newborn screening programmes in Spain’s autonomous regions, as there were
concerns about local variability in service provision. It concluded that screening using MS/
MS should only be carried out for MCADD and PKU but additional studies were needed to
establish the sensitivity and specificity of MS/MS for detection of other conditions.
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Summary Spanish HTA 2007

6.5

•

MS/MS is both a rapid and a highly sensitive and specific technology for detection
of MCADD and phenylketonuria

•

Doubts exist as to GAI and tyrosinaemia type I, and there is no evidence that would
support the inclusion of the remaining IMDs

•

Additional studies are needed to ascertain the sensitivity and specificity of
tandem mass spectrometry in the detection of other IMDs, by assessing the longterm effectiveness of diagnostic strategies and conventional treatment, and the
potential impact of early diagnosis using MS/MS

•

Standardisation of existing screening programmes in Spain and the establishment
of a case registry to enable active and regular follow-up of diagnosed patients was
recommended

Denmark (2008)26

This report examined the clinical effectiveness, cost-effectiveness and clinical utility of MS/
MS screening for another 20 diseases. Based on a review of the literature and the results of a
pilot research programme, the Danish Health Board recommended that the age at screening
should be changed from day 4-6 to 42-72 hours and that MCADD and nineteen other conditions
should also be screened for. The new programme was implemented in February 2009.
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Summary Danish Health Board report 2008
•

The working group proposed a consolidation and expansion of the screening program
and a change in day of screening from day 4-6 to 42-72 hours.

•

Conditions recommended to be included in the screening panel:

Maple Syrup Urine Disease				

Citrullinaemia

Argininosuccinic aciduria					

Arginase deficiency

HHH-syndrome						

Glutaric aciduria type 1

Methylmalonic acidaemia					

Propionic acidaemia

Deficiencies of CPT 1 and II
			
		
Short chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency 		

MCADD		

VLCADD							

GA2

3-HMG-CoA lyase deficiency				

3-MCC deficiency

Acetoacetyl-CoA thiolase deficiency			

Galactosaemia

LCHADD

•

Tyrosinaemia could be included following more work to reduce the false positive rate

•

Although IVA was considered to meet virtually all requirements for screening it was
not considered feasible for MS/MS screening due to the use of pivaloyl-containing
antibiotics in Denmark which would interfere with the assay

(3-HMG, 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl)

6.6

Canada

Three reports from three different health jurisdictions have been published in Canada since
2002 (Quebec, Ontario and British Columbia). The assessment carried out by Quebec was
limited to the relevance of replacing current technologies by MS/MS for PKU and tyrosinaemia
type I screening and including MCADD in their screening programme. The assessments carried
out by Ontario and British Columbia considered a number of conditions which could also
be detected by tandem mass spectrometry. Both reports updated information present in
available HTA reviews carried out in the UK and reappraised the evidence in the light of local
needs.
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Ontario 200327
This report evaluated seven conditions –CAH, MCADD, galactosaemia, PKU, GA1, CH and
homocystinuria. Each of the conditions was weighted according to known incidence,
available treatment, incremental cost to existing screening programme and their inclusion
in international and other Canadian jurisdictions. The assessment showed that PKU and CH
should continue to be screened for and that MCADD and CAH met most of the criteria for
inclusion in the screening programme. Currently the screening programme in Ontario includes
over 20 conditions, including GA1, homocystinuria, IVA, LCHAD deficiency and MSUD.

Summary of report by Ontario Ministry of Health 2003
•

The assessment showed that screening for PKU and CH should be continued

•

In addition, MCADD and CAH met most of the criteria for inclusion in a neonatal
screening program

•

MCADD can be screened with PKU by MS/MS while the test for CAH requires a
different methodology

•

An expanded neonatal program would require an enhanced infrastructure for result
interpretation, reporting, care provision and counselling

•

Important ethical and societal issues including informed consent need to be
addressed

British Columbia 200828
This report evaluated over 15 conditions that could be detected by MS/MS as well as some
other conditions such as cystic fibrosis (CF), CAH and sickle cell disease. Recommendations
were made following an update of the clinical evidence contained in reviews conducted
by the UK and the United States and considerations of the harms and benefits of screening
in the local context. A total of thirteen conditions were recommended for inclusion in an
expanded screening program including homocystinuria, MSUD and IVA. LCHADD and GA1 were
also among the conditions suggested for inclusion although they had already been part of the
screening programme since October 2007. Full implementation of the expanded programme
is expected by 2010.
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Summary of British Columbia HTA 2008
•

The following conditions to be added to the newborn screening panel:

Cystic Fibrosis 				

Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia

Sickle Cell disease 				

Glutaric aciduria type 1

VLCADD					

LCHADD

Isovaleric acidaemia			

Maple Syrup Urine disease

Propionic acidaemia 			

Homocystinuria

Tyrosinaemia
Citrullinaemia (argininosuccinate synthase deficiency)
Argininosuccic aciduria
Methylmalonic acidaemia (Methylmalonyl-CoA mutase deficiency and Cobalamin
A/B)
•

Secondary targets (detected alongside other conditions but may not meet newborn
screening criteria to be considered a primary target):

Trifunctional protein deficiency (TFP)
2-Methylbutyryl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency
Cobalamin C/D defects
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6.7

The United States of America 200629

Newborn screening programmes in the United States are governed by individual states and
there were substantial variations in their newborn screening programmes. Some states
mandated screening for as few as three conditions and others for as many as 43 conditions.
This lack of uniformity led for calls to develop nationally recognised newborn screening
system standards and policies. The US Department of Health and Human Services’ Maternal
and Child Health Bureau (MCHB) commissioned the American College of Medical Genetics
(ACMG) to develop recommendations for the creation of a uniform panel of conditions to
be screened for, along with model policies, procedures and minimum standards for state
newborn screening programs. A total of 84 different conditions were considered and for
each disease, information was collected on clinical characteristics (incidence, burden of
disease), the analytical characteristics of the screening test, the diagnosis, treatment and
management of the condition and the availability of health professionals experienced in
this. The information was collected via questionnaires sent to health professionals and other
interested parties in the USA and abroad.
Conditions were assigned to one of three categories (core panel, secondary targets, or not
appropriate for newborn screening) based on the results of the questionnaire. The 2006
report recommended that screening for 29 core conditions should be mandatory and that
diagnosis of a further 25 secondary conditions should also be reported. It also recommended
that any abnormal results associated with clinically significant conditions, including the
definitive identification of carrier status, should also be reported. Since 2006, those states
that had not expanded their newborn screening programme have been doing so in order to
reach a uniform panel.
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Summary of US newborn screening report 2006
•

A core panel of 29 conditions was recommended for mandatory screening in all
states. These include:

Phenylketonuria					

Maple Syrup Urine disease

Homocystinuria 					

Citrullinaemia

Argininosuccinic aciduria				

Tyrosinaemia I(Tyr)

Isovaleric acidaemia				

Glutaric acidaemia 1

3-HMG-CoA lyase deficiency			

Propionic acidaemia

Holocarboxylase synthase deficiency MCD

β-ketothiolase deficiency

Methylmalonic aciduria				

MCADD

3-Methylcrotonyl-CoA carboxylase deficiency

VLCADD

Methylmalonic acidaemia (Cobalamin A/B)

LCHADD

Trifunctional protein deficiency			

Carnitine uptake defect

Congenital hypothyroidism			

Biopterin cofactors defects

Congenital adrenal hyperplasia			

Galactosaemia

Hearing loss					

Cystic fibrosis

Haemoglobinopathies
•

An additional 25 conditions were listed that could be identified in the course of
screening for core panel conditions

•

Recommended actions to overcome barriers to an optimal newborn screening
included long-term data collection and surveillance, consideration of financial
needs of programmes and standardisation of case definitions and reporting
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6.8

Argentina (2005)30

This report concluded that although there was evidence for the effectiveness of screening for
PKU, MCADD and GA1, the significance of this data for Argentina was uncertain. In addition,
the cost effectiveness of screening would also be different as conventional screening is not
extensively carried out. The authors concluded that more information about the various
conditions and the impact of screening in the local setting was needed before further
recommendations about newborn screening could be made.

Summary of Argentine HTA 2005

6.9

•

MS/MS sensitivity and specificity are adequate.

•

More evidence is required to determine the natural history of these diseases and
the economic impact of their screening in the Argentine setting.

•

Major studies should focus on treatment and adverse effects compared to
conventional screening.

Conclusions

Since 2002, many health jurisdictions have evaluated their newborn screening programmes
with respect to MS/MS. All countries have based their evaluations on principles set out by
Wilson and Jungner; however, these have been adapted to local contexts and interpreted
differently. The variation in screening programmes is strongly influenced by the local
epidemiology and burden of disease and the local structure and organisation of health care
services.
Different countries have introduced MS/MS at different rates and for a varying number of
conditions. Substantial expansions of newborn screening using tandem mass spectrometry
were recommended by four health jurisdictions (British Columbia, Netherlands, Denmark,
and USA). Certain conditions are included in all jurisdictions where newborn screening
has expanded, including all five of the proposed disorders for the UK expanded newborn
screening research project (MSUD, GA1, and LCHAD deficiency). The inclusion of IVA and
homocystinuria to programmes has varied and this is appears to be due to concerns over the
analytical validity of the assay. The UK, Spain, and Argentina concluded that further research
was needed to establish the performance of MS/MS as a screening test and to assess longterm effectiveness of strategies for diagnosis and treatment.
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7		 Evaluation of expanded screening programmes
worldwide
This section of the report provides details of the systematic review undertaken to examine
the epidemiology, effectiveness, clinical utility and cost-effectiveness of screening using
tandem mass spectrometry.
7.1

Systematic review process and numbers of studies

Quantity of research available
This systematic review identified 1,807 additional publications on the epidemiology and
natural history, clinical validity of MS/MS screening, effectiveness of interventions and
of screening programmes for the five conditions of interest since 2002. Full copies of 252
papers were collected for further evaluation. A further 39 papers were identified by manual
searching, grey literature, unpublished literature and by an expert in the field. Of these 291
papers, 82 were judged relevant to this review with 210 failing to meet our inclusion criteria
(list of included and excluded articles available on request).
7.2

Epidemiology, natural history and outcome in screen detected cases

Sixteen centres published data on experience in newborn screening using MS/MS including
one or all of these conditions since 2002. These are summarised in Table 7.1 and included
5 centres in Europe, 5 in North America, 2 in Australasia, 4 in East Asia and 1 in the Middle
East. Nine centres included 4 or all 5 of our focus conditions, showing that there was broad
agreement on the choice of these conditions as suitable for screening. Numbers of centres
including each condition was MSUD (15 centres), GA1 (14 centres), homocystinuria (10
centres), IVA (11 centres) and LCHAD deficiency (8 centres).
Incidence (birth prevalence) of disease in birth cohorts screened by MS/MS
Each centre provided estimates of the birth prevalence of conditions for their cohorts.
Tables 7.2-6 provide summaries by condition including information on age at screening and
cut-offs applied. Table 7.7 provides overall summary data by condition and also incorporates
estimated number of cases based on 708, 711 births in England and Wales (number of births
from Office for National Statistics for 2008). When looking across all five conditions, the
expected number of cases per year in England and Wales is between 16 and 23.
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Table 7.1

Identification of centres publishing studies including target IMDs

Study Author

Country

HCY

MSUD

GA1

IVA

LCHADD

Europe
Schulze et al.31

Germany

1

1

1

1

1

La Marca et al.32

Italy

1

1

1

1

1

Hoffman et al.33

Germany

0

1

1

1

0

Lund et al.34

Denmark

0

1

1

1

1

Vilarinho et al.35

Portugal

1

1

1

1

1

North America
Frazier et al.36

North Carolina, USA

1

1

1

1

1

Matern et al37.

Mayo Clinic, USA

1

1

0

0

0

Comeau et al.38

New England, USA

1

1

0

1

0

Feuchtbaum et al39.

California, USA

0

1

1

1

1

Torres Sepulveda et
al.40

Mexico

1

1

1

1

0

Australasia
Wilcken et al.41

Australia

1

1

1

1

1

Boneh et al42.

Victoria State,
Australia

0

0

1

0

0

Southeast Asia
Yoon et al43.

S Korea

1

1

1

1

1

Abdul Rahman et al.44

Malaysia

0

1

0

0

0

Huang et al.45

Taiwan

0

1

1

0

0

Hsieh et al.46

Taiwan

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

Middle East
Lindner et al.47
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Qatar

1

USA

USA

New England

Australia

Australia

Mexico

S Korea

Qatar

Frazier et al.36

Matern et al.37

Comeau et al.38

Wilcken et al.41

Wilson et al.48

Torres Sepulveda
et al.

Yoon et al.43

Lindner et al.47
2003 - 2006

2001 - 2004

2002 - 2004

2004 - 2006

1998 - 2002

1999 - 2003

2004 - 2007

1997 - 2005

2005-2009

NS

87

95% before 72
hrs
36 to 72 hrs

132.75

80.00

24 to 48 hrs

2 to 3 days

80.00

67

At weight of
2500g
2 to 3 days

100

96.6

50

46

NS

Mean 39 hrs

3 to 6 days

48 to 72 hrs

2

0

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

0

0

NS: Not stated

8

Portugal

Vilarinho et al.35

2002 onwards

65

3 to 7 days
(median 5)

Number
of cases

Western populations

Italy

La Marca et al.32

1998 - 2001

Methionine
cut-off
μmol/L

Age at
screening

11

Germany

Schulze et al.31

Period

Total worldwide

Location

Homocystinuria prevalence in MS/MS screened cohorts

Study

Table 7.2

3, 135, 012

3, 281, 639

25,214

79,149

42,264

270,000

461,500

472,255

260,936

944,078

316,243

160,000

250,000

Population
screened

391, 877

298, 331

12,607

NA

42,264

270,000

230,750

472,255

260,936

472,039

316,243

NA

NA

Birth
prevalence
1 in

0.26

0.34

7.93

NA

2.37

0.37

0.43

0.21

0.38

0.21

0.32

NA

NA

Per
100,000
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Location

Germany

Italy

Germany

Denmark

Portugal

USA

USA

USA

USA

Schulze et al.31

La Marca et al.32

Hoffman et al.33

Lund et al.34

Vilarinho et al.35

Frazier et al.36

Matern et al.37

Comeau et al.38

Feuchtbaum et
al.39

2002 -2003

1999 - 2003

2004 - 2007

1997 - 2005

2005-2009

2002 - 2005
3
1

Leu 342
Val 350
Leu 450
Val 275

2

Leu 373

Leu 300 Leu/
Ala ratio >
1.75

at weight of
2500g

NS

2

NS

0

0

3

NS

NS

NS

Mean 39 hrs

3 to 6 days

5 to 10 days

NS

1999 and
2000

0

Val 210
Ile/
Leu 195

48 to 72 hrs

2

Leu 490
Val 390

3 to 7 days
(median 5)

Number
of cases

Cut-off
μmol/L

Age at screening

2002 onwards

1998 - 2001

Period

MSUD prevalence in MS/MS screened cohorts

Study

Table 7.3

353,894

472,255

204,281

944,078

316,243

197,000

382,247

160,000

250,000

Population
screened

176,947

236,128

NA

944,078

105,141

NA

127,416

NA

125,000

Birth
prevalence
1 in

0.57

0.42

NA

0.11

0.95

NA

0.78

NA

0.8

Per
100,000

S Korea

Malaysia

Taiwan

Kuwait

Qatar

Yoon et al.43

Abdul Rahman et
al.44

Huang et al.45

Abdel-Hamid et
al.49

Lindner et al.47

2003 - 2006

2004 - 2006

2001 -2004

2006 - 2008

2001 -2004

2002 - 2004

36 to 72 hrs

First week

48 hrs

1 to 7 days

95% before 72 hrs

24 to 48 hrs

2 to 3 days

NS

2

1

2

Leu/Ile
171.66
NS

2

2

0

1

3

NS

Leu/Ile 402

Leu/Ile 450

Leu/Ile 500

Leu/Ile 500

Number
of cases

17

Mexico

Torres Sepulveda
et al.40

2004 -2006

2 to 3 days

Cut-offs
μmol/L

Western populations

Australia

Wilson et al.48

1998 - 2002

Age at screening

26

Australia

Wilcken et al.41

Period

MSUD prevalence in MS/MS screened cohorts

Total worldwide

Location

Study

Table 7.3 continued

3,807, 217

4,373, 068

25,214

1,158

199,992

13,793

79,149

42,264

270,000

461,500

Population
screened

223, 954

168, 195

12,607

1,158

99,996

6,897

39,575

NA

270,000

153,833

Birth
prevalence
1 in

0.45

0.59

7.93

86.36

1.00

14.50

2.53

NA

0.37

0.65

Per
100,000
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Location

Germany

Germany

Italy

Germany

Denmark

Portugal

USA

USA

Australia

Australia

Schulze et al.31

Kolker et al.50

La Marca et al.32

Hoffman et al.33

Lund et al.34

Vilarinho et al.35

Frazier et al.36

Feuchtbaum et
al.39

Wilcken et al.41

Wilson et al.48

2004 -2006

1998 - 2002

2002 - 2003

1997 - 2005

2005-2009

2002 - 2005

1999 - 2000

2002 onwards

1999 - 2005

1998 - 2001

Period

2 to 3 days

2 to 3 days

NS

Mean 39 hrs

3 to 6 days

5 to 10 days

NS

48 to 72 hrs

NS

NS

NS

C5DC >0.38

C5DC >0.2

NS

NS

0.018

4

3

1

5

6

0

2

1

38

3 to 7 days
(median 5)

NS

3

C5DC >0.14;
Molar ratio
C5DC/C8 (>1.8),
C5DC/C16
(>0.06)

NS

Number
of cases

Cut-offs
μmol/L

Age at
screening

GA1 prevalence in MS/MS screened cohorts

Study

Table 7.4

270,000

461,500

353,894

944,078

316,243

197,000

382,247

160,000

3,807,600

250,000

Population
screened

67,500

153,833

353,894

188,816

52,707

NA

191,124

160,000

100,200

83,333

Birth
prevalence
One in

1.48

0.65

0.28

0.53

1.90

NA

0.52

0.63

1.0

1.2

Per
100,000

Taiwan

Taiwan

Qatar

Huang et al.45

Hsieh et al.46

Lindner et al.47

2003 -2006

2001 - 2006

2001 - 2004

2001 - 2004

36 to 72 hrs

3 days

48 hrs

95% before 72 hrs

24 to 48 hrs

NS

C5DC 0.22

0.015

C5DC 0.2

NS

NS

6

5

2

2

0

6

Number
of cases

69

S Korea

Yoon et al.43

2002 - 2004

NS

Cut-offs
μmol/L

Western populations

Mexico

Torres Sepulveda
et al.40

2001 - 2007

Age at screening

84

Victoria

Boneh et al.42

Period

GA1 prevalence in MS/MS screened cohorts

Total worldwide

Location

Study

Table 7.4 continued		

7,534,213

8,817,955

605,000

357,307

199,992

79,179

42,264

391,651

Population
screened

109, 191

104,976

100,833

71,461

99,996

39,590

NA

65,275

Birth
prevalence
1 in

0.92

0.95

1.00

1.40

1.00

2.53

NA

1.53

Per
100,000
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Denmark

Portugal

USA

USA

USA

Australia

Australia

Mexico

S Korea

Lund et al.34

Vilarinho et al.35

Frazier et al.36

Comeau et al.38

Feuchtbaum et
al.39

Wilcken et al.41

Wilson et al.48

Torres Sepulveda
et al.40

Yoon et al.43

2001 - 2004

2002 - 2004

2004 -2006

1998 - 2002

2002 - 2003

2002 -2003

1997 -2005

2005-2009

2002 - 2005

1999 - 2000

C5 1.19
C5 0.396 to 2003
then C5 1.2

95% before 72
hrs

C5 >2

C5 >2

C5 1.2

C5 1.2

C5 was >1.16

C5 > 1

NS

NS

C5 levels; 0.56

24 to 48 hrs

2 to 3 days

2 to 3 days

NS

1 to 3 days

Mean 39 hrs

3 to 6 days

5 to 10 days

NS

48 to 72 hrs

3

0

0

2

1

0

7

3

1

2

1

21

Germany

Hoffman et al.33

2002 onwards

4

C5 >2 or
C5/acetyl
carnitine molar
ratio >0.06

3 to 7 days
(median 5)

Western populations

Italy

La Marca et al.32

1998 - 2001

Number
of cases

Cut-offs μmol/L

Age at
screening

24

Germany

Schulze et al.31

Period

Total worldwide

Location

IVA prevalence in MS/MS screened cohorts

Study

Table 7.5

3, 263,328

3,928,660

79,179

42,264

270,000

461,500

353,894

472,255

944,078

316,243

197,000

382,247

160,000

250,000

Population
screened

155,396

163,694

26,393

NA

NA

230,750

353,894

NA

134,868

105,141

197,000

191,124

160,000

62,500

Birth
prevalence
1 in

0.64

0.61

3.79

NA

NA

0.43

0.28

NA

0.74

0.95

0.51

0.52

0.63

1.60

Per
100,000

a

Portugal

USA

Vilarinho et
al.35

Frazier et
al.36

1997-2005

2005-2009

2002-2005

8

Western populations excluding Sander study

11 cases with proven MTP deficiency

11

Total worldwide excluding Sander study

3

19

C16:1OH 0.12; C16OH 0.08;
C18:1OH 0.07; C18OH 0.05

95% before 72
hrs

0

0

1

Western populations

2001-2004

C16OH >0.1

2 to 3 days

C16OH >0.1

NS

3

3

C16OH >0.10; C180H > 0.06 C18:1OH
>0.07; C1608/C16 >0.04
Valine 350
C16:1OH >0.18; C18:1OH >0.14

0

0

NS

C16OH 0.1

11a

1

C14OH 0.1 or/and C16:1OH >0.22;
C16OH >0.20; C18:1OH >0.12 or
C18OH >0.11
C14:1 >0.35; C14OH >0.2; C16OH
>0.08; C18:1OH >0.06

Number
of
cases

Cut-offs μmol/L

22

S Korea

Yoon et al.43

2004 - 2006

2 to 3 days

NS

Mean 39 hrs

3 to 6 days

5 to 10 days

48 to 72 hrs

36h to 72 hrs

3 to 7 days
(median 5)

Age at
screening

Total worldwide

Australia

Wilson et al.48

1998 - 2002

Denmark

Lund et al.34

2002 onwards

Australia

Italy

La Marca et
al.32

1999 - 2005

2002-2003

Germany

Sander et
al.51

1998 - 2001

Period

USA

Germany

Schulze et
al.31

Feuchtbaum
et al.39
Wilcken et
al.41

Location

LCHADD prevalence in MS/MS screened cohorts

Study

Table 7.6

2,952, 715

3,031, 894

4,152, 715

4,231, 894

79,179

270,000

461,500

353,894

944,078

316,243

197,000

160,000

1,200,000

250,000

Population
screened

369, 089

275, 627

218, 564

192, 359

26,393

NA

NA

353,894

314,693

105, 141

NA

NA

109,000

250,000

Birth
prevalence
1 in

0.27

0.36

0.46

0.52

3.79

NA

NA

0.28

0.32

NA

NA

0.92

0.40

Per
100k
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Table 7.7

Summary overall birth prevalence data
European birth
prevalence
one per

European birth
prevalence per
100,000

Estimated number of cases
per 708,711 (in England
and Wales)

MSUD

223,954

0.45

3.19

Homocystinuria

391,877

0.26

1.84

GA1

109,191

0.92

6.52

IVA

155,396

0.64

4.54

LCHADD

218,564

0.46

3.26

2.73

19.35
(15.72 to 22.98)

Condition

Overall

UK data on birth prevalence
Data was available from two UK laboratories that continued to screen for selected amino
acid disorders after the switch from chromatography to MS/MS. Results are given in Table
7.8.
Table 7.8

UK lab data on incidence (birth prevalence) for homocystinuria and MSUD

Date

Newborns
screened

Cases
diagnosed

Birth prevalence
1 in

Homocystinuria
Lab 1

2006 to 2008

128,003

1

128,000

Lab 2

2001 to 2009

450,000

3

150,000

MSUD
Lab 1

2006 to 2008

128,003

2

64,000

Lab 2

2001 to 2009

450,000

3

150,000

These figures are somewhat higher than European figures in the literature. Both of these
laboratories operate in areas with high immigrant populations and may therefore be expected
to be high prevalence areas for inherited metabolic disorders.
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Comparison of screened detected cases with birth prevalence of clinically detected
cases
Three studies looked at the same or very similar populations over similar time periods and
applied methods to reduce the impact or allow for bias.
Hoffman et al.33 presented data on clinically symptomatic cases (older than 7 days) ascertained
with active surveillance through the German Paediatric Surveillance Unit (ESPED) in a birth
cohort of 844, 575 conventionally screened children compared with a cohort of 382, 247
screened by MS/MS in two areas of Germany. In the surveillance cohort there were 39 cases
in total, of which 6 presented in the first 7 days and so would not necessarily have been
detected by the screening programme. These included 1 case of IVA. Numbers of our target
disorders in the remainder of the surveillance cohort and the screened cohort are presented
in Table 7.9.
Table 7.9

Target disorders in surveillance and screen detected cohorts

Surveillance cohort

Newborn screening cohort
(13 organic acidurias
and 33 patients in total)

IVA

2

2

GA1

3

2

MSUD

3

3

The birth prevalence for organic acidurias (a group which included MSUD, IVA and GA1)
based on diagnosis of screened children was 1 in 29,000 (55,000 to 17,000) compared with
a frequency of 1 in 60,000 (1 in 110,000 to 1 in 36,000) for those diagnosed clinically. This
is a ratio of approximately 2:1 (including correction for possible under-reporting using the
capture/recapture method with data from two independent sources of surveillance). It was
suggested that there would also be ascertainment bias due to some cases manifesting in
the first 7 days (these were excluded from the analysis), and cases that might have escaped
diagnosis due to fulminant death or omission of testing despite typical symptoms. However,
there was no suggestion that any screen detected cases were not significant. The authors
observe that ‘considerable morbidity and mortality was observed for the ten conditions
studied which may be diagnosed by MS/MS with no extra costs regarding the analytical
procedure, only minor extra time required for the interpretation of additional results and
little risk of harm’. They argue that ‘new screening concepts would allow identification
of almost twice as many affected children compared with existing diagnostic procedures.
Provided that the organisational, technical and ethical issues involved are addressed
properly a health care problem of significant size could be beaten by the expansion of the
MS/MS programme’.
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Wilcken et al.41 compared the rates of detection of 31 IMDS (including diseases of urea
cycle, amino acids (includes homocystinuria and MSUD), organic acids (includes IVA and GA1)
and fatty-acid oxidation (includes LCHADD) among 362,000 newborns screened by tandem
mass spectrometry over a 4 year period (1998 to 2002) born in New South Wales or the
Australian Capital Territory with the rates in the 6 preceding 4 year birth cohorts in the same
geographic area (1974 to 1998). During the 6 four year periods preceding implementation of
MS/MS the rate of diagnosis for all conditions was 6.6 to 9.0 per 100,000 (adjusted to 6.9 to
9.5 cases per 100,000 when possible late diagnosis was taken into account). There was no
trend toward increased rates during this period. After MS/MS was introduced the rate went
up to 15.7 diagnoses per 100,000 (11.9 to 20.4) of which 48/57 newborns were diagnosed by
MS/MS and a further 6 were diagnosed simultaneously with screening results.
The excess of cases in the screened cohort was confined to a small number of conditions,
including medium chain and short chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency (SCADD) and a
small number of other conditions not included in our target group. The authors comment
that some patients with these conditions could be at a small risk of never having symptoms
and largely benign disorders. However, the authors argue that ‘with the possible exception
of short chain acyl CoA dehydrogenase deficiency and 3-methylcrotonyl CoA carboxylase
deficiency the other disorders can all lead to substantial morbidity and mortality’ and
thus ‘the argument that MS/MS diagnoses cases that would not otherwise come to clinical
attention should not be used as an argument against the programme’.
Using the same Australian cases as a comparison, Wilson et al.48 examined the New Zealand
population through the New Zealand Paediatric Surveillance Unit. The study took place in
a 3 year period from 2004 to 2006. During this time period there were 8 cases of treatable
metabolic disease in the unscreened cohort (including 1 case of MSUD and 1 case of GA1),
overall rate 8 per 175,000 or 1 in 22,000 compared with 45 cases in total (including 1 MSUD,
1 homocystinuria and 4 GA1) – overall rate 45 per 270,000 (or 1 in 6,000) in the Australian
screened cohort.
Dionisi-Vici et al.52 compare the birth prevalence of organic acidurias (including 1 case of
IVA) in a cohort of clinically detected cases diagnosed and followed at the Bambino Gesu
Children’s Hospital in Rome with a combined cohort of patients diagnosed by neonatal
screening in Australia and Germany (including 7 cases of IVA). The incidence of IVA was much
higher in the screened population, 0.89+ 0.49 per 100,000 vs. 0.2 + 0.13 in the clinically
detected cohort. They ascribe this difference either to under-detection by conventional
diagnosis or of over detection of mild cases by MS/MS. They consider that this might be due
to a common mutation of the isovaleryl-CoA dehydrogenase gene (932C>T) associated with
a mild phenotype or even asymptomatic IVA16. This is further supported by observation of 6
cases of IVA diagnosed by neonatal screening with a fully normal phenotype53.
Feuchtbaum et al.39 comment on the issue of ‘missed expected cases’ in their study of the
state mandated programme in California. They comment that most of the discrepancy is
explained by MCADD (1 expected vs. 2 reported) because most would not yet have been
diagnosed on the basis of clinical symptoms and SCADD (18 vs. 0 cases) because many cases
are mild or would never be reported. They added that it is not known whether any of the 18
screen detected cases would have symptoms. None of the diseases in our targeted group
were included in this group of diseases that would be missed and/or mild.
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Summary of epidemiology, natural history and outcome in screen detected
cases
Issues with study design
•

Problems of bias due to different standards for diagnosis, evolving treatments,
different populations

•

Need to study:
▪▪ Same geography different time
▪▪ Different time same geography
▪▪ Clinically ascertained cohorts should have some means of active surveillance

Findings from four studies comparing screened and clinical cohorts
•

Hoffman et al.33 (Germany): organic acidurias - approximately double

•

Wilcken et al.41 (Australia): 31 IMDs – approximately double: much of this thought
to be MCADD

•

Wilson et al.48 (New Zealand unscreened vs. Australia) screened – 3-4 times in
screened

•

Feuchtbaum et al.39 (California) – much of the discrepancy is due to MCADD and
SCADD

Conclusions from authors
•

Under-reporting

•

Missed cases due to ‘fulminant death’ without diagnosis

•

Excess cases due to MCADD, SCADD and a small number of other conditions that
might not ever present – not including our target conditions
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7.3

Analytical validity

Existing screening programmes utilizing MS/MS have gathered information on analytical
validity initially through analysis of blood spots spiked with varying amounts of a specific
analyte. Repeat analysis of these samples allows establishment of the precision and accuracy
of the assay in detecting a target analyte. It also allows validation of the internal standards
that are to be used to quantify the amounts of analyte in samples. Some centres have
compared the results obtained by MS/MS with that of conventional assays such as the bacterial
inhibition assay or HPLC where available. Retrospective analysis of samples from individuals
with and without known abnormalities further establishes the analytical parameters of the
assay. In such cases, the results of the analysis by MS/MS are confirmed through comparison
with a gold standard method if one exists. However, it should be noted that for acylcarnitines
there are no alternative assays.
7.4

Clinical validity - test performance in patients

Reference standards
A critical component of assessing clinical validity is the definition of an appropriate reference
standard. This reference standard may be a set of clinical diagnostic criteria or the application
of an alternative testing regimen in all those screened. The MS/MS screening test provides the
‘sieve’ initially sorting patients into positive (or ‘flagged’) patients and ‘unflagged’ patients.
In most cases, in samples that are flagged or have borderline results, a repeat analysis of the
blood spot is carried out by MS/MS. For some conditions, notably homocystinuria and MSUD,
this may be followed by a second-tier test also done on the blood spot, after which screen
positive patients would be recalled for further testing. In other conditions, notably GA1,
initial flagging is followed by immediate clinical contact and further testing. Appropriate
reference standards for final diagnosis include such elements as further biochemistry, biopsy
and clinical assessment. In all cases the reference standards used by screening programmes
are only applied to screen positive cases (examples in Box 7.1). The diagnosis of patients
missed by screening in all studies thus relies on clinical presentation.
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Box 7.1

Examples of reference standard process to determine ‘true’ disease
status

Baden-Wurttemberg, Germany
A sample was classified a true screen positive if the first and second tests were
positive. If a distinct discrepancy between the first and second tests occurred a third
test was done and the mean of the two corresponding values used. An experienced
disease metabolic specialist decided if the flagged samples were abnormal or normal.
In case of an abnormal ‘presumptive positive’ result a repeat dried blood spot
specimen was obtained on recall or the patient was referred to a metabolic centre
if avoidance of further delay was felt to be essential. Confirmatory investigations
involved the following:
•

Homocystinuria: enzyme activity in fibroblasts, mutational analysis and total
homocysteine in plasma levels exceeding 20μM

•

MSUD: analysis of plasma amino acids and presence of allo-isoleucine, enzyme
activity in fibroblasts. For classical MSUD leucine in the range 500 to 5,000μM, and
BCKD activity of less than 2%. For variant MSUD leucine in the range 40 to 4,000μM,
and BCKD activity between 2 to 40%

•

GA1: enzyme activity in fibroblasts and 3-hydroxyglutaric acid and glutaric acid in
urine

•

IVA: enzyme activity in fibroblasts and 3-hydroxyisovaleric acid and isovaleryl
glycine in urine

•

LCHADD: enzyme activity in fibroblasts/lymphocytes

Note this process was designed for a research study. In routine clinical use diagnosis
can be confirmed in most cases (except in LCHADD and non-excretor GA1) without
recourse to enzyme studies or mutation analysis.
New South Wales, Australia
Samples with all results inside the cut-off values were reported as “no further
tests required”. If an analyte was marginally abnormal a repeat dried blood spot
sample was collected. If follow-up tests were abnormal or if the original sample was
significantly abnormal further investigation included a repeat blood spot sample and
diagnostic work up, depending on the condition. The protocol for GA1 was altered to
recommend immediate clinical and biochemical review, without request for a second
sample.
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Screening cut-offs
Cut-offs set by newborn screening programmes varied and were usually based upon
results obtained from screening a number of healthy newborns. They were usually set to
optimise the balance between sensitivity and specificity, although the actual balance may
vary from country to country. Cut-offs may be biased towards certain variants of disease
as illustrated by Bhattacharya et al.54. The authors report on two cases of intermittent
MSUD who participated in the New South Wales expanded screening programme but had
normal results in the newborn period. They subsequently presented in early childhood with
acute neurological problems and developmental delay. Review of the MS/MS screening result
showed that the two patients had results that would have been below any cut-off level
associated with a reasonable recall rate. These non-classical forms are in danger of being
missed by the programme, (and of having worse outcomes than infants with more severe
forms diagnosed at birth). The authors comment that ‘ironically, newborn screening can
identify classic MSUD, leading to a normal developmental outcome, but may not identify
the ‘milder’ forms, in which developmental impairment is probable’. They argue that this
is not a reason not to screen but that it remains important to consider the diagnosis of MSUD
in the appropriate clinical setting irrespective of the newborn screening result.
Test performance
In this section we also look at test performance and particularly true positives, true negatives,
false positive and false negatives and estimates of sensitivity, specificity and positive and
negative predictive values. Twelve papers provided some information on test performance in
relation to the individual conditions whilst a further five papers provided further information
on relevant groups of conditions, which would have included our target conditions. Tables
7.10-14 present the data obtained on test performance from published reports of screening
programmes. Many of the studies had very low positive predictive values. This maybe a
consequence of the relatively young age of screening and hence low cut-offs. Furthermore,
sensitivity and specificity were improved through the use of second-tier tests.
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The use of second-tier tests
One paper presented data on the performance of second-tier tests. Matern et al.37, presented
data on the Mayo Clinic (USA) newborn screening program following the introduction of secondtier tests from 2004 to 2007. Second-tier tests were used in order to reduce false positive
results for homocystinuria and MSUD. An initial result of methionine in excess of 100μmol/L
is considered a positive screening result. Blood samples with methionine concentrations
either below 9μmol/L or between 60 and 100μmol/L undergo a second-tier test (measuring
homocysteine levels with a positive result for concentrations over 15μmol/L). The secondtier test was done for 516 samples with 515 screening negative and one true positive result.
Two cases with elevated methionine and normal homocysteine were included in the 515
negative second-tier tests; these cases have been diagnosed with hypermethioninaemia. The
authors state that analytical specificity of methionine for homocystinuria is relatively low
and conservative cut-off values result in high false positive rates and unnecessary follow-up
while reducing the risk of false negative results. The introduction of a second-tier test using
homocysteine has reduced the amount of follow-up required to confirm positive screened
cases as true positives.
With respect to MSUD, BCAAs are frequently elevated in newborns receiving total parental
nutrition and approximately 0.1% of newborn screening samples in the series reported by
Matern et al.37 revealed elevations of BCAAs and in some cases require follow-up to rule
out MSUD. Therefore, an LC-MS/MS-based assay was developed to quantify BCAAs, allo-ille,
and OH-Pro. No patient with MSUD has thus far been identified prospectively by newborn
screening. This second-tier test has however reduced the number of false positives for BCAA
elevations.
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1998-2001

2004-2003

1997-2005

1999-2003

Schulze et
al.31

a Matern et
al37

bFrazier et
al.36

Comeau et
al.38

At weight of
2500g

Mean 39 hrs

NS

3 to 7
(median 5)

Day of
screening

472,255

239,415

Borderline
106
Diagnostic
300
67

260,936

250,000

Number
screened

60

65

Cut-off
Met μmol/L

472,046

239,407

260,935

249,992

TN

1

1

1

0

TP

0

0

0

0

FN

209

7

0

8

FP

100

100

100

NA

Sens.
%

99.96

99.99

100

99.99

Spec.
%

0.5

12.5
(4)

100

NA

PPV

100

100

100

100

NPV

Note:

In consideration of the variation in this data it should be noted that Schultze sampled blood later in life than in the three USA
studies. Frazier used a fairly high cut-off. Matern and Comeau used similar cut-offs and obtained somewhat similar initial positive
rates but Matern carried out 516 “second-tier” tests and so had 0 false positives. Frazier has a 2-tier cut-off, babies with Met between
106 and 300 had a second blood sample taken. This example emphasises the importance of the full protocol for screening performance
and of defining exactly what is meant by “positive”.

b

The study screened 944,078 births in total between 1997-2005 and two cases of homocystinuria were detected. These numbers were
calculated from the detailed information provided for the period 2003-2004 based on 239,415 newborns screened.

a

These data are from a study following the introduction of second-tier tests based on measurement of homocysteine. Of the 260,935
infants screened, 516 (0.29%) underwent second-tier testing and one positive screen case was confirmed with homocystinuria, 515
were negative on the second-tier screen.

Period

Summary test performance for studies reporting data for homocystinuria

Study

Table 7.10

1998-2003

2004-2003

1997-2005

1999-2003

2002-2003

1998- 2002

2001-2004

2004-2006

2002-2005

Schulze et
al.31

Matern et
al.37

Frazier et
al.36

Comeau et
al.38

Feuchtbaum
et al.39

Wilcken et
al.41

Huang et
al.45

Abdel-Hamid
et al.49

Lund et al.34

5-10

NS

48 hrs

2 to 3

NS

At weight
of 2500g

Mean 39
hours

NS

3 to 7
(median 5)

Day of
screening

NS

NS

Leu/Ile
171.66

170,000

1,158

199,922

461,500

353,894

Leu 300
Leu/Ala ratio
>1.75
Leu/Ile 500

472,255

944,078

260,936

250,000

Population
screened

Leu 373

Leu 450
Val 275

NS

Leu 490
Val 390

Cut-offs
μmol/L

169,977

NS

199,920

NS

352,853

472,075

NS

NS

249,975

TN

1

1

2

2

1

2

1

NS

2

TP

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

NS

0

FN

22

NS

0

NS

39

178

0b

FPR
0.09%

23

FP

100

100

100

66.7

50

100

NS

NS

100

Sens.
%

99.99

NS

100

NS

99.9

99.96

100

NS

99.99

Spec.%

4.3

NS

100

NS

2.5
(0.14)

1.1

NS

41

8

PPV

100

100

100

NS

100

100

100

NS

100

NPV

b

The study screened 944 078 births in total between 1997-2005 and one case of MSUD was detected by the screening programme and
one case of intermittent MSUD missed. The FP number was calculated from the detailed information provided for the period 20032004 based on 239,415 newborns screened.

a

These data are from a study following the introduction of second-tier tests to quantify BCAA more accurately. No patient with MSUD
has thus far been identified prospectively by newborn screening. This second-tier test has however reduced the number of false
positives for BCAA elevations.

a

Period

Summary test performance for studies reporting data for MSUD

Study

Table 7.11
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82

1997-2005

1998-2004

2002-2003

2001- 2004

Frazier et
al.36

Lindner et
al.55

Feuchtbaum
et al.39

Huang et
al.45

2002-2005

2005-2006

5-10

3

48 hrs

NS

36h to
72h

NS

0.22

0.13

C5-DC 0.15

NS

C5-DC 0.17

C5-DC 0.38

C5-DC 0.14
C5-DC/C8 0.18
C5-DC/C16 0.6

3 to 7
(median
5)

Mean 39
hours

Cut-offs
μmol/L

Day of
screening

170,000

357,307

199,992

353,894

605,000

944,078

250,000

Population
screened

170,000

NS

NS

199,920

353,889

604,788

239,414a

249,938

TN

0

3

2

2

1

6

3

3

TP

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

FN

0

6

38

0

4

206

0a

59

FP

100

99.99

99.96

NS

99.98

Spec.
%

NA

100

recall rate
0.01

recall rate
0.02

100

100

100

60

100

Sens.
%

NA

33.3

5%

100

20

2.83

100a

4.84

PPV

100

100

100

100

100

100

99.99a

100

NPV

a

The study screened 944 078 births in total between 1997-2005 and three cases of GA1 were detected by the screening programme;
two cases were missed by the initial screening procedure, which involved a repeat screen. The procedure was changed and the FP
number was calculated from the detailed information provided for the period 2003-2004 based on 239,415 newborns screened. The
PPV for FAO disorders and GA1 was 60%

Lund et al.34

Hsieh et
al.46

1998-2001

Schulze et
al.31

2001-2005

Period

Summary test performance for studies reporting data for GA1

Study

Table 7.12

19982001

19972005

Schulze et
al.31

Frazier et
al. 36

Mean 39
hours

3 to 7
(median 5)

Day of
screening

944, 078
(239,415a)

250, 000

C5 2μmol/L C5/
acetyl carnitine
molar ratio
>0.06.
C5 >1.16μmol/L

Population
screened

Cut-offs
μmol/L

239,413a

249, 961

TN

7 (1a)

4

TP

0

0

FN

1a

33

FP

100

100

Sens.
%

100a

99.99

Spec.
%

50a

10.81

PPV

100

100

NPV

a

The study screened 944 078 births in total between 1997-2005 and seven cases of IVA were detected by the screening programme.
The FP, specificity and PPV were calculated from the detailed information provided for the period 2003-2004 based on 239,415
newborns screened.

Period

Summary test performance for studies reporting data for IVA

Study

Table 7.13
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84

Mean 39
hours

NS

At weight
of 2500g

5-10

19972005

20022003

20022005

19992003

20022005

Frazier et
al.36

Feuchtbaum
et al.39

Sander et
al.51

Comeau et
al.38

Lund et al.34

36-72 h

NS

170,000

472,255

1,200,000

C0 < 12 or
> 60 C14:1OH >
0.35 C16OH 0.08
C18:1OH 0.06

C16OH 0.1

353,894

NS

944,078

250,000

C14OH 0.12 or/
and
C16:1OH> 0.22
C16OH > 0.20
C18:1OH >0.12
or
C18OH > 0.11
C16:1OH > 0.18
C18:1OH > 0.14

Population
screened

Cut-offs
μmol/L

170,000

NSb

1,199,979

353,893

?

249,988

TN

0

1

11

0

3

1

TP

0

0

0

1

0

0

FN

0

420b

10

0

0

10

FP

NA

100%

100

NA

100

100

Sens.
%

100

NA

99.99

100

100

100

Spec.%

NA

NA

52.4

NA

100

9
(3.85)

PPV

100

100

100

99.99

100

100

NPV

b

The study by Comeau et al. identified one case of LCHADD amongst their MET19 panel which identified 28 positive cases. The FP
number presented is not specifically for LCHADD but for the overall MET19 panel.

a

The study screened 944 078 births in total between 1997-2005 and three cases of LCHADD were detected by the screening programme.
The FP, specificity and PPV were calculated from the detailed information provided for the period 2003-2004. Overall positive predictive
value for conditions with only one cut-off value was 60%

a

19982001

Schulze et
al.31

3 to 7
(median 5)

Period

Day of
screening

Summary test performance for studies reporting data for LCHADD

Study

Table 7.14
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Five papers provided information on overall test performance for groups of disorders.
Torres-Sepulveda et al.40 present the results of an expanded newborn screening programme
conducted in Mexico, between 2002 and 2004. Samples were obtained at 24-48 hours after
delivery from 42,264 newborns. Cut-offs were established following analysis of 500 samples,
these were then revised after 10,000 samples were tested. Overall performance of MS/MS
screening in this setting was:
TP

TN

FP

Recall rate

Cases still being followed

7

41,963

95

0.33%

42

Yoon et al.43 present an updated summary report for the pilot MS/MS screening programme
of newborns and children in high-risk groups for IMDs in South Korea. From 2001-2004,
79,179 newborns were screened within 72 hours of birth. Cut-offs were established following
analysis of 6,000 full-term newborn blood spots. Samples flagged up for abnormal markers
with the initial screen were reanalyzed to see if they confirmed the initial screen results.
Confirmatory diagnosis involved repeating acylcarnitine profile, urine organic acid, plasma
amino acid analysis, direct enzyme assay, or molecular testing. The overall performance of
MS/MS screening in this setting was:
Sens.

Spec.

PPV

FPR

Recall Rate

96.67%

99.28%

6.38%

0.21%

0.05%

La Marca et al.32 report on a six year screening programme in Italy where samples were
analysed by LC-MS/MS. Samples from 160,000 newborns were analysed 48-72 hours after
birth. Cut-offs were established during the pilot stage. The recall rate for whole programme
was 1.35% in 2002 at start of pilot going up to 1.5% in 2005 after start of a project in Tuscany
and then falling to 0.3% in 2008
Lindner et al.47 report results from a screening programme in Qatar for the period 20032006. Samples from 25,214 newborns were analyzed 36-72 hours after birth. Overall recall
rate for the programme was 1.8% which was reduced to 1% by 2006.
Feuchtbaum et al.39 report on the overall performance of a pilot screening programme in
California, USA. During the first five months of the programme the positive rate of screening
(i.e. initially flagged specimens) was 0.49%, this was decreased to 0.07% following adjustments
of cut-offs. During the entire 18 month pilot period, 0.20% of cases had an initial positive flag,
of these 0.13% were reoffered follow-up services based on clinical review. Of these cases
72.7% were resolved normal, 7.8% were declined, 8.5% were lost and in 11% the diagnosis
was resolved.
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We were also able to gather data from Germany’s national screening reports for the years 20042007. These were composed by the Deutschen Gesellenschaft für Neugeborenenscreening
(DGNS) as well as the German screening laboratories and gave information on test performance
and prevalence for four of our target conditions. The aggregated data for newborns greater
than 32 weeks gestational age from fifteen laboratories is presented in Tables 7.15-18. The
recommended timing of screening was 48-72 hours. The recall rate was fairly consistent
over this four year period, except in the case of LCHADD. It is possible that changes in
laboratory practice or screening algorithms had an influence on recall rate. Although the
primary analyte measured was consistent in all laboratories, the secondary analytes varied,
as did the cut-off values. The number of confirmed cases varied through the years and the
positive predictive value was low for all conditions, however, this is to be expected given the
rarity of these disorders.
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728092

506864

670084

666071

Year

2004

2005

2006

2007

MSUD

Primary
screening
(>36h)

Table 7.15

91

82

84

NS

Recall

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.03

Recall
Rate %

2.2

6.1

NS

3.26

PPV
%

2

5

5

4

Patients
Detected

2

NS

5

4

Confirmed

NS

NS

0

0

Probable

Validity

1: 343032

1:137161

1: 139501

1:145618

Prevalence

0

0

0

1

False
Negative

Leu/Ille

Leu/Ille

Leu/Ille

Leu/Ille

Primary
analyte

Val, Ala,
Leu/Ile:Phe,
LeuIle/Ala
Val, Ala,
Leu/Ile:Phe,
LeuIle/Ala
Val, Ala,
Leu/Ile:Phe,
LeuIle/Ala

263400
263400

Val, Ala,
Leu/Ile:Phe,
LeuIle/Ala

Secondary
analytes

276400

NS

Cutoff
range
(µM)
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88

728092

506864

670084

666071

IVA

Year

2004

2005

2006

2007

Table 7.17

728092

506864

670084

666071

2004

2005

2006

2007

Year

Primary
screening
(>36h)

Primary
screening
(>36h)

GA1

Table 7.16

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.06

2.48

4.17

NS

0.61

PPV
%

3

4

6

6

Patients
Detected

86

91

124

NS

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.02

4.65

10.99

NS

6.25

4

10

7

10

Recall
Patients
Recall
PPV %
Rate %
Detected

121

96

151

NS

Recall
Recall
Rate %

4

10

7

9

NS

NS

0

0

Probable

NS

NS

0

1 (1*)

Probable

Validity
Confirmed

3

4

6

6

Confirmed

Validity

1: 171516

1:68580

1: 99643

1:72809

Prevalence

1: 228688

1:171451

1: 116251

1:121349

Prevalence

0

0

0

0

False
Negative

0

0

0

0

False
Negative

C5

C5

C5

C5

Primary
analyte

C5DC

C5DC

C5DC

C5DC

Primary
analyte

0.38-1

0.38-1

0.33-1

NS

Cut-off
range
(µM)

0.12-0.666

0.12-0.66

0.12-0.51

NS

Cut-off
range (µM)

C5/Cn

C5/Cn

C5/Cn

C5/Cn

Secondary
analytes

C5DC/Cn

C5DC/Cn

C5/Cn

C5/Cn

Secondary
analytes

Primary
screening
(>36h)

728092

506864

670084

728092

2004

2005

2006

2007

NS

19

32

NS

Recall

LCHADD

Year

Table 7.18

0.002

0.003

0.006

0.002

NS

21.05

NS

NS

4

5

3

4

Recall
Patients
PPV %
Rate %
Detected

2

5

3

2

Confirmed

2

NS

0

2

Probable

Validity

1: 182023

1:137161

1: 232501

1: 182023

Prevalence

0

0

0

0

False
Negative

C16OH

C16OH

C16OH

C16OH

Primary
analyte

NS

0.058-0.60

0.06-0.60

NS

Cut-off
range (µM)

C16:1OH,
C18OH,
C18:1OH,
C16OH/C16

C16:1OH,
C18OH,
C18:1OH,
C16OH/C16

C16:1OH,
C18OH,
C18:1OH,
C16OH/C16

C16:1OH,
C18OH,
C18:1OH,
C16OH/C16

Secondary
analytes
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Evidence on test performance from UK
Evidence was available from the two UK laboratories which continued to screen for selected
amino acid disorders after the switch from chromatography to MS/MS.
Table 7.19

Test performance in the UK
Number screened

Screen positives

Eventual diagnosis

128,003

6

1 confirmed
homocystinuria

Homocystinuria
Lab 1
2008 to 09

1 persistent
hypermethioninaemia
4 normal on follow up*
Lab 2

450,000

5

3 confirmed
homocystinuria
1 persistent
hypermethioninaemia
1 normal on follow-up*

MSUD
Lab 1
2008 to 09

128,003

4

2
1 very premature low
birth weight baby, known
as high risk for false
positive

Lab 2

450,000

6

3 confirmed cases
3 false positives

*It is thought that two of these may have had liver disease.
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Enquiry was made into the ‘burden’ of false positives in one of the services. The service has
a very centralised clinical referral system and over this period all presumptive cases were
dealt with at specialist inherited metabolic disease service. Presumptive positives were seen
in the clinic on the next day. Blood and urine samples were collected for amino acids and
liver enzymes (particularly important with increased methionine). Results were available the
same or the next day and the parents could be told unequivocally whether their baby was
affected or not.
Was there evidence that the infants identified had significant disease or risk factors for
disease?
The reports were searched for evidence of clinical features of the screen detected cases that
suggest the presence of pathology or evidence that the cases were deemed by metabolic
disease specialists to require immediate preventive treatment and conversely for evidence
that screening had uncovered diagnoses of uncertain significance of disease that metabolic
specialists concluded was mild and did not need treatment. Only a few of the reports did
provide this level of information for the five conditions studied. These are listed for each
condition in relation to the reports published based on the various programmes (Table 7.20).
Where no cases were detected (as noted in the Tables 7.2-6) there could be no description
of the cases.
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Table 7.20

Evidence that infants identified had significant disease or risk factors for
disease
Lindner et al.47 noted that treatment was commenced at days 35 and 38

Homocystinuria

Yoon et al.43 Marked biochemical abnormalities noted
Schulze et al.31 One classic form and one variant form. Classic MSUD
symptomatic before result of screening and diagnosis made prior to
screening. Treatment at 10 days still symptomatic (observed for 38 months).
Variant MSUD asymptomatic at result of screening and treatment started at
day 8 of life. Asymptomatic (observed for 24 months)

MSUD

Huang et al.45 Unwell day 9 respiratory distress and consciousness disturbance
by day 19, treated
Lindner et al.47 Treatment started at day 11 and 15 for these 2 cases
Yoon et al.43 2 patients with symptoms at day 10 and day 3 both had
megalencephaly, 1 had developmental delay, both had mild motor delay and
both were getting better under treatment
Schulze et al.31 The three confirmed cases of GA1 were asymptomatic when
the screening result was obtained, treatment was started from 12-210 days
and on follow-up which varied from 11-32 months, one patient had remained
asymptomatic and two were symptomatic
Hoffman et al.33 Both clinically asymptomatic
Feuchtbaum et al.39 Diagnosis confirmed by clinical metabolic specialist
Boneh et al.42 All patients were symptomatic and required treatment.
Hospital admissions noted and some deficiencies in speed and motor activities
Huang et al.45 Dietary therapy 42 days and 37 days. Both had mild hypotonia.
The follow-up period was 2 years and 7 months for one patient and 1 year 10
months for the other

GA1

Hsieh et al.46 All patients put on dietary therapy. The follow-up period
varied from newly diagnosed to three years. All patients were reported to
have normal development although initial symptoms such as macrocephaly,
atrophy and frontotemporal atrophy were also reported
Bijarnia et al.56 6 patients - typical clinical and MRI findings in several, and
mutation analysis or enzyme analysis on cultured skin fibroblasts in four
cases. All of these patients had intercurrent illnesses however; six have
remained well and had low scores on speech, motor and cognitive disabilities
and one died aged 13 months
Yoon et al.57 patient diagnosed at day 2, treated, no symptoms, well
Schulze et al.31 Patients asymptomatic on diagnosis but all patients were
treated starting days 7-11 and remained asymptomatic for mean 13.5 months
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Hoffman et al.33 Not clinically symptomatic

IVA

Frazier et al.36 I infant died on 7th day; no other information
Schulze et al.31 1 case symptomatic before the screening result was received
and died one day later
Frazier et al.36 1 case died from metabolic decompensation and/or
prematurity before screening but test immediately after death was positive

LCHADD

Sander et al.51 reports 11 screened detected cases: 1 patient had symptoms
before screening result; 9 patients developed typical symptoms; only 1
patient developed normally to age 3. Symptoms included hypoglycaemia,
cardiomyopathy, rhabdomyolysis in association with infections, episodes of
metabolic decompensation

The target diseases are heterogeneous, with severity related to a variety of factors (both
known and unknown) and usually not capable of differentiation by the initial metabolites
measured on the MS/MS screen. It is thus important to know how often MS/MS might pick
up milder forms that might be asymptomatic or might even not require treatment. This will
remain very difficult to assess although for some disorders e.g. MSUD, homocystinuria, GA1
and LCHADD, the biochemical phenotype expressed as metabolite concentration or residual
enzyme activity might be used to help assess the severity of the clinical phenotype.
Fingerhut et al.58 investigated whether classic and variant forms of MSUD can be discriminated
by newborn screening so that the appropriate treatment can be provided whilst waiting
for the result of a test positive. They concluded that an unambiguous discrimination is
impossible by newborn screening and that a positive screen requires immediate referral to a
specialised metabolic unit to confirm the diagnosis by quantitative determination of amino
acids and to institute treatment. Measurement of plasma leucine concentrations then clearly
differentiates between classic and variant forms with diagnosis being achieved between days
4 and 23. No newborn with variant MSUD required emergency management
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Simon et al. (2006)8 report on variants of MSUD, which are thought to represent about 20% of
cases. Unlike classic forms with very low residual BCKD activity (0-2%), which present with
catastrophic encephalopathic crisis and deep coma usually in second week of life, these
patients (with residual activity of 3-40%) present differently and may have a milder clinical
course and will be picked up by MS/MS. The authors studied 16 such patients aged 6-30 years
(6 picked up by Guthrie screening). Of 6 patients picked up by screening, 4 were asymptomatic
over a period of several years with no dietary restriction. These patients may represent a
non-disease variant of MSUD; however, it was thought that they should still receive expectant
management (e.g. during catabolic stress of illness); 4 patients were diagnosed clinically up
to 60 days with poor feeding and other mild neurological problems and required treatments)
6 patients required treatment during acute encephalopathy accompanying catabolic stress;
2 patients had developmental delay and metabolic decompensation episodes. However
BCKD activity does not predict the clinical course as the phenotype is modified by other
genes responsible for amino acid transport and effects of BCAA and BCKA in the central
nervous system (CNS). The authors concluded that intensity of treatment varies with BCAA
concentrations but that those with variant forms would also benefit from newborn screening;
each patient will need individual evaluation to determine severity and necessary intensity
of treatment. However, it is not clear whether the proportion of asymptomatic patients
without treatment may rise as MS/MS screening becomes more established.
It was notable that there were no suggestions in the literature that, once a diagnosis had
been made after screening in any of our target conditions, there was any doubt about the
necessity for some form of clinical management. Even where cases were asymptomatic some
form of surveillance and ‘expectant’ management was the norm. Whilst recognising the
need for medical supervision, the actual treatments were not necessarily too arduous (e.g.
for MSUD this required protein restriction and strict surveillance during acute illness) and the
specialist was usually able to titrate treatment against the biochemical and clinical profile.
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Summary of clinical validity
Test performance
•

MS/MS as a screening test had high specificity and sensitivity in most settings

•

For some conditions such as MSUD the test will never have optimal sensitivity due
to the natural history of the disorder

•

The use of second-tier tests as part of the screening protocol, for some conditions
such as homocystinuria and MSUD improved the test performance

•

In most settings very few or no false negatives were observed

•

Cut-offs used by screening programmes vary and will need to be established using
standardised procedures. Furthermore, cut-offs maybe biased towards certain
variants of each condition

•

False positive rates varied and rates of around 0.1% for parents actually recalled
for further testing could commonly be achieved by adjustment of cut-offs and
second-tier testing

Problems with studies
•

Detailed information on false positive results were not obtainable for many
studies

•

Detailed information on the confirmed cases was not available to assess to what
extent cut-offs influenced the cases that were identified

Reference standards
•

Confirmatory tests were available for each condition and algorithms for which
samples undergo confirmatory testing have been developed by a number of
screening programmes

•

There is a good idea of the correlation between biochemistry and phenotype for
most of the conditions

•

It was notable that there were no suggestions in the literature that, once a diagnosis
had been made after screening in any of our target conditions, there was any doubt
about the necessity for some form of clinical management
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7.5

Clinical utility

The question at issue here is whether the screening programme provided benefit, primarily
to the child tested but also including benefit to the family, and how this was balanced against
possible harms. Possible benefits would include improvement in clinical outcome for the
child, through better management and appropriate interventions when needed, benefits for
siblings or other relatives who might receive a diagnosis for a hitherto undiagnosed clinical
problem, reduction of stress and anxiety to parents and also the provision of information to
parents that might enable them to take measures to avoid having further children with that
disease. Conversely, harm could result from being ‘diagnosed’ unnecessarily, or when no
treatment was available or through stress to parents because of a false positive diagnosis.
Because of the rarity, complexity and heterogeneity of these inherited metabolic diseases the
gold standard for evidence of utility, meta-analysis of randomised control trials, is unlikely
to be achieved in newborn screening. The next order of research evidence, the controlled
observational studies, also has a set of problems that were summarised by Wilcken et al.59
as follows:
Power: the population base to show a major change will be several millions
Over diagnosis by screening: more cases may be diagnosed by screening (especially true in
MCADD) and in some instances milder disease and even non-disease (as in histidinaemia) may
be hard to distinguish from the target affected population. Thus screen detected cases were
more mildly affected and so would be expected to have a better clinical outcome
Definition of a case: there are difficulties of definition and even mutation analysis may be
of little help because of incomplete knowledge of modifying genes. There is also a wide and
graduated spectrum in any one disorder from severely affected individuals to functionally
normal - biochemical definitions do at least signal an in vivo functional derangement
Completeness of ascertainment: especially where clinical and metabolic services are not
centralised - systematic searching for missed cases may not be possible for controls. Cases
of more insidious onset and non-specific manifestations, or where there is sudden or early
death, may never be diagnosed
Comparability of treatment: this cannot always be taken into account
Control groups: could be contemporaneous from a different area or historical from the same
area - in either the case difficulty is that there may have been less skilled and practised
diagnoses, treatment or a different population demographic
For these reasons, we restricted our analysis of the literature to only those studies that were
designed directly to compare screened and unscreened cohorts, over similar time periods
and populations and centres, and where, if possible, some of the inherent biases had been
accounted for.
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Wilcken et al.60 compared the outcomes for a cohort screened by MS/MS between 1998 and
2002 with an unscreened parallel cohort and one preceding 4 year cohort. These children
from Australia were followed up to age 6. They analysed outcomes according to 3 groups,
analysing patients with all conditions in the group separately from those with MCADD:
•

Group 1 presenting in the first 5 days of life and including patients with some urea cycle
and organic acidurias; half of group 1 patients died.

•

Group 2 patients who presented later or were diagnosed by screening; this group included
patients with GA1, IVA, and LCHADD. Overall, when excluding MCADD, a higher proportion
of patients diagnosed clinically (generally after 5 days) died or had a significant intellectual
or physical handicap when compared to the screened cohort (generally detected earlier).

•

Group 3 patients with ‘substantially benign’ disorders for whom the authors thought
that no benefit would be likely. This group included 3 methylcrotonyl-CoA carboxylase
deficiency, 3-methylglutaconyl CoA hydratase deficiency and SCADD but none of our target
conditions.

The authors concluded that screening by MS/MS provided a better outcome for patients
at 6 years of age, with fewer deaths and fewer clinically significant disabilities. Most of
the benefit from screening arises from Group 2 patients and it was arguable that Group 3
conditions should not be part of the programme.
Waisbren et al.61 in their study in New England compared 50 screen detected patients in
Massachusetts and Maine with 33 patients detected clinically from any New England state
over a period from February 1999 to June 2002 (the total of screen detected cases was also
supplemented by children diagnosed through a private laboratory that provides screening
in New England). These groups included patients with two of our target conditions in the
screened group (LCHADD and IVA) and two in the clinically detected group (LCHADD and GA1).
Comparison of the two cohorts showed that hospitalisation rates for the overall groups of
screen detected and clinically detected cases were similar. The group of clinically-detected
cases showed a higher incidence of mental retardation with parents suffering greater stress
and increased difficulty in meeting their child’s needs than the screen detected cases and
parents. This study could be criticised for potential bias due to the fact that no surveillance
system was in place to ensure complete ascertainment of cases in the clinically detected
group. The group thus might come from a larger affected group, of whom many may be alive
but undiagnosed. This effect would bias the outcome towards a better outcome in screen
detected cases.
Kölker et al.50 in Germany studied outcomes in GA1 by comparing historical cohorts diagnosed
from 1975 to 1998 with screen detected cohorts between 1999 and 2005. There were 62
patients in the historic cohort and 38 cases detected by MS/MS. Patients were followed
up with a total cumulative follow-up of 685 years. The onset of prognostically relevant
encephalopathic crises was markedly reduced in the screen detected cohort (11% of screened
patients vs. 68% of the historical cohort). The same result was found in a small subgroup
(9 patients) of historical patients diagnosed pre-symptomatically. Most of these children
achieved motor milestones without or with only mild delay and dietary management did
not affect growth and maturation. In contrast historical patients who already had symptoms
when diagnosed had reduced life expectancy and a higher frequency of complications
due to encephalopathic crises, variant disease forms with insidious onset (16%) and later
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onset-types (8%). The authors discuss whether neonatal screening increases the selection of
individuals with milder disease and note that the natural history of GA1 does not correlate
with biochemistry or phenotype resulting in a similar a priori risk for all untreated patients
suffering an encephalopathic crisis. Because of the findings of higher prevalence particularly
between the historic cohorts and screened cohorts, they cannot exclude the identification
by screening of milder disease as the number of missed cases in the historical cohort was
unknown. They tackle the issue of ascertainment bias by assuming that all missed patients
may do well, and estimate the maximal proportion of such patients from the difference
in prevalence between the two historic cohorts. Even so, the absolute risk reduction of
encephalopathic crisis is reduced from 0.67 to 0.57, meaning that there is still a beneficial
effect from newborn screening and intensive management.
Again with respect to GA1, Strauss et al.62 describe a study undertaken in Pennsylvania, USA
on a cohort of 77 patients diagnosed between 1988 and 2000 and aged 0-44 years. During this
period asymptomatic newborns from high-risk Amish families were screened for GA1 based
on 3-hydroxyglutaric acid in urine. From 1994 onwards screening was state wide and based
on blood spot analysis of C5DC using MS/MS. The 77 cases consisted of 37 Amish descent (20
identified by screening) and 40 of non-Amish descent (2 identified by screening). The majority
were followed up prospectively over a 14 year period. The incidence of basal ganglia injury
was 95% in clinically diagnosed Amish children and 35% in those Amish children who had
been identified through newborn screening. The majority of the 40 non-Amish children were
diagnosed after presenting with neurological disability and the incidence of basal ganglia
injury in this group was 85%. Two children in this group were identified asymptomatically
and remained healthy. In the majority of infants head circumference is the only presenting
sign of GA1; most patients (78%) are diagnosed after they develop striatal necrosis and their
outcomes are poor. Only 12% of cases had no apparent motor impairment. Injuries acquired
at an earlier age were more severe, detection of asymptomatic infants reduces risk of brain
injury. Morbidity given for 20/22 screened children, mortality given for 22 children (21
alive). The authors state that without early diagnosis 80-90% of affected infants will come
to an emergency room between 6 and 18 months of age with an evolving brain injury. As a
further benefit the authors also comment on the finding that 13% of the non-Amish patients
developed acute subdural haemorrhage after minor head trauma and, in two cases this was
accompanied by retinal haemorrhages. Investigation of child abuse had preceded metabolic
diagnosis in three of these children.
For IVA, Ensenauer et al.63 analysed a cohort of 22 patients with IVA diagnosed in Germany
in the preceding 30 years. Twenty seven percent were detected by newborn screening and
50% presented in the first weeks of life. In this cohort IQ was not related to the number of
crises but did decrease with later diagnosis. They suggested that early diagnosis did prevent
crises and was also related to better outcome – inferring that diagnosis by newborn screening
might be beneficial.
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Dionisi-Vici et al.52 compared long-term outcomes of classical organic acidurias including
IVA between a clinically identified cohort cared for at the children’s hospital in Rome with
newborn screening patients identified in German and Australian cohorts. Whilst overall
better outcomes of screening were noted, including decreased early mortality, less severe
symptoms at diagnosis and more favourable short-term neuro-developmental outcome it
should be noted that there was only one case of IVA in the clinically detected cohort and
the finding of a much higher birth prevalence of IVA in the screen detected cohort raises the
possibility that screening was identifying milder or non-disease patients.
With respect to LCHADD deficiency, Spiekerkoetter and Sykut-Cegielska64 provided results
collected from seven European centres on the clinical presentation, treatment and outcome
from patients identified before the screening era (25 patients) and since newborn screening
was in place (13 patients). Three of the screened patients died compared with 14 of the
clinically detected patients. Although death and long term complications such as retinopathy
and peripheral neuropathy could not be prevented in the screened group, the risk of some
complications was lower (e.g. retinopathy 2/13 vs. 14/25) and it was thought that overall
morbidity was reduced in the screened group. A more recent publication by Spiekerkoetter
et al.65 expanded on the management of individuals with LCHADD deficiency, concluding
that the toxic effects of long-chain 3-hydroxyacylcarnitines and CoA esters are such that
long-chain fat intake has to be maximally restricted. Whilst this advice is current, it is
acknowledged that the exact factors determining the development of irreversible neuropathic
complications including retinopathy have not yet been elucidated and so it is impossible to
differentiate treatment for different individuals.
Again, for LCHADD, Sander et al.51 in their study of 11 patients identified by newborn screening
in their laboratory in Hannover, Germany, note that all children other than those with
complete MTP deficiency or isolated LKAT deficiency developed satisfactorily as compared
with patients described in the literature who were diagnosed only after developing clinical
symptoms. However metabolic crises did still develop in this group meaning that there were
still possibilities to fine tune management. In contrast none of the patients with complete
MTP deficiency survived longer than 13 months. The main advantage of screening for those
patients was the avoidance of unnecessary diagnostic or therapeutic measures together with
the early availability of information to guide future reproductive choices. In the future a
better outcome for these patients seems possible.
Other authors provide shorter case-history approaches to identification of improved clinical
outcomes from screen detected patients. These include Ibarra-Gonzalez et al.66 (MSUD),
Bijarnia et al.56(GA1) and Hoffman et al.67 (MSUD) all of whom compare small numbers of
pre-symptomatically detected versus clinically detected cases but without construction of
comparative cohorts.
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Summary of clinical utility
Possible types of benefit
•

Improved clinical outcome for child

•

Benefits of relieving parental stress or anxiety

•

Enabling reproductive choice for parents

•

Economic benefits

Problems with the studies
•

Lack of statistical power

•

Over-diagnosis by screening

•

Definition of what constitutes a case

•

Completeness of ascertainment

•

Comparability of treatment

•

The lack of appropriate control groups

Findings
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•

Wilcken et al.60 (Australia) ‘Group 2’ patients diagnosed by screening or presenting
later (includes target conditions) – MCADD analysed separately – reduced risk of
death, or significant intellectual or physical handicap

•

Waisbren et al.61 (New England) – hospitalisation similar but clinically detected had
higher rates of mental retardation and higher parental stress

•

Kolker et al.50 (GA1) (Germany) – reduced mortality and encephalopathic crises; no
or minimal delay in developmental milestones; no effect on growth or maturation

•

Strauss et al.62 (Pennsylvania) (GA1) Amish and other populations – reduced risk of
brain injury in those diagnosed before symptoms present. Child abuse investigations
noted in non-screened

•

Spiekerkoetter and Sykut-Cegielska64 (LCHADD) (7 European centres) – reduced
mortality and some evidence of reduction in morbidity though details of management
still to be worked out
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7.6

Other evidence of benefit and possible harm

The danger of unnecessary treatment
Arguments about clinical utility and the possibility of harm from overtreatment exist with
concern expressed that newborn screening by tandem mass spectrometry will identify more
and more asymptomatic infants with persistent biochemical disturbances that indicate likely
enzyme deficiencies. Wilcken68 takes up this concern and explores the problems that have
arisen when it is not entirely clear which babies detected by newborn screening actually
need treatment. She considers the disorders in two main categories: those that need active
management and those that do not.
Wilcken considers that disorders that need active management include:
•

Those associated with known pathology including 1) patients who already have symptoms
at diagnosis (e.g. often classic organic acidurias) and 2) patients with disorders for which
there is strong evidence that they will lead to preventable pathology (e.g. PKU, GA1,
homocystinuria, MSUD, tyrosinaemia type 1 and most fatty acid oxidation disorders).

•

Disorders that pose a risk of disease but with reduced penetrance. Examples are MCADD
and some organic acidurias such as 3-ketothiolase deficiency. These patients need careful
consideration and some will inevitably have treatment imposed when, with hindsight,
there would never have been a need. MCADD is probably the best example in this category
and in future it may be possible that risk may be further differentiated by knowledge of
the mutations involved, but at present this is not possible and as MCADD management is
not unduly burdensome, treatment is usually advised at present.

Wilcken considers that screening for conditions for which patients might not need management
is more problematic. She includes a small number of disorders in this category and discusses
the cases of 3-MCC deficiency and SCADD. However, it should be noted that none of the
targeted conditions for this review are included in this grouping.
The effect on parental stress
In the publication by Waisbren et al.61 the effect of expanded newborn screening on child
outcomes and parental stress is reported. A prospective study was undertaken involving a
cohort of children with metabolic disorders identified from February 1999, through June
2002, and who were evaluated by December 2002. Children identified by expanded newborn
screening in Massachusetts and Maine and a private screening laboratory in Pennsylvania were
compared with those identified clinically from any New England state. In newborn screening
programs, results are reported to primary care physicians. Depending on the results, a repeat
filter paper blood specimen for follow-up testing is requested or an immediate referral to a
metabolic unit is made for confirmatory assessment. Study participants were families of 50
affected children identified through expanded newborn screening (82% of eligible cases); 33
affected children identified clinically (97% of eligible cases); 94 screened children with false
positive results (75% of eligible cases); and 81 screened children with normal results (63% of
eligible cases).
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Although not differentiated by disease the study found that:
•

Mothers of cases identified by newborn screening experienced significantly lower overall
stress than mothers of clinically diagnosed children

•

Only one mother in screening group but 14 mothers in the clinically detected group scored
in the clinical range for stress

•

Mothers of children diagnosed through newborn screening were less likely to report a
negative effect on reproductive plans (in particular, less likely to prefer not to have further
children, less likely to request prenatal testing and only one mother in screened and two
mothers in unscreened group said that they would terminate an affected pregnancy)

The effect of false positives
Waisbren et al. also reported on the effect of false-positive results. Parents reported a
median age of 10 days when a repeat screen was requested and a median time of 7 days
before learning the result. 55% correctly identified the reason for the repeat. 21% of parents
were referred directly to the IMD specialist after the initial positive. These parents were 2.5times more likely to report the correct reason for the follow up test and all reported that
they were told the result of the test.
Mothers in the false positive group had significantly higher levels of stress, which was lower
in those referred to a metabolic centre, and if they received information about the repeat
result in person. It was suggested that there was a need for more education about newborn
screening for parents prior to the birth of a child, and also education for primary care
doctors and other health professionals since face-to-face contact seems to reduce stress.
Children in the false positive group were more likely to be hospitalised than children in
negative group, but reasons for hospitalisation were similar. However, parents whose children
were referred to a metabolic centre did not worry more than those who were not. It was
suggested from these studies that parents of false positive children may have persistent
altered perceptions of their child’s health.
Similar results were reported by Gurian et al.69 in the US in a comparison of 173 parents
of children with false positive screening results for a biochemical genetic disorder in the
expanded newborn screening panel compared with parents of 67 children with normal
screening results. All were enrolled between 1999 and 2004. They conclude that false positive
results may lead to increased parental stress and that this was especially true for parents
who have not received adequate information about newborn screening. Features of this
stress included sleep disturbance, maternal crying, shock and infant feeding problems. They
noted similarities with other programmes that focused on stress induced by false positive
results, which had noted that parents were over protective of child and more focused on
physical symptoms. A study on cystic fibrosis screening showed that in parents of children
with false positive results attachment relationships were insecure even at 12-18 months
and high scores on parent–child dysfunctional interaction suggested that in these cases the
parent child bond either is threatened or not established properly. Parents also interpreted
the positive test as being a significant threat to the child’s wellbeing and continue to fear
that child might be developmentally delayed.
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Box 7.2

7.2

Possible harms

•

Over diagnosis; however, Wilcken68 considers that all target conditions come into
the category of conditions that will need active management because of links with
known pathology or risk for disease but with reduced penetrance

•

The effect on parental stress and effect on parent-child relationship for false
positives as reported by Waisbren et al.61 and Gurian et al.69; these effects were
worse where parents had received less information, not received reported results
in person and were not referred to a specialist centre

Economic review (author Philip Shackley)

Six studies examining the cost-effectiveness of screening for inborn metabolic disorders were
included in the review. Of these, one study each was from Australia, Canada and Finland,
while the other three were from the US.
Norman et al.70 estimated the cost-effectiveness of replacing a programme of identifying IMDs
based on single disease tests with MS/MS screening. The conditions considered were amino
acidurias, urea cycle disorders, organic acidurias, MCADD and other fatty acid oxidation
defects. The study was carried out from the perspective of the Australian health service
with costs presented in 2002 Australian dollars (AUS$). The additional (incremental) costs
of screening of MS/MS compared to no screening were estimated to be AUS$218,000 per
100,000 infants. The authors also estimated the total medical costs incurred during the
first four years of life. These costs comprised emergency care costs, outpatient costs and
inpatient costs, all of which were discounted at 6%. Adding these to the screening costs gave
an overall incremental cost for MS/MS compared to no screening of AUS$349,010. Combining
this cost with the estimated incremental life years gained (LYG) from MS/MS screening of
32.378 years (discounted at 1.5%) resulted in an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER)
for MS/MS screening of AUS$10,799. The ICER compares favourably with existing standards
for cost-effectiveness and was robust to sensitivity analysis.
Schoen et al.71 were also concerned with estimating the cost-effectiveness of an MS/
MS screening programme. The conditions considered here were MSUD, MCADD and other
disorders of fatty acid oxidation, GA1, methylmalonic aciduria (MMA)/propionic acidaemia
(PPA) (included as example of organic acid disorders), urea cycle disorders, homocystinuria
and PKU. The evaluation was carried out in a US setting, with no specific perspective for the
analysis being stated. Costs were presented in US dollars (US$), but the base year was not
stated. Unlike Norman et al.70, the study considered lifetime treatment costs, which were
discounted at 3%. Outcomes were measured in terms of quality adjusted life years (QALYs)
gained, which were discounted, but the actual discount rate was not stated. Data for the
QALY estimates were taken from four published studies of neurological defects in adults.
The specific conditions were unruptured cerebral aneurysm, ruptured intracranial aneurysm,
intractable temporal lobe epilepsy, and complex partial epilepsy. The relevance of health
state values in adults for these conditions to health states associated with IMDs in children is
open to question. In addition, numerous assumptions were made throughout the study, many
of which were not justified.
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Results were presented for three scenarios: a base case scenario, an unfavourable scenario
(higher laboratory costs) and a favourable scenario. The incremental cost-effectiveness
ratios (ICERs) for these scenarios were US$5,827, US$11,419 and US$736 per QALY gained,
respectively. The authors claim that these ICERs compare favourably with ICERs of other
programmes, such as breast cancer screening and beta-interferon treatment for hepatitis
C.
Autti-Ramo et al.72 attempted to estimate the cost-effectiveness of MS/MS screening for
multiple conditions compared to best and worst current practice. The conditions considered
were CAH, MCADD, LCHADD, glutaric aciduria type 1 and PKU. The study adopted a modelling
approach and was carried out in a Finnish setting. Costs were reported in 2002 Euros, and
treatment costs up to the age of 16 years were included and discounted at 5%. Outcomes
were measured in terms of undiscounted QALYs gained. A range of sensitivity analyses were
performed, including testing different assumptions regarding disease incidence. Estimates of
the ICER for MS/MS ranged from 5,500 Euros to 25,500 Euros per QALY gained. Preventing one
severe handicap would reduce the ICER to a maximum of 18,000 Euros per QALY gained.
Carroll and Downs73 were concerned with estimating the cost-effectiveness of each component
of a multi-test newborn screening programme using MS/MS compared to no screening. The
individual conditions considered were PKU, biotidinase deficiency, MSUD, galactosaemia,
homocystinuria, CAH, and CH. The use of MS/MS to screen for multiple conditions, namely
PKU, biotidinase deficiency, MSUD, homocystinuria and MCADD, was also compared with no
screening. In an additional comparison, MS/MS for multiple conditions was compared directly
with a panel of available conventional tests for the same conditions. The study was carried out
in a US setting and adopted a societal perspective. Decision modelling was used, with costs
being presented in 2004 US dollars ($US) and outcomes being measured in QALYs. Lifetime
treatment costs and QALYs were discounted at 3%. Comprehensive sensitivity analyses were
performed. In the base case analysis, all except two of the screening strategies produced
more QALYs and saved costs. The ICERs for CAH and galactosaemia relative to no testing
were US$20,357 and US$ 94,000 per QALY gained respectively. At a conventionally accepted
societal willingness to pay for a QALY threshold of $US50,000, screening for galactosaemia
would not be considered cost-effective. In the comparison of MS/MS for multiple conditions
with a panel of conventional tests, MS/MS was found to dominate the conventional panel.
The results were not sensitive to the costs of screening tests but were sensitive to the
specificity of the tests and the cost of evaluating false positive results. This led the authors
to suggest that false positive results must be minimised in order to realise the cost savings
of the screening strategies.
Cipriano et al.74 examined the cost-effectiveness of expanding the current newborn screening
programme in Ontario, Canada, through the introduction of tandem mass spectroscopy
screening. Twenty-one different diseases were considered, with the cost-effectiveness of
each disease being assessed independently. In addition, the cost-effectiveness of screening
for disease bundles was also estimated. The study used decision modelling to assess costeffectiveness from a societal perspective. Costs and benefits were assessed over the
patient’s lifetime and were discounted at 3%. Costs were presented in 2004 Canadian dollars
(CAN$) and included not only treatment costs, but also non-medical costs such as costs of
education and institutional care. The set up costs of the screening programme, including
the acquisition of three mass spectrometers, were also included. Benefits were measured
in terms of life years gained (LYG). The impact on the results of varying key parameters was
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assessed via a series of one-way sensitivity analyses. In the base case analysis, the ICERs of
screening for the individual diseases ranged from CAN$221,719 per LYG for HMG-CoA lyase
deficiency to CAN$142,462,114 per LYG for glutaric acidaemia type 2. To assess the costeffectiveness of screening for disease bundles, the individual disease were ranked in order of
cost-effectiveness (from best to worst) and ICERs calculated for adding successive diseases
to a bundle. The results suggest that the ICER can be optimised (at CAN$65,373 per LYG)
by screening for PKU plus the next nine most cost-effective diseases. In descending order
of cost-effectiveness these are methylmalonic acidaemia, HMG-CoA lyase deficiency, MSUD,
propionic acidaemia (PPA), VLCADD, carnitine transporter defect, GA1, IVA, and MCADD.
Using a threshold of CAN$100,000 per LYG, there was moderate evidence to support a
programme of screening for PKU plus 14 additional diseases, including LCHADD at number 11.
The addition of tyrosinaemia type 1 and homocystinuria resulted in an ICER of CAN$331,200.
The model results were found to be most sensitive to changes in the specificity of MS/MS.
It was noted by our Steering Group, however, that this study was undertaken in Canada
where there was an estimated prevalence of homocystinuria of 1 in 250,000, (less than the
expected incidence in UK) and where lower cut-off values, (giving a lower specificity) may
have been used.
Insinga et al.75 attempted to estimate the cost-effectiveness of using MS/MS to screen for 14
fatty acid oxidation and organic acidaemias in the state of Wisconsin in the USA. A sequential
analysis was performed, with the cost-effectiveness of screening for MCADD assessed in the
first instance. The study used decision modelling to assess cost-effectiveness from a societal
perspective. Costs and benefits were assessed over the lifetime of a hypothetical cohort of
100,000 infants screened at birth and were discounted at 3%. Costs were presented in 2001
US dollars (US$) and included costs of special education, health and social care. Benefits
were measured in terms of QALYs, with the data for the QALY estimates being taken from
previously published studies focusing on neurological impairment in teenagers and adults.
One-way sensitivity analyses were performed. In the base case analysis, the authors used
a series of conservative assumptions which they claimed biased the results against MS/MS
screening. Using these assumptions, the ICER for screening for MCADD alone was US$41,862
per QALY gained, which is below the accepted cost-effectiveness threshold value in the
USA of $50,000 per QALY. The adoption of what the authors suggested were more realistic
assumptions yielded an ICER for MCADD screening of US$6,008 per QALY gained. Adding in the
costs and benefits of screening for the 13 additional conditions (including LCHADD, GA1 and
IVA), resulted in an ICER of US$15,252 per QALY gained. The results were robust to sensitivity
analysis.
Conclusions of the economic review
On balance, the evidence from the six studies reviewed points to MS/MS being cost-effective
when judged relative to nationally accepted norms for cost-effectiveness. In general,
screening for multiple conditions is more efficient than screening for individual conditions,
but there comes a point when adding more conditions ceases to be cost-effective. There
would seem to be a good case for including MSUD, GA1, LCHADD and IVA in an expanded
screening programme on cost-effectiveness grounds, but the case for homocystinuria may be
more equivocal and would depend on the birth prevalence of the condition in the UK, as well
as the determination of cut-off values to reduce the number of false positives.
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7.8

Conclusions from the systematic review of screening using MS/MS

Birth prevalence
The birth prevalence for the five target conditions is very small. Extrapolating from findings
of programmes involving other Caucasian populations suggest around 19 new cases in England
and Wales in any one year, although small numbers might mean that the actual number could
be between 16 and 23 (these estimates are based on this systematic review and summarised
in Table 7.7). However, UK data suggests that this number might be higher because of higher
prevalence within immigrant populations where there are high levels of consanguinity.
Although about twice as many cases will be detected by MS/MS screening than would be
diagnosed clinically for four of the target disorders this is not thought to represent milder
cases where no treatment would be necessary, but is thought to be due to under-diagnosis
and under-reporting. For IVA some diagnosis of milder cases may be taking place.
Recommendations for the pilot
The numbers of screen detected and clinically detected cases should be ascertained along
with basic demographic details including age at diagnosis, sex, ethnic background of parents,
history of consanguinity, and any family history of disease.
Clinical validity of MS/MS screening tests
Sensitivity of tests
Laboratories are able to devise tests that are highly sensitive (mostly 100%) although in the
case of MSUD variant or intermittent forms might occasionally be missed because of normal
biochemistry in the newborn period. This is not thought to be an argument against screening,
but for continuing clinical vigilance to diagnose later presenting or insidious onset forms.
Further, MS/MS can also only detect pyridoxine non-responsive forms of homocystinuria and
some forms of GA1 (low excretors) may not be picked up by newborn screening.
Specificity
Laboratories have been able to adjust cut-offs and also develop second-tier laboratory
testing for some conditions in order to minimise false positives, and, in particular, to reduce
the recall rate for infants. False positive rates varied and rates of around 0.1% for babies
actually recalled for a second test could commonly be achieved by adjustment of cut-offs
and second-tier testing. This represents approximately 700 newborns who would recalled
each year in England and Wales for further testing. In some conditions, such as GA1, ‘holding’
treatment is commenced because of the urgency of the situation. For all patients a definitive
diagnosis can be achieved in around 2 weeks at which point treatments for negatives can
cease (or be tailored to any alternative diagnosis underlying the biochemical abnormality)
and positives can go on to specialist treatment depending on precise and expert biochemical
and clinical assessment.
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An important aspect in determining the specificity and subsequently the positive predictive
value of the test is an accurate definition of a screen positive result and a false positive
result. As described in previous chapters screen positive results can arise as a result of
transient elevations in levels of particular metabolites as a result of physiological variation
in the analyte level, enzyme immaturity in preterm infants, parenteral nutrition or maternal
factors such as the use of particular antibiotics. These are often considered false positives as
these individuals do not have a disease. Screen positive results will also be obtained in those
individuals who have the disease being screened and in addition, those with overlapping
conditions. It was not certain from the literature if those individuals with overlapping conditions
were considered as true positives or false positives. This is an important consideration when
evaluating the test performance as the number of individuals assigned as false positives will
have a bearing on the positive predictive value.
Recommendations for the pilot
Laboratories participating in the pilot study must collectively devise and evaluate tests with
respect to analytical and clinical validity, in particular to maximise test sensitivity whilst
minimising false positives.
For each condition, this should result in flow-charts that show, for each condition:
•

Initial cut-offs

•

Cut-offs for any repeat testing/or for urgent assessment (depending on condition)

•

Cut-offs for further sampling request and the further testing undertaking

•

Diagnostic cut-offs

•

The expected ‘flow’ of infants through the various branches

•

Defined false positives

•

It will be important to agree diagnostic criteria and independently assess compliance with
the criteria when assigning true positive results

Clinical utility
Comparison of clinical outcome for screened versus non-screened cohorts either for groups
of conditions (including our target conditions) or for our conditions separately (notably
GA1 and LCHADD) have shown better clinical outcomes for screened cases including less
developmental delay, encephalopathic crises, psychological and motor disability. For
parents, diagnosis following screening appears to lead to less stress and a more positive view
of condition and options for antenatal testing with or without subsequent termination of
pregnancy. Other positive outcomes have included diagnosis of other relatives with clinical
symptoms of the condition.
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Recommendations for the pilot
Cases detected by newborn screening should be included on a register and followed up.
Diagnosis should be recorded with details of underlying genetic and biochemical abnormalities
and presenting clinical features. Patients should be followed up with details of treatment
provided, centre of treatment and description of clinical progress including acute crises
and outcomes in terms of morbidity and disability. Parallel active surveillance through the
UK laboratories for cases of these conditions diagnosed clinically should be put in place and
these cases should be followed up systematically and consistently.
Possible harm from false positives
•

These can cause stress

•

In most cases the clinical diagnosis can be resolved within two or three days

•

Despite eventual negative diagnosis there may be residual concern about the health
of the child, over protectiveness and sometimes an adverse effect on the parent child
relationship

•

False positives will be limited to a fairly small group of people

•

It is suggested that the harms from a false positive assessment can be alleviated by better
education and information, personal communication and support from a specialist unit

Recommendations for the pilot
The pilot study needs to look carefully at the numbers of false positives generated through
screening and their pathway from flagged test to final negative diagnosis. It also needs to
devise means of minimising stress caused by improving education in the antenatal period
and around the time of screening and support in the event of a positive result. Educational
support will be needed for parents, health professionals and the general public
Possible harm from over diagnosis
This is not thought to be a substantive issue for any of the five target conditions, which
are all thought to require active management once diagnosed. This is because either there
is evidence of symptoms, or there is evidence that pathology will ensue because of the
biochemical abnormalities present, or because of the risk for adverse events, even though
the penetrance may not be 100%. At present, despite some heterogeneity of clinical course,
there is no way of differentiating the occasional patient who might not progress to serious
pathology on the grounds of biochemistry or genotype.
Recommendations for the pilot
The pilot study should include clear documentation of biochemistry and clinical assessment
of every case diagnosed. It should consider some form of independent external assessment
to confirm whether treatment was strictly necessary for each case and record the reasons
behind this.
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Economic analysis
Addition of new target conditions will undoubtedly result in an increase cost to the screening
programme but most experts think this is quite small. The evidence from the six studies
reviewed point to MS/MS being cost-effective when judged relative to nationally accepted
norms for cost-effectiveness. Screening for multiple conditions is found to be more efficient
than screening for individual conditions and a good case for including MSUD, GA1, LCHADD
and IVA in an expanded screening programme on cost-effectiveness grounds, but the case
for homocystinuria may be more equivocal and would depend on the birth prevalence of the
condition in the UK, as well as the determination of cut-off values to reduce the number of
false positives.
Recommendations for the pilot
The pilot study needs to quantify the extra costs needed to expand existing newborn screening
programmes to include these conditions. Costs falling on laboratories, specialist clinical,
paediatric, community services and primary care need to be estimated.
Organisational aspects
High quality detection of infants with inherited metabolic disease and their subsequent
assessment, diagnosis and management depends on a close relationship between specialist
laboratory and clinical metabolic services. This can allow infants with abnormal results
(whether diagnostic or borderline) to be referred for evaluation within hours of the completion
of screening tests - a very important aspect of the programme when infants can become so
rapidly unwell and suffer irreversible brain damage in the first few days of life.
Undoubtedly screening for a wider range of inherited metabolic conditions will initially
create increased work for both laboratories and clinical services in further investigation of
abnormal results and clinical diagnosis and treatment of patients. Our analysis again shows
that the absolute numbers involved would be fairly small, but nevertheless, specialist IMD
services throughout the UK are known to lack capacity and to be unequally distributed.
Recommendations for the pilot
The pilot programme should consider in detail the organisational requirements including the
ways in which laboratory and clinical elements must be integrated in order to streamline the
identification and follow up of those who screen positive.
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Capacity in specialist IMD service
The review by Burton et al.76 highlighted the problem of overall lack of capacity of specialist
IMD services and patchiness of provision around the country. This, coupled with the inherent
difficulty of making a diagnosis for a very rare condition with non-specific presentation (for
example with hypoglycaemia or metabolic crisis in neonatal period, failure to thrive, or
neurological or developmental problems to paediatric services) makes late diagnosis and the
‘diagnostic odyssey’ highly likely. This is an argument for screening (rather than against it)
as it enables some work of the specialist services to be highly targeted on infants who have
a higher a priori risk of disease. The infants can be rapidly pulled through the diagnostic
processes and looked after by specialists (even if this is at a distance) rather than spending
precious days without diagnosis or proper management.
Recommendations for the pilot
The pilot programme should consider a comparison of the route to diagnosis between screen
detected and clinically detected cases. This could include clinically detected cases in areas
not undertaking expanded screening, or different but equivalent conditions in the same
population and also presenting in infancy.
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8		 Patient perspective
8.1

Introduction

As part of this Report, Climb, the umbrella group for inherited metabolic conditions was
asked to provide the perspective of patients and families with direct experience of inherited
metabolic disease. They were particularly asked whether they supported an expansion of
newborn screening and their reasons behind this, and the factors that they felt would be
important in providing a good screening service. Their submission is included in full in this
Chapter. Key points include:
Climb is strongly in favour of an expansion of newborn screening to include other inherited
metabolic conditions. Their reasons for this include:
•

Prevention of death and substantial disability and improved quality of life for patients

•

The need for a clinical diagnosis to explain diverse symptoms and to guide treatment,
access to support, life planning and overall management - the feeling that knowledge
empowers families

•

A diagnosis as early as possible to prevent morbidity and aid family dynamics, communication
and support

•

Their view that, although there is a cost in screening, this is outweighed by the saving in
caring that the family and state bear over the years

•

Their view that, although the conditions are rare, the needs of people with rare disorders
should count as much as those with common ones and that, cumulatively, there is a
significant health burden from these conditions

Any expansion of the screening programme should include planning for the following:
•

The systematic provision of clear, accessible information by professionals to parents prior
to screening

•

Good timely, communication, information, support and follow up to parents after a positive
screening test and diagnosis. This should include involvement of the voluntary sector

•

The likely need for increase in specialist metabolic nurses, linked to specialist centres and
working in the community to provide advice on care
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8.2

Submission on the patient and family perspective (provided by Steve Hannigan,
Chief Executive at Climb)

The needs of the family
The needs of the family revolve around a diagnosis and getting answers; understanding in
layman’s terms why this has happened, if it is likely to happen to anyone else in their family
and if there is anyone else out there going through the same.
Following years of questions and of unexplained symptoms, deterioration, being labelled as
‘troublesome or difficult by their GP’, having unexplained extra needs that cannot be pinned
down, to ask parents if they would have preferred their child to have been screened during
the first few weeks of life, then the response would be a resounding ‘yes’.
Having a clear diagnosis with a name, even though it may mean shortened life span or
disability, is half of the problem of a metabolic condition and half the solution of learning
how to cope and manage. Apart from being rare and being isolated by this rarity, if a condition
does not have a name, the individual remains in the ‘fog’. This is the period of wondering
why and how they are like they are with no clarity on how to live their lives and what to
expect. No-one can advise them.
There are families now in 2010 that are caring for their child and adjusting well to the loss
of skills and continued deterioration. Due to a late diagnosis they have never quite found the
right time to tell their child that they have an inherited metabolic disease. Informing a child
that they have a metabolic disease and the issues surrounding their condition will always be
difficult but for many families adjusting, planning, coping and seeking advice cannot prepare
them enough to inform their loved one that their condition has a name and what it means
to them.
A screening programme, for these families, in retrospect, would have given them more
choice in preparing for the future, more choice in informing their child at an appropriate
time before it is too late and empowered them to make their own decisions about the future.
For those families who have two or three young children with a life-threatening condition
and who face the loss of all their children one after the other, the choice of screening is
obvious.
There are negative sides to screening and one is that there will always be families who
say “I don’t want to know” and would prefer to just get on with things. But for the vast
majority of families with metabolic disease, knowledge is power. Knowledge gives time:
time for planning, time for preparation and time to consider the future. It also allows time
to consider what the condition means, what effects it will have on the affected child, what
effects it will have on the parents, what effect it will have on the family dynamics and most
of all what life-changes will have to be made. It also enables families, in many cases, to
adjust to not working but caring and time to adjust to not having much time.
For those who are diagnosed through the extended mutation screening and newborn screening
programmes it is all positive. Well, as positive as things can be after receiving a diagnosis of
an inherited metabolic disease.
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Box 8.1

Patient history by Anne who lives in northern England

In summer 2009 we gave birth to our third beautiful boy - Alex. We brought him home,
he was breastfed and appeared to feed really well. He fed all night, and regularly
during the day. At about 4pm on the Thursday, we noticed that Alex looked a little
pale, and within minutes he had stopped breathing. The hospital staff managed to
keep him alive for a further 2 days but advised us to withdraw treatment as Alex
was ‘brain dead’. They put the cause of death down to infection, as they couldn’t
find other answers. However, on the day we cremated him, a week later, we had
a phone call to say he had been screened positive for MCADD. Of course, we then
proceeded to spend hours on the internet to find out as much as we could about
MCADD. Every day I question myself - why didn’t I bottle feed? Why didn’t I wake
him more regularly to feed? We don’t know of any other cases in our family. We
are still awaiting advice from the geneticist as to whether our other two boys need
further screening - they were tested at birth by heel prick and it has been checked
that they are both clear. What is the future for our family? I find it so difficult, as we
are a Christian family too, to comprehend that something so simple has caused us to
lose our beautiful baby. The more I read, the more it appears that it is very rare that
babies die from this disorder - but we are proof that it does happen. I am a medical
professional and although know it was a disorder we tested for in the Guthrie test, I
didn’t know anything about it!

Box 8.2

Patient history

John is 35 years old, was well until 5 years ago, has a metabolic disease but was
undiagnosed. John has worked since he was 15, he has a family, he has just gone
blind and lost his job through this and has to now live with this disability and faces
a much shortened life span, any knowledge that could have prepared him for this
unknown journey would have helped his family. It would have also have helped the
medical professionals who are trying to support him but who are also operating in an
unknown zone.
Why screen for inherited metabolic diseases?
Why screen for metabolic disease when the incidence could be as low as 1:100,000, 1:200,000
or less? For those that have metabolic disease, for those who are alone with it, for those
who will die before the age of 10 and for those families whose healthy baby has died before
being a week old, is why screening for metabolic diseases is essential. There are thousands
of known families affected by a child, teenager or adult with a metabolic disease. It is
possible that when looked at collectively the total incidence of inherited metabolic diseases
in newborn infants may well exceed 1:5000 in the UK.
Screening here is not about numbers and spreadsheets, it is about making a difference and
enabling quality of life. It is about recognising that something must be done in the early days
of a small life, before damage occurs and the family loses its happy, well child and its hopes
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for the future. It is about all-round benefit and turning that family into an integral working
part of the community and preventing them being a burden on society. Screening has a
cost and this cost per person is minimal compared to the burden of disability that happens
without screening. We know that hundreds of national studies on the burden of disability
have been carried out and although the costs of extended screening may seem high for a
possibly small amount of positives or diagnoses made, this is a minute amount compared to
the input needed for a sick baby, a dying child, hospice and respite care, 24 hour carers,
social services input and all the other services needed.
Screening benefit outweighs the potential harm of not screening no matter how small
the numbers are. When considering why it is important to screen for these rare, unusual,
complicated conditions and not conditions that affect the majority of people: it can be
covered by ‘Everyone Counts’ (NHS Constitution).
Information prior to screening
Information prior to screening is critical. It should be shared in confidence, with understanding
and the professional involved should be up-to-date regarding metabolic diseases. The MCADD
project has shown that with the best will in the world, information-sharing remains haphazard
in some areas and excellent in others. For the professionals lucky enough to work in an area
where their workload permits reading, sharing, guidance and medical updates, they have
the knowledge to share information about screening in a caring manner. For those whose
who are already working to the limit, another leaflet on screening or a specific condition will
be added to the already full drawer or cupboard.
Information leaflets for newborn screening are now at quite a high standard but the
information assumes a high level of pre-knowledge of the reader. This is not the case.
Metabolic diseases are not on everyone’s reading list. No matter what information is given
to families pre-screening it is not their priority to either read or understand what they have
been given. Expectant parents do not need to be fully informed just adequately informed in
order to understand what they are being asked to participate in whether it be the Newborn
Screening programme or research projects.
Information post screening
It is not clear how much information new parents can retain and once the heel prick test
has been undertaken by the midwife it is highly likely that the parents will not think of this
again, unless they receive notification of a positive screen for inherited metabolic diseases.
More information needs to be provided to the new parents before any newborn screening
is undertaken and the midwife must satisfy themselves that the parents, especially the
mother, have an adequate knowledge of what is being tested and the potential outcomes if
a test is positive.
Another issue that raises itself during this period is “do the midwives receive adequate
training in inherited metabolic diseases?” Comments we have received after the introduction
of MCADD would seem to deny this. Any research project that is introduced into the screening
programme must include training for midwives for without this training the very proud new
parents will not get the right information to enable them to use their right of choice.
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It is essential that before any screening is considered, long-term planning for those who will
be interacting with the families at the raw edge of care and diagnosis are properly prepared,
briefed and that national training is recommended. In 2006, in a large hospital where PKU
is dealt with expertly, a nurse and midwife attended a briefing session by Climb and they
commented that this is the first time they had understood properly what PKU meant for a
family, even though they had been giving advice to families with PKU for several years.
As our communities are changing, the incidence of metabolic disease will continue to rise
which means that any further introduction of screening must include leaflets or information
that everyone can access.
Following the introduction of MCADD in England, it would be expected that screening followup would be as effective. In fact, there are several issues that need to be recognised:
•

care after screening is sporadic

•

some professionals cannot inform families due to time limitations

•

occasionally families are left searching on the internet for support

•

families are unsure of who they can ask questions following a screening diagnosis

•

families assume that there is no-one who can help as the next appointment is 6 months
away

One comment we regularly receive is “They don’t care, we have our diagnosis and then
we get to see someone in six months – who do we go to if something is wrong?” There are
pockets of excellent follow-up for many families but for some, especially those who are not
used to asking questions, time is needed for the diagnosis to sink in and it may be months
before they realise questions that need to be asked.
Voluntary sector networks have proven invaluable with newly diagnosed MCADD and recently
diagnosed PKU families. They fill the gap between appointments and although cannot answer
all the questions, they can provide support and day-to-day caring knowledge and experience
about living with a condition. The gap that may exist with extended screening should be
filled with those networks which are proven and recognised to be of value to the families
and provide an inexpensive alternative to hospital/nurse/support. The added-value that
networks provide ensures that families are not isolated, that there is somewhere to go to
about sickness, caring, feeding, deterioration, family coping, education, social services,
respite, benefits and general family health.
The implementation of screening programmes must ensure that a definite plan is introduced
so that families are not left out in the cold with a diagnosis and a future appointment – this
is a critical time whereby a small amount of care and information can make a difference to
the rest of their lives. Leaving them on their own without a contact and without aftercare is
unthinkable. Simple measures can include:
•

Regular follow up

•

Recommending quality groups and networks for support

•

Ensuring that details are clear of what happens next
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•

Ensuring that if they have a crisis who do they contact

•

Providing yearly national screening updates readily available for all

•

Providing quality management to ensure that after-care is carried out

Disease specific information for families
Disease specific information for families is essential and whilst a lot of information is provided
by the consultant, specialist nurse and/or dietician it is often left to the voluntary sector
to continue to support the information and other needs of the family outside of the routine
visits to the clinic.
The ability of Climb to give time to families who receive a diagnosis of an inherited metabolic
disease is one of our strongest points. Family Advisers can often spend several hours on the
telephone talking to the mother of a recently diagnosed child. Families contact us just to
talk about their child’s diagnoses and needs. For many families to hear that we can put them
in touch with other families for mutual support either through a network of email contacts
or through our managed internet forums is a real bonus.
This support enables families to better manage the effects on the family of the diagnosis and
to talk things through with other families who have already been there.
Specialist community nurses
There is an increasing need for specialist metabolic nurses working in the community. Climb
recently funded a two year research programme utilising a specialist nurse in the West
Midlands to gauge the information needs of Black and ethnic minority (BME) families in that
area. All the families who took part found it of great benefit to have a specialist nurse visit
them who could talk, understand and advise on specific metabolic diseases in their own
home. This remit would be well outside the role of the midwife and in the majority of areas
a second language would be a priority when working with BME families.
There needs to be a national programme to introduce these specialist community nurses who
would be hospital based but also able to liaise on a national basis and provide training to
other medical professionals and families in their area.
Family case study
A family case study covering aspects of screening and diagnosis follows. It raises many
issues.
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Box 8.3

Family case study

When our son was diagnosed we lived in England (this was over 20 years ago) and he
had been born 7 weeks premature. We spent many very difficult days, weeks and
months at first because, although he was diagnosed with a urea cycle disorder, it was
thought, at first, to be another one in the cycle, so effectively he was treated with the
wrong medication.
What was helpful: having very supportive dieticians at the hospital in Europe to begin
with and then later in the UK. Strangely, dietary help was less obvious in the US, where
we went on to live for 5 years, but, on the other hand, there was a lot of support
through family networks and lots of special diet foods already available over there.
Being able to talk to other parents about what worked for them - especially getting
one’s child to eat or take medicine.
Having an emergency kit of IV meds and details of protocol. We have still had to be
very insistent in a lot of instances at the hospital but having the IV meds has, in most
cases, helped to get treatment started more quickly. When the meds became available
in capsule/tablet form it changed all of our lives.
What has not helped: medical professionals not wanting to spend time to listen to
what needs to be done and doing it!
Staff training, training and more training! It’s a shock to staff and careworkers to be
told they have a new client who has such an unusual diet and that this client is NOT
ALLERGIC TO PROTEIN (!) but needs to be monitored.
Contact with doctors and specialists:   this has improved considerably in the past
few years. Historically, I think, in the US, one was able to speak to a doctor or professor
much more easily. In Europe and in England they were often unavailable or perhaps
their staff were just over-protective. Thankfully, it seems that nowadays one is able to
speak to someone on the phone or by email fairly quickly.
Newborn Screening: Yes please - the sooner the better.
Climb has always been there for us and that has probably been the greatest source
of support, information and understanding. It’s truly remarkable how much Climb
(i.e. all its staff, members and volunteers) has been able to influence and involve
so many people. Thank you!
Note. If Newborn Screening had been available for this family they would not have had
months of stress with their new child. The misdiagnosis would have been avoided and
the child would have been on the correct medication from the outset.
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8.3

Conclusion

The concept of metabolic screening for the diagnosis and treatment of inherited metabolic
diseases has evolved very slowly in the UK and as new methodology for detection and
improved treatment have become available, we have not kept up with these advances but
have let the ball drop.
The diagnosis of metabolic disorders is challenging because of the nature of the metabolic
disease, the wide range of associated symptoms that are often linked with some more
common conditions especially by the GP and the low incidence factor. The consequent lack
of experience within the medical profession especially GP’s and paediatrics often gives
more stress and concern to a parent when they know their child is ill but the GP is not
concerned. There are thousands of families affected by metabolic diseases in the UK and
it is quite possible that when looked at collectively the level of incidence is higher than
1:5000. Although many children die of an inherited metabolic disease before a diagnosis can
be determined it is fairly certain that inherited metabolic diseases represent a significant
number of the morbidity and mortality rates in the newborn population.
The most opportune time to diagnose an inherited metabolic disease is during the first few
weeks of life. Early diagnosis enables appropriate treatment, support and dietary management
without which tragic outcomes are all too common. Public awareness of metabolic diseases
in the UK is, at best, limited and even after the very low level announcements of the
introduction of MCADD into the Newborn Screening programme the level of awareness is
exceptionally poor.
In the US and Canada they have introduced expanded screening in most states to over 20
inherited metabolic diseases yet we, in the UK, lead the world in many areas of medicine but
when it comes to inherited metabolic diseases we are sadly lacking in the areas of screening
and diagnosis.
The early introduction of PKU and now MCADD screening exemplifies the benefits of early
diagnosis of a metabolic disease to patients, their families and society as a whole. The
benefits of finding and treating these patients far outweigh the costs of screening the entire
newborn population.
Expanded newborn screening is fully supported by Climb and its service users. The use of MS/
MS to screen for many inherited metabolic disease from a single blood spot is a benefit we
cannot ignore and we must introduce this into the Newborn Screening programme with the
minimum of fuss and certainly without the 7+ years of trials and testing had with MCADD.
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9		 Ethical, legal, and social implications of expanding
newborn screening
9.1

Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the ethical, legal and social issues (ELSI) identified
as part of the systematic review and includes issues identified in the wider literature on
screening. The systematic review process yielded eight references in which there was explicit
mention of an ethical, social or legal issue arising as a result of screening. These references
were analysed and results summarised. In addition a general literature search was carried
out.
The ethical, legal and social issues arising in the context of newborn screening for rare
metabolic diseases can be classified in a number of ways: firstly they may be a consequence
of incomplete knowledge about the natural history of each disease, whether in terms of
the incidence and prevalence of each condition, its severity, progression and response to
treatment. They may also arise because conventional measures of acceptability (namely
that of balancing risks against benefits) fail to translate well when research is applied at
population level.
The appropriate framework for scrutinising the ethical basis of newborn screening programmes
has increasingly been questioned by some commentators77-79. Tension arises because the
ethical principles used to assess the benefits of interventions at the level of the individual
(such as autonomy and non-maleficence), sit uneasily when applied to the population. Thus
public health ethics, some argue, implies far more than a need to satisfy the requirements
for participants to give an informed consent, but also demands that issues of liberty, selfdetermination and distributive justice are properly addressed. These issues are explored
later in this chapter.
Issues arising
A number of clusters of issues were identified, from the nature of the conditions which form
the subject of this review, those arising from the newborn screening process itself, the
nature of the test, and governance issues around the storage, disposal and secondary use
of samples 80. In addition, a broader set of issues grounded in public health and the relative
rights of individuals and the state in liberal pluralist societies - such as the requirement for
distributive justice or public justification were also noted.
9.2

Issues arising from the nature of the conditions

A clear assessment of the benefits and burdens associated with newborn screening has
been hampered by the characteristics of the conditions under review. Like many rare single
gene disorders, lack of information about the natural history of the condition and lack of
robust epidemiological information may make it difficult to predict the course of disease
at the level of the individual, to the extent that the justification for intervention may be
unclear. Within the US, arguably the availability of screening technologies, coupled with
nationally agreed recommendations for screening a panel up to 84 conditions is said to have
driven changes to the application of ethical principles to newborn screening 81. However, as
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preceding chapters of this review have demonstrated, increasing clarity about the natural
history of each condition has allowed the balance of risks and benefits of offering expanded
screening to be made more explicit.
Within the UK, for those conditions which form the subject of this report, the findings from
previous chapters suggest that despite the heterogeneity of the conditions, the balance
of the child’s best interests almost always lie in testing and intervention. However some
aspects require more examination:
False positive results82;83
One of the most problematic features of these conditions is the potential for the generation
of false positive results. One concern is that if parents receive a ‘false positive result’
however swiftly resolved by subsequent tests, that this invokes an anxiety reaction. This
might take the form of hypervigilance in safeguarding the child, or parents being convinced
that their child is at risk despite subsequent negative tests84. Other manifestations of anxiety
can include a general distrust of health professionals or institutionalised medicine, as has
been reported in other newborn screening programmes85.
Whilst there is a need for ongoing research investigating the effect of false positive status
on future health care use and parental anxiety, the available evidence suggests, in the case
of these biochemical disorders that almost all of these cases can be resolved by further
diagnostic tests so that parental anxiety can be mitigated - particularly if such tests are
performed promptly within a structured care pathway. For example, one study found that
the predicted burdens associated with false positive rates in the context of biochemical
disorders were limited to the cost of diagnostic testing and follow-up69. Another found that
although expanded newborn screening has potential to yield positive health outcomes for
affected children, false positive results do place other children at risk of increased stress
and parent-child dysfunction61.
Significantly, this parental stress can be partially mitigated by effective information
strategies69. Arguably the potential for inducing increased parental anxiety through newborn
screening might be distinguished from that observed on receipt of an abnormal screening test
during pregnancy (where a sustained anxiety response may be observed even if the abnormal
positive result is subsequently proved to be false by a normal diagnostic test)86. This might be
because in the biochemical disorders under review, the interim result is typically confirmed
to be either positive or negative within two weeks from the initial screening test, whereas
in pregnancy there is typically a longer period of uncertainty which could be more likely to
exacerbate an anxiety response87.
The burden associated with diagnosis in cases of ‘mild’ disease
In a minority of cases the variability of the natural history of the disease might be associated
with uncertainties around the significance of a true positive result. In such cases it might
be disproportionate to treat mild disease, if treatment involves significant burdens. For
example, various mild forms of isovaleric acidaemia (IVA) have been described following
the advent of newborn screening, where those affected share a mis-sense mutation which
results in a partial reduction in IVD activity. When followed for a period of 5 years, affected
children were found to be asymptomatic and have not required significant dietary protein
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restriction or carnitine supplementation16. However, the clinical consensus appears to be
that even in these cases, a true positive result is genuinely beneficial because, at the very
least, it aids care givers to be prepared if symptoms arise in times of metabolic crisis.
Lack of gold standard trials
The rarity of these conditions means that there is a lack of gold standard trials (i.e. randomised
controlled clinical trials) and what research is available is often inadequately powered88. As
we have seen, there is often a lack of descriptive natural history about the disease and
the effect of treatment on preventing or ameliorating them. Moreover, since the diseases
are autosomal recessive conditions, results may be confounded by founder effects in some
populations or consanguinity which increases the reported incidence in some studies.
Genetic carriers
Unlike other screening tests (such as those for cystic fibrosis and sickle cell anaemia), the
tests used for the metabolic diseases under review identify homozygotes, and do not allow
the explicit diagnosis of carriers (although parents are, by implication necessarily carriers)89.
Thus the sensitivities associated with the diagnosis of carriers, particularly those noted
in certain ethnic groups, are unlikely to arise, but may be relevant to some population
groups90.
9.3

Issues arising from the newborn screening process

The ethical evaluation of population screening of newborns has tended to adopt the prevailing
ethical principles current in Euro-America. Thus issues of autonomy, informed consent and
privacy are concerns that arise frequently in the literature. Indeed uncertainties about the
natural history of conditions being screened for tie in with worries about the practicability
of obtaining a properly informed consent.
Consent
The form of consent (informed choice or informed consent)
The requirement for an informed consent or informed choice is a topic that dominates much
of the literature on newborn screening. Opinions vary as to the suitability of an informed
consent or informed choice model and the extent to which a valid consent is possible within an
opt-out system. One concern is that too high a threshold for consent (in terms of quantity of
information communicated) might adversely affect participation91. Concerns have also been
expressed that obtaining consent would be impractical, costly, or inappropriate (because
it did not increase patient understanding of the issues involved) or that it is obtained at
the expense of increasing patient anxiety92. In particular, there remains a lack of consensus
about the degree of detail required to be given to participants, and the extent to which
the requirement for a valid consent necessarily requires that participants understand all
relevant issues. This is even more problematic where the aim of the screening test was to
identify (or exclude) a range of conditions having very different presentation, symptoms, and
treatments. A further point of concern is the systematic application of screening tests within
the extended family raises issues around choice, and in particular how the right of parents
to refuse newborn screening tests should be weighed against the child’s best interests84.
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Obtaining consent within an existing newborn screening programme
Concerns about these requirements have been exacerbated by the experience of newborn
screening programmes in other jurisdictions including the US, where there has been
considerable criticism of the lack of an evidence base supporting the recent expansion of
mandatory newborn screening. Indeed a recent commentary has advocated the revision of the
consent processes associated with such programmes calling for the inclusion of preferencesensitive decision making process for receiving reproductive risk information93.
In other jurisdictions, such as the UK, offering testing within a screening programme seems
likely to influence the balance of ethical issues involved by providing a context for ongoing
diagnostic tests enabling a firm diagnosis to be made, and ensure availability of ongoing
screening, and targeted preventative measures or treatment. Where the risks and benefits
of screening are finely balanced, an alternative might be to adopt staged testing regimes as
a means of gaining informed consent such as that used where carrier testing is offered to
those at high risk.
Appropriate management of results
A set of issues arise in relation to the need to keep test results confidential and the potential
harms associated with their disclosure. Health professionals are familiar with the obligation
to keep patient identifiable information confidential, and systems are already in place which
protect against disclosure. It is important that sufficient numbers of adequately trained
personnel are available to provide appropriate information to parents and secure meaningful
consent prior to blood being taken for screening, and as noted above that there is sufficient
capacity to deal with increased false positive cases that are likely to arise.
Feedback of results
For each of the conditions under review, there are clinical benefits associated with the
identification of those at risk. Research into parental attitudes suggests that even in cases
where preventative treatment is not available at the time of disclosure, parents favour
feedback. For example, in their survey of a Swedish birth cohort94, Helgesson et al. conclude
that 74.3% of those surveyed were in favour of disclosure in the absence of a treatment being
available.
Confidentiality
The confidentiality of samples taken for newborn screening, and their subsequent use
for research outside the terms of the original consent, are a potential source of concern.
The requirement that data taken for one purpose are not processed for another without
consent is made explicit in the UK Data Protection Act 1998 which establishes a statutory
requirement for fair processing of data in accordance with data processing principles95. In
addition the use of the blood spot samples which are generated by the existing newborn
screening programme is regulated by codes of practice prepared by the Programme Centre
in partnership with the UK Newborn Screening Laboratory Network96 as well as legislation
such as the Human Tissue Act97.
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Incidental findings such as misattributed paternity
Like other genetic tests, newborn screening has the potential to reveal unintended findings
which could be potentially harmful. These include the possibility of misattributed paternity,
which has the potential to threaten existing social relationships. This is likely to be more
harmful where assessing the carrier status of both parents might be an integral part of rolling
out the test findings to other family members (through cascade testing). The conditions
forming the subject of this review are unlikely to be cascaded out in this way in the UK,
except perhaps where consanguinity has a role in increasing incidence of a condition.
Implications for family members
A positive test result in an affected child may also be used for purposes of reproductive
choice in subsequent pregnancies. For some of these conditions, this might enable prenatal
testing or even pre-implantation genetic diagnosis (where known mutations causing serious
disease have been identified. Thus whilst knowledge of pathological mutations could allow
screening tests to be offered in a targeted manner to other family members (especially
siblings of affected children) who might be at risk of disease, for most of the conditions
under review, mutation analysis tends to be used as an adjunct to clinical management
rather than for the purposes of reproductive choice.
Characterising ‘benefits’ in terms of direct benefits for the child and those for the wider
extended family98.
The potential benefits of testing and diagnosis may extend beyond any benefit potentially
available to the newborn child to include better management of symptoms. Screening might
also generate incidental results that relate to diseases for which there is no prospect of
benefit, and it might be unethical to withhold results of that screening from parents. This
practice has been criticised as the basis for a mandatory screening programme81 since it
offers the prospect of societal benefits through the findings allowing biomedical research
on the condition, at the expense of individual participants. In the conditions under review,
the tests may reveal such diseases, as well as potentially identifying mild forms of these
conditions that have hitherto remained undiagnosed.
9.4

Issues arising from the test itself

Timing of the heel prick test
Newborn screening within the UK provides for samples to be taken by heel prick between
5-8 days after birth99. Since tandem mass spectrometry measures analyte concentration, the
selection of this time period for sample collection has an impact on the conditions that can
be detected using this methodology. Thus in the case of classical MSUD, an affected baby
may already be symptomatic by the time the screening results become available, suggesting
that the added value of the screening intervention is limited to confirming the diagnosis.
As noted in Chapter 3, most cases of classical MSUD will require ICU treatment within 48-72
hours of birth. In the fatty acid oxidation conditions the reverse is the case, with analyte
levels falling after birth. Some compromise is inevitable since in practice, were newborn
screening to be extended to include the five conditions under review, the timing of sample
collection has to fit with existing newborn screening strategies even though it might not
represent the timing of choice for each condition. In addition, differences between the
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timing of tests in other jurisdictions mean that testing protocols cannot easily be compared
between countries that have a different collection strategy.
False positives or negatives and timing of the heel prick test
The use of ‘day of screening’ as a benchmark for testing, allows the possibility of false
positives derived from low birth weight babies or metabolically stressed infants whose needs
might be unmet86. Any protocol needs to take account of factors such as these which have
potential to confound test results.
Existing methodology is not representative of vulnerable groups
Evidence from Down’s syndrome cohorts suggests that those who decide not to proceed with
testing are often poorly represented in studies. Thus it may be difficult to show a causal
connection between the test and anxiety (as no comparative measure exists for the untested
group and meaningful comparisons might be difficult). Although only a small minority (less
than 1%) of the population refuse newborn heel prick testing, it is important that this group is
not lost to follow up100. Furthermore, high rates of attrition of cohorts undergoing testing may
mean that results are biased in favour of the group who complete all stages of testing86.
9.5

Issues relating to the governance of the material

In other contexts, the retention of samples and data which could yield predictive information
about a child might raise concerns about the security of the holding or the uses to which it
might be put. Like other samples of human material, there are some general concerns arising
from the potential of human blood spot material to yield information beyond the purposes
for which it was originally taken, with or without consent. Some commentators are very
suspicious of the regulatory environment which allows continued retention: others bemoan
the lack of a systematic process for greater access to such samples. For completeness, these
issues are reviewed here. If these samples and data are to be held as part of the existing
newborn screening programme, a code of practice applies to the retention of newborn
samples. This was drafted by an expert committee in 2005 and has not yet been updated96.
This provides for information regarding research uses of blood spots to be published in UK
National Screening Programme Centre (UKNSPC) Annual Reports, but the report for 2006/7
does not contain this information. Standard operating procedures also govern feedback of
normal test results to parents which expressly exclude from their scope provision for feedback
of screen positive results or reporting results to GP’s101. Provision is therefore made for:Security of storage and maintaining privacy and confidentiality
Samples should be held in a secure and stable environment so that the quality of the samples
is not compromised if used for retesting or research (subject to consent having been given).
Codes of practice provide for de-linking of the physical card and personal identifiable
information (including NHS number) but authorised persons may re-link sample and data
provided that this can be justified.
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Disposal / unlinking of samples
Within the UK, current protocol provides for a minimum retention period of five years.
The retention of forensic samples has been the subject of litigation under Human Rights
legislation and UK policy in this area is evolving102. What seems clear is that the retention of
samples should be proportionate to the likely benefits.
Use for secondary purposes, either with or without the knowledge and/or consent of
the parents
Anonymised blood spots can be used for health monitoring and research (for example to
determine the spread of infections such as HIV and rubella within the population). This
type of research can be carried out without consent (subject to satisfactory research ethics
approval). Existing literature provided to mothers during pregnancy and at the time of taking
heel blood samples provides an opportunity for mothers to opt out of further research.
However there is no existing mechanism for women to consent to testing but opt out of
ongoing retention of samples103.
The effect of the Human Tissue Act 2004
The development of a pilot project for the five conditions that have been described will
need to take account of the requirements of the Human Tissue Act97. This legislation has
profoundly changed the regulatory and governance structure from that which prevailed at
the time the MCADD pilot was completed, and as a consequence, the methodology used in
future pilot studies will need to be reassessed. In particular, the requirement for appropriate
consent to be obtained for the use and retention of tissue (which includes retained blood
spots) for research will influence the design of any proposed pilot project.
9.6

Broader implications of public health ethics

Conformity to other ethical frameworks
The Programme Appraisal Criteria approved by the NSC are one example of an ethical framework
by which an expansion of screening could be measured. There are other frameworks which
have been proposed, against which newborn screening programmes have been considered in
other contexts79:
Meeting the criteria set out in an alternative ethics framework for public health
Nancy Kass78 has argued that public health interventions should be measured against six
criteria. These are set out in Table 9.1 below, together with an assessment of the extent
to which the proposed extension of the newborn screening programme might satisfy those
criteria.
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Criteria
Measure of success of the proposed expansion
of screening to include five metabolic
conditions

Stated Goal

Requirements

1. What are the public
health goals of the
proposed program?

The goals of any
proposed programme
should be expressed in
terms of public health
improvement (i.e.
reduction in morbidity
and mortality)

Reasonable assessments have been made of the
likely reduction in morbidity and mortality that
would result from introduction of an expanded
screening programme in the UK.

2. How effective is the
program in achieving its
stated goals?

There should be evidence
that such goals are
achievable

The infrastructure for introducing the programme
is already in place. Some details need to be
clarified through a pilot study.

3. What are the known or
potential burdens of the
programme?

Identification of potential
burdens or harms.
These might include
risks to privacy and
confidentiality, risks
to liberty and selfdetermination and risks
to justice

Many of the risks and burdens have already been
quantified. A pilot study is needed to quantify
additional harms.

4. Can burdens be
minimised? Are there
alternative approaches?

The minimisation of those
burdens and consideration
of alternative approaches

For the conditions under review, burdens can be
minimised by ensuring that robust procedures
for obtaining an informed consent are in place,
ensuring that protocols aim to minimise the
number of false positive results, establishing
protocol for processing positive results through
second-tier testing and that parents are
supported through this process. The alternative
to expansion of screening is to retain the status
quo (and test and treat affected individuals when
they present with symptoms to health services).

5. Is the programme
implemented fairly?

The programme should
be implemented fairly
(in accordance with
principles of distributive
justice

If an expanded program is offered through
existing provision of newborn screening,
inequalities should not arise in relation to the
initial screening test. However there might be
geographical variation in accessing confirmatory
testing and support from a tertiary centre.

6. How can the benefits
and burdens of a
programme be fairly
balanced?

Whether the anticipated
benefits of a programme
outweigh the burdens
which have been
identified (via procedural
justice)

The burdens associated with expanded
screening will be widely distributed across the
population of those screened. Expansion will
require additional information to be provided to
participants, a revised consent to be taken, which
might in turn generate some additional anxiety
both amongst the population of those screened,
and more particularly, those parents who receive
a false positive result. For the majority of parents
however, screening will be beneficial in that the
prospect of rare metabolic disease will be ruled
out. The benefits of testing that accrue through
prompt diagnosis and treatment will only apply to
a small group of affected individuals.
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In summary, the introduction of a limited programme for the conditions in this report would
seem to satisfy the six criteria identified by Kass. A pilot study could help to clarify the
extent to which offering a wider programme of testing might generate increased individual
risks to liberty and self determination (such as the risks of coercion implicit in a universal
programme) which have been identified by other commentators79.
Establishing justificatory conditions for screening
Other writers have argued that screening should satisfy a public health ethics framework
comprised of five ‘justificatory conditions’, namely effectiveness, proportionality, necessity,
least infringement and public justification77. The fifth criterion, that of public justification,
it is argued requires a degree of public accountability such that the rationale for programme
setting and choice is made transparent.
Voluntariness and the role of the state in offering or mandating testing
In some jurisdictions, most notably some states in the US, some screening programmes are
mandatory. There has been wide debate about the extent to which mandatory testing can be
justified where the benefits and burdens of testing remain inconclusive. In the UK, the right
of parents to opt out of newborn screening has been respected, even where testing might
be in the best interests of the infant. Some commentators have argued that a parent’s right
to refuse testing is supported by the Human Rights legislation which entrenches the right to
respect for private and family life84;104.
Whether tests are voluntary or mandatory has implications for how data and samples
emanating from the tests are governed. For example, in the US since screening is mandated
by federal law, third party uses of data and samples are less restricted than in the UK where
the terms for retention and storage are dictated by the terms of the original consent and
code of practice105.
Assessing the burdens of screening: economic cost
An additional argument which has been used in support of the expansion of newborn screening
is that different disease profiles can be added to existing arrays at marginal additional cost,
partly because the existing infrastructure for collection, analysis and reporting of samples is
largely in place. This is the subject of a separate section of Chapter 7.
Beyond transparency to public engagement
Finally, whilst the obligation for transparency requires publicity to assure ‘accountability
for reasonableness’106;107 there would also seem to be a requirement for public engagement
‘in order to engender and sustain public trust’77. If the decision is made to extend newborn
screening, public engagement and public education is needed. Some work has already been
done in this area108. Plans for a pilot project would take this work forward. Conversely, if the
decision is taken not to proceed with expansion, the reasoning behind the policy decision
should be made explicit.
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10		 Expanded newborn screening programme and EU
policy towards rare diseases
This Chapter was contributed by GIG and RDUK. Authors: Alastair Kent, Melissa Hillier and
David Brown.
10.1

Introduction

An expanded screening program based on pre-established screening technology would create
opportunities to significantly improve the quality of life for affected individuals, and reflect a
growing institutional and public awareness of the burden of rare diseases. While, by definition
these diseases are individually rare, it is “not unusual to have a rare disease” and between
6-8% of the EU population will experience some form of rare disease in their lifetime109. The
common problems presented by rare diseases are characterised by inefficiency and waste
from misdiagnosis, delay, repeat consultation and inappropriate treatment, problems that
could be in many cases alleviated by an expanded screening program109. These problems
present a chronic challenge to the healthcare system as a whole and an acute disadvantage
to individuals, for whom time is of the essence.
10.2

EU rare disease policy

EU policy with regard to rare diseases was initially addressed through the community action
programme on Rare Diseases (1999-2003)110, which focused on providing information on the
problems presented by rare diseases as a whole. Rare diseases have been recognised as a
major public health issue in the Second Community Programme of Community Action in the
Field of Health (2008-2013)111. This document identified non-communicable diseases as 77%
of the EU burden of disease, and asserted the need to increase “Healthy Life Years” (HLY),
in contrast to those years effected by disability.
The Communication from the Commission to the EU Parliament, Council and Economic and
Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on Rare Diseases112, which focused
on the opportunity to address rare diseases on an EU level, encouraged national efforts at
addressing rare diseases, co-operation on an EU level, and increasing visibility and recognition
of rare diseases. This was followed by the adoption by all member states of the Council
Recommendation on Action in the Field of Rare Diseases113, which focused on the adoption of
coherent national strategies towards rare diseases.
The piloting of additional screening protocols would be a clear, visible and measurable
movement on the part of the UK towards tackling rare diseases as a public health concern
in line with their signing of the Council Recommendation on an Action in the Field of Rare
Diseases. The five conditions are well below the 5 in 10,000 prevalence threshold for
recognition as Rare Diseases. A pilot study examining the feasibility of extending screening
to these conditions would contribute to any emerging strategy fostering research on rare
diseases and their incorporation into the UK’s healthcare provision113.
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10.3

Metabolic conditions and screening

The five conditions are screened for via MS/MS, a technology already in operation for MCADD
screening. Given this clear commonality it is reasonable and beneficial to take inherited
metabolic disorders with a common screening procedure together, and to examine their
effect on public health cumulatively. This is in line with a trend in EU policy communications
to address rare diseases as a whole and yet in a manner that allows for specific variation.
While primary prevention is impossible for these diseases, the symptoms can be mitigated
significantly by early diagnosis and nutritional treatment, with a statistically significant
increase in disability-free life years. While these diseases are rare, the burden of the disease
is significantly lower if detected prior to the emergence of symptoms. Metabolic disorders
affect multiple aspects of a patient’s mental and bodily development over time and if
undiagnosed will produce a ‘polyhandicap’ or multiple disability109. As has been demonstrated
in the measurable differences in IQ, neurological development, and chances of survival,
discovery via screening prior to clinical symptoms is the best means of diminishing the effects
of metabolic disorders.
It is important to note that while other EU countries have trialled and retained these additional
screening protocols, prevalence of these disorders differs between countries and this limits
our ability to generalise such a result to the UK. Conversely, given higher incidence of rare
inheritable diseases in ethnically diverse populations with higher levels of consanguinity,
screening may be of greater importance in a multicultural Britain than indicated by other
pilots.
The disparity in prognosis between early and late diagnosis is a common concern in rare
disease policy and screening for these disorders would indicate a positive trend towards
addressing this problem112. Given the issue presented by rarity and scale, a full national
approach presents the best opportunity for catching cases early and treating them effectively.
Early diagnosis also allows for more rapid mobilisation and implementation of expertise that
may not be immediately available due to the rarity of the condition113. Screening will also
identify individuals whose condition may not become symptomatic until permanent damage
or disability has occurred.
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10.4 Patient stress and empowerment
Early identification and consequent contact between parents and specialised support
centres and charities has been associated with lower stress and therefore increases patient
empowerment (see Chapter 8). Patient empowerment is described by the World Health
Organisation as a “pre-requisite for health”, and is a recurring theme in the EU Rare Disease
literature112. Rare diseases in particular, are: “Highly painful in terms of psychosocial burden:
the suffering of rare disease patients and their families is aggravated by psychological
despair, the lack of therapeutic hope, and the absence of practical support in everyday
life.”109
Screening programmes offer the opportunity for both therapeutic hope and practical support,
and thus will help to mitigate despair and disempowerment for patients and their families.
While there is potential for false positive results in screening to cause unnecessary stress,
this can be mitigated through the provision of advice and a clear healthcare pathway. Where
the UK has been reticent with increased neonatal screening due to concerns over privacy,
the metabolic disorders under discussion do not produce the same cascade results as other
inheritable diseases or else are already addressed by pre-existing blood-spot screening
protocols. Thus the forms of screening under consideration empower patients and their
relatives by informing them of treatment whilst presenting minimal additional intrusion into
patient privacy.
At present no clear general procedure for quality assurance for a potential expanded newborn
screening program exists and a pilot study would address this omission. Specifically, MS/MS
has a clear and established method of quality assurance. Transparent quality assurance of
diagnostic procedure is a clear theme in the EU recommendation and would be well served
by a pilot study.
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11		 Expanded newborn screening: discussion and
recommendations
11.1

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is:
•

To discuss the current NSC criteria in relation to the five conditions, including the relevance
and shortcomings of the criteria, and other criteria that may aid in decision making

•

To assess which of the criteria are met by each of the five conditions

•

Where fulfilment of criteria is uncertain, to identify and outline the gaps in our
knowledge

•

To make recommendations for questions that could be answered by a pilot programme

•

To set out some of the important factors that the National Screening Committee might
wish to consider before recommending a pilot programme

In their ‘Public Health Classic’ published in the Bulletin of the World Health Organisation
Andermann et al.19 comment on screening in the genomic age and note that ‘an everwidening gap between what is technologically possible and the services available is creating
pressure to introduce or expand screening programmes often before adequate safeguards
and regulatory frameworks are in place’. Whereas in the US during the last decade there
has been rapid expansion in newborn screening following a report commissioned by HRSA/
MCHB and undertaken by the American College of Medical Genetics29, the UK has adopted a
more conservative and stepwise approach insisting on individual condition evaluation against
screening criteria.
The successful completion, following favourable Health Technology Assessment, of a pilot
study for MCADD, and subsequent implementation in England as part of the newborn blood
spot screening programme has established that methodology and instrumentation are now
sufficiently robust for large scale routine use. In September 2007, a joint meeting of the UK
National Screening Laboratory Network and the National Metabolic Biochemistry Network
(MetBioNet) was held to consider the lessons learned from the pilot, to hear about progress
in international screening programmes and to discuss an approach to expanded screening.
In particular, it was noted that expanding the scope of MS/MS was not the same as starting
a new programme from scratch as the infrastructure for sample collection, analysis and
reporting are already in place. The meeting generally agreed that expanded screening was:
•

clinically useful

•

widely available internationally

•

safe

•

requiring only marginal resources

•

popular with patients and parents

•

politically acceptable
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It was clear that many clinicians would like to see the scope of screening expanded. In
general the desire was to include those conditions that would be vigorously treated once
they were diagnosed. As Rodney Pollitt commented in his opening address, these conditions
would fulfil the categorisation of ‘if only we had known earlier - in that the earlier in life
the diagnosis was made, the more effective such treatment is’. As a result of this meeting, a
list of potential candidates was drawn up, including the five target conditions of this study.
Subsequent approaches to the NSC to consider an expanded programme were met with
the response that screening should not be technology led, but that it should be possible to
demonstrate that each condition individually fulfilled screening criteria. Various ‘vignettes’
were prepared in response to this requirement. However, because of the non-quantifiable
nature of the screening criteria, the subjective nature of many of them, and their overall
lack of suitability for rare genetic conditions, it has never been clear how judgments against
the criteria would be made.
The requirement that each condition fulfil screening criteria on its own merits contrasts with
the line taken in the US. Here it was argued that ‘change in the technological landscape
in the form of multiplex platforms that enable screening for multiple disorders from a
single specimen had the potential to reduce costs per condition tested and could lead to
expansion if these technologies could be integrated safely and effectively into newborn
screening’. Inherited disorders in the newborn were largely considered as a group, and
even some untreatable conditions were eventually included on the grounds that screening
might provide ‘benefit to society’ through reducing the cost of diagnosis and by generating
research benefit as the natural history of conditions could be followed from an early stage
at population level29. The recommendation of a nationally agreed panel of conditions meant
that by November 2008 almost all states had adopted the ACMG panel of 29 core conditions
and a proportion of 25 secondary conditions. Whilst such an approach seems unlikely to be
acceptable in UK, and indeed has since been criticised81, nevertheless, some of the screening
criteria and methods used to assess and rank conditions can assist in our discussion of the
screening criteria.
However, it is not for this report to establish whether or not the criteria are fulfilled but
simply to provide evidence that the NSC may use to support their decision making and,
where possible, to make suggestions to guide the NSC in the process of interpreting the
criteria against this evidence. We will also point out where there are gaps in evidence
and suggest where these may be filled from a pilot programme. Finally, we recognise that,
even when criteria are met, there may be logistical, social or ethical reasons that preclude
service development and that the eventual decision will be influenced by broader political
and economic considerations.
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11.2

Screening criteria

The NSC screening criteria are set out in the Appendix 1 and will form the basis of this
discussion. As an additional resource, the ACMG established a set of criteria against which
experts reviewed a panel of conditions using both scientific evidence, expert knowledge and
subjective opinion and provided some quantitative and qualitative guidance for scoring. In
the following pages we set out each of the screening criteria identified by the NSC (where
appropriate as supplemented by the ACMG) and discuss some of the issues arising in relation
to the five target conditions.
The three main categories and criteria identified by the ACMG are summarised in Table 11.1
together with some guidance on the way conditions should be scored against the criteria.
Table 11.1

ACMG criteria

Clinical characteristics of the condition

Incidence; clinical identifiable signs and
symptoms in the first 24 hours (i.e. prior to
screening test); burden of disease (natural
history if not treated)

The screening test: availability and
characteristics

Availability of a sensitive and specific test
algorithm; ability to test on neonatal blood
spot; test is based on a platform for high
throughput; low cost of test; multiple
testing of analytes for same condition (to
increase specificity); ability to identify
other conditions (secondary targets);
multiplex testing (for multiple conditions)

Diagnosis, follow-up, treatment and
management

Availability of treatment; cost of treatment;
potential efficacy of existing treatment;
individual benefits of early intervention
(benefit to child); family and societal
benefits of early identification; prevention
of mortality; availability of diagnostic
confirmation; availability of acute
management; simplicity of therapy

As a helpful starting point, the ACMG noted explicitly that low scores in a particular area
would not mean that screening for that condition should never be conducted but that they
could be radically overruled, for example, by new advances in testing and treatment.
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The Condition
1.

The condition should be an important public health problem

The importance, or otherwise, of a condition as a ‘public health problem’ is usually considered
to relate to:
a) the number of people affected
b) the severity of the condition
Together these constitute the ‘burden of disease’ within the population.
The ACMG illuminates this somewhat by noting that, in terms of public health importance,
the more common the condition, the higher the justification for screening. They describe
the burden of disease as an important criterion because it favours screening for conditions
that constitute a greater burden. However, they note that for individual conditions there
may be a wide spectrum of severity and tests may not necessarily discriminate between the
milder and more severe forms.
Each of the target disorders in our discussion, and most other inherited metabolic and other
heritable diseases are relatively rare. However, in total the European Organisation for Rare
Diseases (EURORDIS) estimates that there exist between 5,000 and 7,000 distinct rare diseases.
Although each individual disease is rare, the sheer number of individual rare diseases results
in between 6% and 8% of the population of the European Union being affected by a rare
disease109. Many rare diseases have severe consequences for the child and family and a high
proportion of the children will require expensive care from health services, education and
social care services. This is particularly the case as treatments improve survival, but survival
may be with disability, so that the burden of care extends for many years and often into
adulthood. Genetic or heritable conditions are thought to be responsible in children for:
•

35% of deaths under one year, 10% between the ages of 1 and 5 years old and 12% between
5 and 15 years old

•

30% of all childhood admissions to hospital

•

1/3 of children with visual disability or blindness

•

2/3 of all disability114

•

around half of all severe learning disability and 15% of patients presenting with moderate
learning disability

Rates may be even higher in communities such as the West Midlands with large ethnic minority
populations, especially those with high levels of consanguineous marriage114.
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The only recently published estimate of IMD as a group comes from a study in the West Midlands
and gave an overall birth prevalence of 1 in 784 for the years 1999-20034. Extrapolating this
to the entire UK population would suggest approximately 800 new diagnoses per year, of
which one third would be diagnosed by the age of one year. Whilst these results may be a
little high, because of the effect of consanguinity in ethnically diverse populations, it should
also be noted that there is likely to be under-reporting due to death occurring before a
diagnosis is made, or other reasons for failure to diagnose. Some children will die without
treatment whereas others may survive but suffer irreparable consequences of the disease
such as learning disability.
The overall burden of disease due to genetic conditions should, therefore, merit a public
health response that examines the possibility of prevention. EURORDIS advocates that this
should be a global approach - rather than a piecemeal policy for each disorder separately.
In particular, they recommend that ‘where antenatal and asymptomatic phase screening
methods for rare disorders allow for early and effective medical coverage, they should be
implemented because they can significantly improve quality of life’109.
Public health approaches to prevention will, however, be likely to differ from standard
health promotion and disease prevention programmes since inherited metabolic diseases
will not be amenable to ‘blockbuster’ prevention programmes, such as those tackling neural
tube defects, sudden infant death, childhood obesity or infectious diseases. Rather than
looking at risk factors for common diseases or indicators of latent or early stages of common
diseases, prevention in rare genetic conditions is usually based on advances in understanding
of individual disease causation and pathophysiology (often at a molecular level) and the
development of technologies for identifying relevant biomarkers. This can allow those at risk
of the conditions (or in some cases parents at risk of having children with these diseases) to be
identified and informed of prevention options, and those with the conditions to be diagnosed
as early as possible so that they can begin treatment. The ideal scenario for the latter is to
identify the disease and start treatment before the development of irreversible damage so
that a child will remain symptom free and develop as normally as possible. Prevention in
individual genetic disorders is thus largely achieved by an approach that targets individual
conditions leading to a gradual accumulation of health benefit for the population.
The development of relevant technologies can sometimes pave the way for preventive
programmes for groups of genetic conditions. For example, amniocentesis and karyotyping
allows identification of chromosomal disorders such as Down’s syndrome and other trisomies in
the foetus so that termination of pregnancy can be considered; routine antenatal ultrasound
screening allows identification of congenital anomalies such as neural tube defects and
congenital heart disease. In a similar way the introduction of MS/MS into newborn screening
allows the identification of a cluster of inherited metabolic disorders. We argue that, just
as other technologies can be harnessed to achieve more than one health outcome, it is
legitimate and indeed logical to view this cluster of inherited metabolic disorders as a group
which constitutes an important public health problem. Our view is that this does not detract
from any requirement for each individual condition to adhere to the prerequisites that there
must be effective interventions as well as good test performance, few adverse effects on the
unaffected population and adequate services to look after affected children.
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Table 11.2

Burden of disease: details for the target conditions
Birth prevalence

Mortality and morbidity

1 in 224,000

Patients may die during acute episodes.
Untreated the condition is progressively
fatal
Learning difficulties, spasticity, and cortical
visual impairment

1 in 392,000

Mortality 25% by age 30
Skeletal, ocular, vascular and nervous
system pathology

GA1

1 in 109,000

Acute encephalopathic crises with high
levels of mortality if untreated
Children severely disabled with dystonia
and dyskinesia will have difficulties in
communication, feeding and swallowing.

IVA

1 in 155,396

Mortality in around 50%
Severe neurological symptoms and learning
disability

LCHADD

1 in 218,564

Mortality in more than half clinically
presenting patients
Cardiac, CNS, liver and ocular pathology,
progressive encephalopathy

Total

1 in 37,000

MSUD

Homocystinuria

The total number of new cases in England and Wales each year would be on average 19
(range 16-23).
2.

The epidemiology and natural history of the conditions including development
from latent to declared disease should be adequately understood and there
should be a detectable risk factor, disease marker, latent period or early
symptomatic stage

This criterion attempts to answer the question: ‘do we understand the disease well enough
to feel confident that interventions will alter (hopefully improve) the expected natural
history of the condition?’ It is expected that this question will be answerable by classical
epidemiological studies. However, the rarity of inherited metabolic conditions means
that the methods in standard epidemiological research, which rely on a population based
assessment of disease comparing populations with and without disease, will be unlikely to
provide sufficient statistical power to provide classical evidence on incidence, causation,
risk factors and natural history.
Whilst lacking the strength of epidemiological evidence using large numbers, in inherited
metabolic disease we have a group of conditions whose aetiology has been studied in detail
in individuals with precise understanding of the underlying abnormal biochemistry (abnormal
levels of metabolites, enzyme activity and underlying genetic defect) and where clinical
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history has been followed in relation to evolving biochemistry.
Thus, we can use the argument of a detailed understanding of the aetiology and pathophysiology
of disease and its clinical evolution in known cases to answer the question about natural history.
In some cases (for example GA1) fairly large international studies (around 300 patients) have
provided evidence of natural history and related this to different genotypes, biochemistry,
early clinical events, stage at diagnosis and treatment. This sort of study, however, can raise
new questions and decision makers should guard against allowing such detailed knowledge
to create an unreasonable set of standards for this criterion that would not be applied to
more common diseases. For example, with MSUD, clinicians would be confident that raised
serum levels of leucine cause neurotoxicity and the clinical phenotype. However, for many
of the conditions, detailed study of small groups of patients shows variable clinical outcomes
that may be attributed to variations in genotype, relevant enzyme levels, a range of largely
unknown other genetic factors, and the degree of exposure to environmental stressors such
as infection, prolonged fasting or extreme physical exertion. Some such factors may indeed
be broadly similar to those that influence the speed with which an individual with cervical
abnormalities progresses to cancer and the ultimate aggressiveness or response to treatment.
However, in the latter condition, prediction of average risk or progress, on the basis of study
of large populations has enabled screening programmes to provide overall statistics for the
population and to progress without the need to question the natural history of each condition
on the basis of the precise genotype, phenotype and environment of each individual.
The question at issue thus becomes: do we understand the underlying pathology and expected
natural history well enough to recommend treatment that we believe to be beneficial?
Table 11.3

Relationship of abnormal biochemical phenotype to pathology
Pathology

MSUD

Related to toxic accumulation of branched chain amino acids and
alpha ketoacids due to deficiencies in enzyme complex (BCKAD)

Homocystinuria

Pathology due to toxic accumulation of homocysteine in the blood
and tissues

GA1

Toxic accumulation of glutaric acid, 3-hydroxyglutaric acid,
glutatonic acid and glutaryl carnitine. Neurological damage due
to encephalopathy

IVA

Acute and chronic forms related to toxic build up of IVA
and its glycine and carnitine derivatives and depletion of
intramitochondrial coenzyme A during crises

LCHADD

Toxic accumulation of long chain acyl-CoA esters and inability to
synthesise ketone bodies which are a source of energy for organs
such as heart and brain
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The issue of ‘latent period’ is interpreted by ACMG in relation to whether or not the condition
would be identifiable in the newborn period through routine clinical evaluation and, in
particular, before the result of screening was available. They caution that recognition of
a particular phenotype would differ according to typical health care provider or specialist
and also that there would be phenotypic variability in presentation. In IMD, therefore, a
continuum often exists between those that are never detectable in the newborn period and
those where clinical manifestation would always be detectable.
Table 11.4

Age of clinical presentation
Age at presentation

MSUD (Classic)

Symptoms days 2-4 (later for breast fed infants)
Clinical presentation and diagnosis usually more than I week

Homocystinuria

Clinically normal at birth and diagnosis usually not made until age
2-3 years

GA1

Onset with encephalopathic episodes between 3-36 months.
Occasionally non-specific clinical features before this time

IVA

Acute presentation characteristically in first two weeks of life

LCHADD

A few infants present in first few days but majority present later

3.

All the cost effective primary prevention interventions should have been
implemented as far as practicable.

Since many of the conditions are recessive or sporadic they will appear to occur randomly
in the population. Although, in general, measures such as improved detection of carriers
in high risk communities (such as ethnic minorities at risk for Tay Sachs Disease), could be
considered, no particular high risk communities are identified for any of our target conditions.
For these conditions and for other IMDs, there should also be follow up of relatives of cases
of IMD in large consanguineous families (with offers of prenatal testing), and counselling
offered to parents of affected children. None of these options will have a major effect on
overall infant mortality or morbidity, but they should be in place as part of high quality
genetic services and, for some populations and conditions as part of antenatal (and possibly
pre-conceptual) screening.
4.

If the carriers of a mutation are identified as a result of screening the
natural history of people with this status should be understood, including the
psychological implications.

Carriers of the mutation would not be directly identified by the screening test, but, by
implication, the parents would be identified as carriers if their child was diagnosed with
one of the conditions. In reality, however, this makes very little difference to parents as it
is assumed that, for these conditions, the child would ultimately be diagnosed clinically, at
which point the parents’ carrier status would be revealed anyway. Lessons for a newborn
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screening programme could, however, be learned from experience in the neonatal cystic
fibrosis and sickle cell and thalassaemia screening programmes. Although a recent HTA
review (monograph 1357) was principally concerned with identification of carrier status in
the newborn, issues were also described related to determining which of the parents was
affected and whether other children might also be carriers, for the purposes of eventually
giving them information that might be useful when planning pregnancies115.
The Test
5.

There should be a simple, safe, precise and validated screening test.

Neonatal screening for the target conditions is based on screening for elevated levels of
particular analytes by MS/MS. This is performed in laboratories all over the world and the
methodology has been shown to be simple and safe. Furthermore, it is based on existing
infrastructure for sample collection and analysis. The validity of the test is measured by
the sensitivity, specificity and positive predictive value. Data on this are available from
both published and unpublished reports of international screening programmes. These data
indicate that the individual tests for our target conditions are highly sensitive and specific
in most cases. There are some instances, as discussed in Chapter 7, where the absence of
abnormal biochemistry in the newborn period with certain sub-types of disease can impact
on the sensitivity of the assay.
The positive predictive value of the test in most cases is very low and variability in the false
positive rate across screening programmes can be observed. This is probably a reflection of
the varying ages at sampling and different screening algorithms in use, which have an impact
on the false positive rate and subsequently the positive predictive value. A number of factors
contribute to the false positive rate including the fact that the screening test employed is
not disease specific, but can rather be considered as specific to a “disease bundle” much
in the same way as screening for PKU and MCADD. The development of testing algorithms,
based on the quantitation of multiple analytes relevant to one condition or second-tier
tests has allowed improvements in test performance and resolution of screen positives into
appropriate disease or non-disease categories.
The ACMG considered the ability of a test to detect multiple analytes relevant to one
condition as a positive feature, as it allowed further discrimination of true positives and
false positives. In addition, value was also given to the incidental detection of disorders,
which were classified as “secondary targets”. The ability to detect these conditions was
felt to add value to the primary target, as they were clinically significant and could lead to
tangible benefits for the newborn and the family.
6.

The distribution of test values in the population should be known and a suitable
cut-off level defined and agreed.

Information from existing screening programmes can give some indication of test values in
Caucasian populations. However, these data cannot be directly extrapolated to the UK as
differences in age at screening and method of assay calibration will have an impact on the
values. Definition of a suitable cut-off level for the UK will require analysis of samples from
unaffected newborns to establish population means and ranges for the analyte of interest.
These can be modified following accumulation of further data upon initiation of a pilot study
or screening programme.
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7.

The test should be acceptable to the population.

Judging the acceptance of the test is very subjective and is influenced by a number of factors
including parents’ understanding of the screening process and the impact of false positive
results. In countries where screening programmes for the five target conditions have been
put in place, they have been widely accepted and this is likely to be the case in the UK.
8.

There should be an agreed policy on the further diagnostic investigation
of individuals with a positive test and on the choices available to those
individuals.

Further diagnostic investigations of individuals with a positive test result involve analysis of
a repeat blood sample and further analysis using urine and/or plasma specimens. For some
individuals definitive diagnosis is based on measurement of enzyme activity. This might be
complemented by mutational analysis, although the latter would not be required in the
majority of cases. (It may, however, be included as part of a pilot study). These confirmatory
assays are well known to diagnostic laboratories and the pathways that will be used for this
process will be similar to those existing for PKU and MCADD.
9.

If the test is for mutations the criteria used to select subset of mutations to be
covered by screening should be clearly set out.

The tests in use are biochemical tests and not tests for mutations.
The treatment
10.

There should be an effective treatment or intervention for patients identified
through early detection with evidence of early treatment leading to better
outcomes than late treatment.

For newborn screening it is critical to show that treatment established once the diagnosis is
made can improve the outcomes in terms of mortality, morbidity and disability. Treatments
should be both effective and cost-effective. As these treatments will not, in general, provide
a cure for the disease, effectiveness may be viewed in terms of partial recovery and slowing
the disease processes and reduction in morbidity and disability. It is particularly important
to show that early detection (via screening), if possible before symptoms and clinical signs
have appeared, will lead to better outcomes than outcomes for children who are diagnosed
clinically. Where conditions (such as MSUD) can present before the screening test is taken (or
before the result is known) this does not necessarily preclude screening as it is important to
show that the screening test can still lead to a beneficial earlier diagnosis.
In addition the ACMG also considered:
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•

Availability of treatment

•

Cost of treatment

•

That treatment might only affect a subset of individuals or may not be equally effective
in all patients
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•

Availability of healthcare professionals with expertise in acute management

•

Simplicity of therapy (this determines whether infants are likely to be able to be managed
locally or whether sub-specialist care will be required)

One set of evidence involved our understanding of the pathophysiology of the disease and,
in particular, the likely damage that will occur by exposure to toxic substances as a result
of the impaired metabolic processes, and the ability of treatments to reduce those toxic
effects.
Table 11.5

Treatment and evidence of benefit

Condition

Treatment regimes agreed

Benefit of early treatment

MSUD

Dietary restriction of amino acids

Yes - outcome relates to
duration of leucine exposure

Homocystinuria

Dietary restriction of methionine
and supplementation of betaine,
B12 and folic acid

Yes - clinical manifestations
can be avoided but only in
those patients treated from
soon after birth

GA1

Low protein lysine restricted diet
with supplementation of carnitine.
Guidelines available

Whereas outcome is poor in
patients diagnosed after acute
encephalopathy, most patients
remain clinically asymptomatic
if diagnosed and treated before
these crises
‘value of early diagnosis and
treatment is not disputed’

IVA

Amino acid restriction and carnitine
supplementation
(No formal guidelines published)

Rapid detection and
intervention in metabolic crises
is critical and mis-management
lead to permanent neurological
damage and learning disability

LCHADD

Fasting avoidance and limiting long
chain fatty acid intake plus vitamin
and mineral supplementation
The use of an agreed emergency
regimen to family, primary and
secondary care

Identification and early
treatment to avoid metabolic
compensation is effective in
reducing risk of death and
long-term complications and
morbidity in all except those
with complete MTP deficiency
or isolated LKAT deficiency
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There are already a considerable number of patients under treatment for these disorders
and authoritative guidelines are increasingly available. Of these disorders LCHAD deficiency
is probably the most complicated to treat. To provide support across the country it is
recommended that there should be NHS provision of a formal panel of expert dieticians able
to give telephone advice to their colleagues.
11.

There should be agreed evidence based policies covering which individuals
should be offered treatment and the appropriate treatment to be offered.

Agreed treatments are described in Chapter 3 and above for all target conditions, including
details of the dietary management, the ways in which this can be titrated against plasma
levels of the relevant analytes and also ‘Emergency Regimens’ that are instituted at times
of metabolic stress. Regular and careful monitoring of nutritional adequacy of the diet,
biochemical monitoring of the response and the provision of support and advice, (which may
at times include alternative methods of feeding such as through gastrostomy or nasogastric
feeding) are important aspects of supervision by specialised dieticians.
For most patients with our target conditions there is no substantive doubt that patients
with abnormal biochemistry should be offered treatments. However, for two conditions,
there are suggestions that there are milder variants that might not warrant a full-scale
dietary regimen. Some patients with MSUD have some residual enzyme activity, although
they will be picked up by MS/MS, they may have a milder clinical course and some may even
be asymptomatic. The degree of dietary management required for each patient cannot be
determined by the level of residual enzyme activity as the phenotype is modified by other
genes. However the intensity of treatment can be modified according to plasma branchedchain amino acid concentrations. Each patient thus needs individual evaluation to determine
severity of disease and necessary intensity of treatment. Some can be managed without
dietary treatment but should still receive an emergency regimen for times of metabolic
stress.
For the more recently recognised, milder phenotype of IVA (including all of the newborns
with a particular recurring mis-sense mutation in the relevant mutant IVD allele) that can
be found by newborn screening, there is a recommendation that these individuals should be
observed clinically, particularly when exposed to metabolic stressors and low dose carnitine
considered if plasma level reduced.
12.

Clinical management of the condition and patient outcomes should be optimized
in all healthcare providers prior to participation in a screening programme.

Throughout the UK, there are specialised services capable of evaluating and managing
patients with inherited metabolic disorders once they are suspected or identified and
referred to the service. These services are quite closely linked with each other (e.g. through
national and international professional groups to ensure best practice). However, it has to
be admitted that there is some lack of capacity and, in some cases, services may lack the
full multi-disciplinary team. In these circumstances agreed hub and spoke models of care,
particularly for dietetic support, will need to be in place. For MCADD a detailed handbook
on dietary management has been developed, a model that could be used in other conditions.
In particular, services may not have been as active as they might be in providing outreach
to district hospitals, in raising awareness about inherited metabolic conditions and setting
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up systems for referral and joint care. This in turn exacerbates the problem of diagnosis
in these conditions, which occurs because of the non-specific way in which they present;
diagnosis may be delayed for days, months or even years for some of the more insidious
onset conditions. Throughout all this time the child is not receiving optimal care.
The process of diagnosis does not begin with specialists, but more likely by district hospital
paediatric services (for acute presenting) and community paediatric services (for those
presenting with developmental delay etc.). It is thus crucially dependent on them having
the necessary suspicion of disease and for the necessary testing protocols being in place.
Paradoxically, therefore, although the specialised services may not be optimised in terms of
overall capacity, it could be argued that this makes a screening programme more, rather than
less important, by simplifying the diagnostic process for some of the infants and ensuring
that positive screening results are immediately flagged up by the specialised services.
The screening programme
13.

There should be evidence from high-quality Randomised Controlled Trials that
the screening programme is effective in reducing mortality or morbidity. Where
screening is aimed solely at providing information to allow the person being
screened to make an ‘informed choice’ (e.g. Down’s syndrome, cystic fibrosis
carrier screening), there must be evidence from high quality trials that the test
accurately measures risk. The information that is provided about the test and
its outcome must be of value and readily understood by the individual being
screened.

The main purpose of the test is to improve morbidity and mortality in the infant screened and
so the second requirement in this criterion relating to ‘solely providing information’ does not
apply. As noted in Chapter 4, it is impossible to obtain evidence of effectiveness of screening
programmes from randomized trials because of the rarity, complexity and heterogeneity
of the conditions. Not only will there be insufficient patients to generate the necessary
statistical power, but also there would be significant ethical considerations in allocating
patients to a non-screening group in the light of rapid advances in dietary and other aspects
of management.
In Chapter 7 we provide evidence from the ‘next best’ study designs (observational cohorts)
in which screened and clinically detected cohorts are compared in nearby geographic areas
with similar services or sequentially with groups closely related in time before and after a
screening programme is put in place. Even such comparisons are prone to biases, which some
of the studies have attempted to minimise.
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Table 11.6

Evidence of effectiveness of screening programmes
General group
including target
conditions

Patients diagnosed by screening have
reduced mortality and less significant
intellectual or physical handicap than
those presenting clinically

Waisbren et al.61;116
New England

General group
including target
conditions

Hospitalisation levels similar but
clinically detected group had higher
rates of mental retardation and higher
parental stress

Spiekerkoetter et
al.65
European centres

LCHADD

Screen detected patients had reduced
mortality and some evidence of
reduction in morbidity

Kolker et al.50
Germany

GA1

Reduced mortality and encephalopathic
crises in screen detected cases.
Screen detected cases had no delay in
developmental milestones and no effect
on growth or maturation

Strauss et al.62
Pennsylvania
Amish and other
populations

GA1

Reduced risk of brain injury in those
diagnosed before symptoms present

Wilcken et al.
Australia

14.

41;60

There should be evidence that the complete screening programme (test,
diagnostic procedures, treatment/intervention) is clinically, socially, and
ethically acceptable to health professionals and the public.

This criterion requires that we consider the range of relevant stakeholders in a potential
expanded newborn screening programme and seek evidence about the clinical, social and
ethical acceptability of otherwise of the programme. Relevant stakeholders might include:
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•

Patients, parents and other family members affected by these conditions

•

Voluntary organisations and relevant patient groups concerned with these disorders
(including umbrella organisations)

•

Health professionals and others involved in provision of other newborn screening
programmes

•

Laboratory scientists involved in provision of diagnostic IMD services who would potentially
be involved in the provision of a screening programme

•

Clinicians involved in provision of specialised IMD services

•

Dieticians involved in provision of specialised IMD services

•

Providers of maternity services who would be involved in explaining expanded programme
and gaining consent for testing
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•

Practitioners involved in community child health services who might be involved in assisting
parents concerned about positive results, obtaining repeat tests, and communicating
diagnosis to parents and providing or assisting in providing initial clinical support

•

General practitioners involved in long-term care of the family

In the UK much of the pressure to expand the newborn screening programme has come
from patient and voluntary organisations (see Chapter 8) and from professionals closely
associated with management of these conditions (see documentation of meeting held by
the NSC with professionals in June 2008). We have less evidence from providers in maternity
services, community paediatrics and primary care services; this represents information that
could usefully be obtained from the pilot programme.
What sort of clinical, social and ethical acceptability would be included in these
conditions?
Clinical issues with a wider group of professionals might include considerations of:
•

Whether all professionals involved in the programme or affected by it have the necessary
educational, information, time and other resources to provide this screening programme
or feel ‘out of their depth’ in this area

•

Whether a disproportionate amount of clinical time is taken up by the programme in
relation to the perceived outcomes - e.g. providing education and support for those
administering screening tests, organising diagnostic work-up and initial management for
screen positives, supporting eventual false positives, providing care for diagnosed children
and their families. It may be perceived that the expanded programme is ‘more bother than
it is worth’

•

How the programme has affected relationships between specialised services and the
periphery (e.g. the programme might enhance awareness and communication between
specialists and the periphery across the range of IMDs)

•

Whether health professionals consider that the services is appropriately prioritised when
compared to other areas of need

•

Whether this has a good or bad effect on diagnosis of other IMDs (e.g. more awareness, or
complacency that diseases have been tested for)

Social aspects might include:
•

Whether the need to provide information and gain informed consent from parents prior
to testing provokes unacceptable stress and further medicalisation of pregnancy and the
newborn period

•

Whether the number of false positives and the level and length of uncertainty created for
them and their families is acceptable

•

Whether professionals and other stakeholders feel that this programme fits in with the
cultural norms and expectations of the community. This might be particularly important
to explore in a range of ethnic and faith communities

•

Whether health communities such as PCTs agree that expanded newborn screening would
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be a service to prioritise
•

Enhanced public awareness of these metabolic disorders and rare disorders in general

Ethical issues are discussed in detail in Chapter 9 and include:
•

Difficulties in achieving informed consent made worse by the number of conditions added,
their complexity and individual variability

•

Implications for family members and how these would be handled, particularly with regard
to further reproductive choice and possible cascade testing following positive diagnosis

•

False positive results – the problem of doing harm to some individuals

•

Lack of gold standard results from RCT before implementing the expanded programme

•

Possible identification of disease carriers (should not happen with the protocols
envisaged)

•

Finding misattributed paternity (fully covered in blood spot programme)

•

Governance of material including security of storage, disposal of samples and use for
secondary purposes

In considering ethical, legal and social issues with regard to expanding the programme to
include a further five conditions, the question should be asked whether these conditions
raise any new issues that have not already been addressed with regard to PKU and MCADD
and other neonatal screening programmes. Alternatively, issues arising from an expansion of
the programme may just be a question of scale, complexity, the relative balance of benefit
to harm and the balance of resource input to outcome. In particular, the rarity of these
disorders compared with MCADD and PKU might mean a smaller return for resource input,
and a lower positive predictive value of positive screens, meaning that the balance of false
and true positives was less favourable. Similarly, it is not known whether the addition of
a further five conditions might be five times as burdensome, or, with appropriate support,
just add a little to the work of each health professional. All of these questions could be
addressed through a pilot study and through the continuing information coming from the
MCADD programme.
15.

The benefit from the screening programme should outweigh the physical and
psychological harm (caused by the test, diagnostic procedures and treatment).

A number of benefits could flow from expanded newborn screening. The principle benefits
of the screening programme are those to the individual with the condition, who is diagnosed
and treated earlier and with better outcomes. These health benefits also accrue for family
members, who may also receive a disease diagnosis and be able to commence treatment, or
by parents or other family members who might be able to receive counselling about risk to
offspring and opportunities to avoid the birth of another affected child. In addition to health
benefits are the benefits to families of not having to care for a very unwell or disabled child
over long periods. It could be anticipated that there would be benefits to society of a reduced
burden on medical, social and educational services. There may also be a widespread raised
awareness of rare metabolic disorders, which, if properly managed could ensure that a wider
group of patients is diagnosed and managed effectively and cared for with understanding in
the community. For health services there may be streamlining of diagnostic processes, better
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targeting of specialised services on those with diagnosed conditions, raised awareness of rare
conditions with other paediatric and community services, more predictable care focused on
long-term surveillance and care rather than crisis management. Finally there is the benefit of
further research in the epidemiology, diagnosis and management of these conditions through
the systematic study of patients diagnosed through a screening programme and clinically.
Possible harms are discussed in Chapter 9 and a background paper for the proposed expanded
newborn screening pilot on parental views on expanded screening108. Harms are mainly
accrued by the large majority (several hundred thousand each year) of parents who need to
decide about expanded screening test and go through the testing process and the smaller
number who have screen positive results. They include: anxiety caused by decision making
in whether or not to have their infant screened; lack of information, confusion about the
information or difficulty in understanding information about the test and its purpose; any
follow-up testing; concern during the waiting period for results and uncertainty caused by
lateness of results or any confusion in communication; heightened concern, hospital visits
and clinical assessment for screen positives; depending on the condition, institution of
dietary therapy and/or cessation of breast feeding or use of an emergency regime for screen
positive infants whilst a definitive diagnosis is achieved; for a very small number of patients,
possibly the identification of rare variants or uncertain biomarker levels with uncertainty of
the utility of treatment and possibly unnecessary treatment.
The scale, range and quality of these benefits and possible harms cannot be described or
quantified at present on the basis of published evidence, including reports of experience
from the recent MCADD pilot study. However, a well constructed prospective evaluation of a
pilot study could elucidate some of these areas. Moreover, it is likely that benefits could be
enhanced through attention to design of the programme – for example, an awareness of the
need to involve the wider health community in the programme and enhance relationships
with specialist services might be built in to the project objectives. At the same time some
of the harms associated with false positives could be minimised by better education of the
public about the programme, personal communication of any positive results and expert
support during diagnostic work-up; continuing support to parents of children with false
positive results to ensure anxiety about the child’s health is resolved. Most importantly, the
number of false positives could be minimised by careful setting of laboratory cut-offs as
detailed in Chapter 7.
16.

The opportunity cost of the screening programme (including testing, diagnosis
and treatment, administration, training and quality assurance) should be
economically balanced in relation to expenditure on medical care as a whole
(i.e. value for money). Assessment against this criterion should have regard to
evidence from cost benefit and/or cost effectiveness analyses and have regard
to the effective use of available resource.

The opportunity costs of an expanded screening programme include not only the price of the
test but the costs of parental education, follow up of all positives to a definitive diagnosis,
treatment of affected children, and ongoing data collection and evaluation. These inevitably
draw scarce resources away from other public health programmes and needs. Whilst this
might be quantified in general terms, at the level of individual clinicians and services it
is inevitable that time spent on screening cannot be spent on other aspects of care. This,
more qualitative aspect of service provision could be explored through the pilot by an in
depth study of the day to day effect of dealing with the programme from maternity services,
health visitors, general practitioners, screening coordinators and others.
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Evidence was presented in Chapter 7 from six economic studies showing that MS/MS was costeffective when judged relative to nationally accepted standards. In general, screening for
multiple conditions is more efficient than screening for individual conditions. The evidence
from these studies was supportive of all target conditions although somewhat equivocal
about homocystinuria. However, it should be noted that in the 2004 UK HTA review, where
a higher incidence of homocystinuria more relevant to the UK population was assumed,
homocystinuria was ranked in 4th place in a table of priority for extended newborn screening
using MS/MS1.
17.

All other options for managing the condition should have been considered (for
example, improving treatment and providing other services), to ensure that no
more cost-effective intervention could be introduced or current interventions
increased within the resources available.

For all of the target conditions there is general agreement that diagnosis based on clinical
symptoms will always be difficult because of the non-specific presentations of all of these
conditions and will always be associated with a poorer outcome. Clearly encouraging earlier
clinical diagnosis would also be a possibility, but for most of these conditions, the child
may die or suffer irreversible damage before the diagnosis is made. Although an alternative
diagnostic method might be ‘high-risk’ testing, where MS/MS is run on specimens from
infants presenting in relevant clinical ways, experts agree that results of testing would be
more difficult to interpret because of a lack of standard cut-offs for infants at various ages
who are unwell with varying underlying clinical conditions causing biochemical abnormality.
The body of evidence from research, and clinical opinion is that screening is the only way to
make a timely diagnosis.
18.

There should be a plan for managing and monitoring the screening programme
and an agreed set of quality assurance standards.

At present neither a detailed plan for managing and monitoring an expanded screening
programme nor a set of quality assurance standards exists. However, one of the purposes
of a pilot phase would be to develop such a plan. It is envisaged that the laboratory guide
for newborn screening in the UK for MCADD would provide an excellent template to which
additional conditions could be added. This guide covers:
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•

Protocol for testing; who should be tested, testing of siblings and late testing

•

Specimen requirements and factors affecting screening results, particularly those associated
with false negatives and false positives

•

Laboratory analysis of relevant metabolites, expected internal quality control and
performance criteria

•

Laboratory protocol for full diagnostic work-up

•

Protocol for clinical follow up of presumptive positives

•

Reporting to child record departments with onward communication of negative results to
parents by health visitor and communication of positive results by local trusts

•

Published laboratory and clinical guidelines and standards
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19.

Adequate staffing and facilities for testing, diagnosis, treatment, and programme
management should be available prior to the commencement of the screening
programme.

At present, involved laboratory and clinical services consider the expanded newborn screening
could be delivered as an extension of the current screening service and substantially within
the current resource envelope of laboratory and clinical capacity and only marginal increases
in administration. Indeed, it can be argued that the reduced burden of critically ill infants
presenting clinically may benefit the services to some extent. However, this assertion should
be tested as part of a pilot study.
20.

Evidence based information explaining the consequences of testing, investigation
and treatment, should be made available to potential participants to assist
them in making an informed choice.

Resources similar to those provided for the MCADD programme would need to be available
prior to commencement of a programme and could be developed as part of a pilot project.
21.

Public pressure for widening the eligibility criteria for reducing the screening
interval, and for increasing the sensitivity of the testing process, should be
anticipated. Decisions about these parameters should be scientifically justifiable
to the public.

The issues about widening eligibility criteria and screening interval are not relevant in the
context of newborn screening. Pressure to increase the sensitivity of testing arises because
of missed cases. The number of missed cases is likely to be extremely small. However, test
performance must be monitored strictly to create the optimum balance of false negatives
and false positives.
22.

If screening is for a mutation the programme should be acceptable to people
identified as carriers and to other family members.

Screening is not for a mutation.
11.3

Gaps in knowledge

Consideration of the criteria discussed above and the findings of the systematic review have
shown that there are gaps in our knowledge, that ought to be filled before a decision on
expanded newborn screening could be made. These have been discussed fully in the relevant
chapters and are listed here as areas that could be pursued through a pilot programme.
Recommendations for the pilot
Epidemiology
The numbers of screen detected and clinically detected cases should be ascertained along
with basic demographic details including age at diagnosis, sex, ethnic background of parents,
history of consanguinity, and any family history of disease. Comment: in a limited pilot study
this will not provide definitive knowledge on the epidemiology of the conditions, but will
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begin to set a basis for possible future epidemiological studies of these conditions within
the UK.
Clinical validity of MS/MS screening tests
Participating laboratories must collectively devise and evaluate their tests with respect
to analytic validity and clinical validity – in particular to maximise test sensitivity whilst
minimising false positives.
For each condition this should result in flow-charts that show, for each condition:
•

initial cut-offs

•

cut-offs for any repeat testing/ or for urgent assessment (depending on condition)

•

cut-offs for further sampling request and the further testing undertaking

•

diagnostic cut-offs

•

expected ‘flow’ of infants through the various branches

Clinical utility
Cases detected by newborn screening should be included on a register and followed up.
Diagnosis should be recorded with detail of underlying genetic and biochemical abnormalities
and presenting clinical features. Patients should be followed up with details of treatment
provided, centre of treatment and description of clinical progress including acute crises
and outcomes in terms of morbidity and disability. Parallel active surveillance through the
UK laboratories for cases of these conditions diagnosed clinically should be put in place and
these cases should be followed up in a similar way.
Possible harm from false positives
The pilot study needs to look carefully at the numbers of false positives and their pathway
from flagged test to final negative diagnosis. It also needs to devise means of minimising
stress caused by improving education in antenatal period and around the time of screening
and support in the event of a positive result. Educational support will be needed for parents,
health professionals and the general public.
Possible harm from over diagnosis
This is not thought to be a major issue for the five target conditions. However, the pilot
study should include clear documentation of biochemistry and clinical assessment of every
case diagnosed. It should consider some form of external assessment to confirm whether
treatment was strictly necessary for each case and record the reasons behind this.
Economic analysis
The pilot study needs to quantify the extra costs needed to expand the screening programme
to include these conditions. Costs falling on laboratories, specialist clinical, paediatric,
community services and primary care need to be estimated.
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Availability of specialist care
The pilot study needs to assess whether there is sufficient capacity in the specialist system to
undertake the necessary diagnostic, clinical assessment and follow-up of patients identified
through the screening system. A comparison of clinical input for screen detected versus
clinically detected cases would be useful.
Organisational aspects
The pilot programme should consider in detail the organisational requirements including the
ways in which laboratory and clinical elements must be integrated in order to streamline the
identification and follow up of those who screen positive.
Guidelines and treatment protocols
The pilot programme should result in a set of guidelines for laboratory and clinical assessment
of screen positive patients and for clinical management and follow-up of patients, where
possible depending on initial genetic, biochemical and clinical profile.
Clinical outcome
The pilot study should begin the process of tracking health and other outcomes for patients and
families and should lead to the development of a system and agreed outcome measures.
Wider benefits and harms
The pilot study should provide evidence on wider benefits and harms including those to
parents and extended family of cases, false positives and their families, health services,
researchers and society in general.
Where possible the pilot programme should develop and publish operational protocols and
resources that will maximise benefit and minimise harm.
Clinical, social and ethical acceptability
The pilot programme should work through a group of stakeholders to collect evidence on the
clinical, social and ethical acceptability of expanded screening.
Opportunity cost of screening
The pilot programme should study qualitative aspects of the opportunity cost by working
with relevant health professionals involved in the whole range of the programme.
Managing, monitoring and setting quality assurance standards
A detailed plan, resources for running and monitoring the programme and set of quality
assurance standards should be developed as part of a pilot programme.
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Resources for parents and public
Evidence based information about the conditions, advantages and disadvantages of testing,
process of testing, consequences of the test result and expected follow-up should be
developed as part of a pilot project. The MCADD resources could be used as a template.
11.4

Conclusion

There is much evidence to support expanded newborn screening within the UK as a means
of preventing death and disability from a target range of inherited metabolic conditions
through expansion of the current set of tests. The conditions are all treatable and there is
evidence that outcomes are better if infants are diagnosed early and treatment is commenced
before any symptoms occur. The strength of evidence supports the view that an expanded
‘bundle’ of conditions is more cost-effective than restricting testing to only one or two
tests, as at present. However, whilst there will be significant benefit to a small number of
infants and their families, as well as, in total, to the wider health, social and educational
services, the possible harms applied to the entire population of newborns arising from this
expanded screening programme must be considered. The most significant harms arise from
the diagnostic work-up for those eventually found to be disease free and include those
directly impacting on the family (such as anxiety) and ‘knock-on’ effects of the extra work
on laboratory, specialist and general paediatric and primary care services. The evidence
suggests that such impacts will be manageable but nevertheless there is a need for them to
be investigated and quantified.
Newborn screening for MSUD, homocystinuria, GA1, IVA and LCHADD deficiency
Through this review we have collected and synthesised all the available national and
international literature and concluded that the evidence for expanded newborn screening
for the five target conditions is favourable.
Recommendation 1
The NSC should study this report in detail and determine whether or not it agrees with
the conclusions. If not, it should set out:
•

Any factual points of disagreement, where possible indicating how such disagreements
can be reconciled

•

The areas where it considers the evidence is not strong enough to support a favourable
case for expanded screening in general. To the extent that this evidence is unavailable,
it should describe what it considers would constitute suitable evidence, and whether it
is reasonably foreseeable that this could be obtained in the UK in the short to medium
term

An expanded national newborn screening programme
Whether or not the NSC newborn screening programme should be expanded to include each
of these five conditions requires the NSC to weigh up the conditions against their screening
criteria. This review has provided interpretation and discussion against each of the criteria.
It has concluded that none of the criteria are unfulfilled but that the criteria in very rare
genetic conditions may need to be judged differently; there will be trade-offs between
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criteria; and judgements about ‘fulfilment’ or otherwise are subjective.
Recommendation 2
The NSC should consider the conditions against each of its screening criteria and
decide:
•

whether each criterion is met or not

•

where there is insufficient evidence for a given criterion/condition, what it would
consider to be sufficient evidence that could be collected within the UK in the short
to medium term

Developing a pilot programme
Following its conclusions that expanded newborn screening would improve health outcomes
without causing undue harm and that this could best be undertaken through a national
newborn screening programme, the review group of this study has concluded that the next
step should be a large scale pilot study. The aim of such a study would be to place expanded
newborn screening into experimental practice on a sufficiently large scale to allow some
of the unanswered questions relevant to the programme to be answered. Central questions
include whether or not laboratories can develop tests with optimal performance for screening,
the actual cost to laboratory and clinical services, the impact on these services, and public
and professional acceptability. A more complete set of questions that relate also to the
effectiveness of screening programmes is outlined above. The NIHR CLAHRC in the Sheffield
region has provided funding for a pilot programme and it is believed that many of these
questions could be addressed within the funding available.
Recommendation 3
The NSC should:
•

recommend that a pilot programme should be undertaken to address gaps in our
knowledge relevant to the expansion of newborn screening in the UK

•

ask the NIHR funded CLAHRC project to conduct the pilot programme

•

set out a mechanism for agreeing further evidence requirement and a process for
obtaining and judging this evidence

•

agree to receive a report from the pilot programme on completion
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Appendix 1

UK National Screening Committee criteria
(updated June 2009)

The Condition
1. The condition should be an important health problem
2. The epidemiology and natural history of the condition, including development from
latent to declared disease, should be adequately understood and there should be a
detectable risk factor, disease marker, latent period or early symptomatic stage.
3. All the cost-effective primary prevention interventions should have been
implemented as far as practicable.
4. If the carriers of a mutation are identified as a result of screening the natural
history of people with this status should be understood, including the psychological
implications.
The Test
5. There should be a simple, safe, precise and validated screening test.
6. The distribution of test values in the target population should be known and a
suitable cut-off level defined and agreed.
7. The test should be acceptable to the population.
8. There should be an agreed policy on the further diagnostic investigation of
individuals with a positive test result and on the choices available to those
individuals.
9. If the test is for mutations the criteria used to select the subset of mutations to
be covered by screening, if all possible mutations are not being tested, should be
clearly set out.
The Treatment
10. There should be an effective treatment or intervention for patients identified
through early detection, with evidence of early treatment leading to better
outcomes than late treatment.
11. There should be agreed evidence based policies covering which individuals should
be offered treatment and the appropriate treatment to be offered.
12. Clinical management of the condition and patient outcomes should be optimised in
all health care providers prior to participation in a screening programme.
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The Screening Programme
13. There should be evidence from high quality Randomised Controlled Trials that
the screening programme is effective in reducing mortality or morbidity. Where
screening is aimed solely at providing information to allow the person being
screened to make an “informed choice” (e.g. Down’s syndrome, cystic fibrosis
carrier screening), there must be evidence from high quality trials that the test
accurately measures risk. The information that is provided about the test and its
outcome must be of value and readily understood by the individual being screened.
14. There should be evidence that the complete screening programme (test, diagnostic
procedures, treatment/ intervention) is clinically, socially and ethically acceptable
to health professionals and the public.
15. The benefit from the screening programme should outweigh the physical and
psychological harm (caused by the test, diagnostic procedures and treatment).
16. The opportunity cost of the screening programme (including testing, diagnosis and
treatment, administration, training and quality assurance) should be economically
balanced in relation to expenditure on medical care as a whole (i.e. value for
money). Assessment against this criterion should have regard to evidence from cost
benefit and/or cost effectiveness analyses and have regard to the effective use of
available resource.
17. All other options for managing the condition should have been considered (e.g.
improving treatment, providing other services), to ensure that no more cost
effective intervention could be introduced or current interventions increased within
the resources available.
18. There should be a plan for managing and monitoring the screening programme and
an agreed set of quality assurance standards.
19. Adequate staffing and facilities for testing, diagnosis, treatment and programme
management should be available prior to the commencement of the screening
programme.
20. Evidence-based information, explaining the consequences of testing, investigation
and treatment, should be made available to potential participants to assist them in
making an informed choice.
21. Public pressure for widening the eligibility criteria for reducing the screening
interval, and for increasing the sensitivity of the testing process, should be
anticipated. Decisions about these parameters should be scientifically justifiable to
the public.
22. If screening is for a mutation the programme should be acceptable to people
identified as carriers and to other family members.
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Appendix 2
Stage 1

Search strategies used in the major electronic
bibliographic databases

Identification of all articles relevant to the evaluation of MS/MS screening
programmes

CDSR and CCTR
Limited 2002 to 2009 year of publication
#1 NEONATAL SCRENING*:ME
#2 (NEONAT* NEAR/L SCREEN*)
#3 (NEWBORN* NEAR/L SCREEN*)
#4 (#1 OR #2 OR #3)
#5 MASS-SCREEN*:ME
#6 INFANT-NEWBORN*:ME
#7 (#5 AND #6)
#8 (#4 OR #7)
#9 METABOLISM-INBORN ERRORS*:ME
#10 ((INBORN NEAR/L ERROR*) NEAR
METABOLISM)
#11 (#9 OR #10)
#12 (#8 AND #11)
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CINAHL Database search VIA NHS Evidence
website http://www.library.nhs.uk/
booksandjournals/Default.aspx
Limited 2002 to 2009 year of publication		
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

exp health screening/		
exp infant, newborn/		
1 AND 2				
neonat* ADJ2 screen*		
newborn* ADJ2 screen*		
3 OR 4 OR 5				
exp metabolism, inborn errors/
inborn ADJ2 error*			
7 OR 8					
6 AND 9				
spectrum analysis/			
mass ADJ2 spect*			
ms ADJ2 spect*			
tandem ADJ2 mass			
11 OR 12 OR 13 OR 14		
10 AND 15			
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CRD database search (NHS DARE, EED,
HTA) via website http://www.crd.york.
ac.uk/crdweb/
Limited 2002 to 2009 year of publication
((neonat* AND screen*) OR (newborn AND
screen*)) AND ((mass AND spect*) OR (ms
AND spect*) OR (tandem AND spect*))

Medline via Pubmed
Limited 2002 to current year of publication
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Neonatal screening
Neonat* screen*
Newborn* screen*
Mass screening		
Infant, newborn		
#4 AND #5		
#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #6
Metabolism, inborn errors
Inborn error*		
#8 OR #9		
#7 AND #10		
Spectrum analysis, mass
Mass spect*		
MS spect*		
Tandem mass		
#12 OR #13 OR #14 OR #15
#11 AMD #16

EMBASE Database search VIA NHS Evidence
website http://www.library.nhs.uk/
booksandjournals/Default.aspx
Limited 2002 to current year of publication
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

exp newborn screening/
neonat* ADJ2 screen*		
newborn* ADJ2 screen*		
exp mass screening/		
exp newborn/			
#4 AND #5				
#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #6		
exp inborn-error-of-metabolism
inborn ADJ2 error ADJ2 metabolism
#8 OR #9				
#7 AND #10				
exp mass spectrometry/		
mass ADJ2 spect*			
ms ADJ2 spect*			
tandem ADJ2 mass			
#12 OR #13 OR #14 OR #15
#11 AND #16		

Web of Knowledge Search Terms
Topic=(neonat* OR newborn*) AND Topic=(screen*)
AND Topic=(inborn error*) AND Topic=(metabolism)
AND Topic=(mass OR MS OR tandem) AND
Topic=(spect*)
Timespan=All Years. Databases=SCI-EXPANDED,
SSCI, A&HCI, CPCI-S.
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Stage 2

Glutaric acidaemia

Homocystinuria

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

glutaryl coa			
glutaricaciduria		
gcdh			
ga 1			
glutaric aciduria
glutaric acidemia
glutaric acidaemia
#1 OR #2 OR #3 ORO #4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #7

homocystinuria			
hypermethioninaemia		
hypermethioninemia		
(cystathionine OR cbs) AND deficien*
#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4		

Isovaleric acidaemia

Maple syrup urine disease

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
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search terms used to identify articles about the natural history,
epidemiology, analytical validity, clinical validity and clinical utility for
each of the five chosen diseases in PubMed (MEDLINE) Limited to PubMed
MEDLINE 01/01/2002 to 21/05/2009

isovaleric acidaemia
isovaleric acidemia		
isovaleric aciduria		
ivd deficien*		
isovaleric acid AND dehydrogenase
deficien*
isovaleryl AND dehydrogenase deficien*
isovalericacidemia		
isovalericacidaemia		
#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #7
OR #8

maple syrup urine disease
msud			
branched chain ketoaciduria
keto acid decarboxylase deficien*
#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4
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Long-chain hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase
deficiency

Epidemiology terms

1. trifunctional protein deficien*
2. 3-hydroxyacyl coa dehydrogenase
3. multienzyme complexes		
4. long chain AND dehydrogenase deficien*
5. lchad				
6. hadh deficien*			
7. hydroxyacyl AND dehydrogenase
8. long chain			
9. #7 AND #8			
10. hydroxydicarboxlicaciduria
11. hydroxydicarboxlic aciduria
12. #1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #9
OR #10 OR #11

1. epidemiology			
2. morbidity			
3. mortality			
4. survival analysis		
5. disease susceptibility
6. disease progression		
7. natural history		
8. epidemiolog*		
9. genetic heterogeneity
10. incidence			
11. prevalence			
12. #1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #9
OR #10 OR #11

Diagnosis terms

Treatment terms

1. sensitivity AND specificity
2. diagnosis			
3. false positive reactions
4. predictive value of tests
5. false negative reactions
6. false positive		
7. false negative		
8. diagnostic use		
9. specificity			
10. sensitivity			
11. #1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #7
OR #8 OR #9 OR #10

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

research design		
clinical trials		
comparative study OR placebos
treatment outcome		
double-blind method OR single-blind
method
6. (single OR double OR triple) AND blind
7. random*[tiab]			
8. controlled clinical trial[pt]
9. randomized controlled trial[pt]
10. practice guideline[pt]
11. clinical trial[pt]		
12. clinical trial[tiab]		
13. placebo*[tiab]		
14. clinical protocols OR feasibility studies OR
pilot projects
15. epidemiologic research design
16. control*[tiab] AND trial*[tiab]
17. #1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #7
OR #8 OR #9 OR #10 OR #11 OR #12 OR #13
OR #14 OR #15 OR #16
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Screening terms
1. neonatal screening
2. neonat* screen*			
3. newborn* screen*		
4. mass screening		
5. infant, newborn		
6. genetic screening		
7. #4 AND #5 AND #6		
8. #1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #7
9. metabolism, inborn errors
10. inborn error*		
11. #9 OR #10			
12. #8 AND #11
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